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2 WU-ATCVW M-A'ROON t>0 F0H (JOU?
UNIVERSITY OF PUGET SOUND
Timi' — mfr-IT wimiwi’l1r«nM
A s awesome as theUniversityof PugetSound is,our acronymhas its drawbacks.
/ \ When anyone asks where you attend college, miscommunication and/or
/ \corny puns often result. Here is how the typical conversation goes:
Aunt, Uncle, Neighbor, or any other aquaintance: "So, where are you going to
school these days?"
Student: UPS
Questioning party: "UPS? Do you deliver packages? Wear those nice brown
shorts? Drive a truck? I thought you were going to college!" (They may find these
comments extremely witty too...)
Have you found yourself making sure to say you attend "The University of
Puget Sound" to avoid any confusion? Our common association with the shipping
companycan get somewhat frustrating,but it also is a unique attribute of our alma
mater. UPS, the United Parcel Service, recently had an advertising campaign with
the slogan "What can Brown do for you?" so similarly, we are asking in this book
what Maroon can do, and has done, for you, the students, the faculty, the staff,
and the community.
Do FOR YOU?
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Miany universities Hove two-day orientations during the summer prior to freshmanyear. These orientations can be months before school actually begins, and do notalways fully prepare students for jumping into their college experience. Here at
UPS we pride ourselves in taking care of our beloved freshmen. Faculty and students spend weeks
planning out our amazing orientation. From prelude to play fair, orientation week is jam packed withC A activities, allowing students to become comfortable with their surroundings and preventing them from
feeling home sick. One activity especially unique to UPS is a journey in order to get to know Tacoma: Urban
Plunge. During Urban Plunge, students got the opportunity to venture to different part of Tacoma doing specific
community services. This year, these services included working at retirement homes, gardening at charity farms,
and cleaning up local beaches. Freshman Adam Harvey recalls, "1 put "save our water" stickers on all the street
drains in the neighborhood. It was a good way to get familiar with our area and get to know other freshmen."
Jess Clark-
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Top Right: A new freshman checks
into the Passages Equipment INFO desk
where two returning students show her a
map of where Passages will take place.
Top Left: A new student poses for the
camera with one of the orinetation
leaders while enjoying their time at Play
Fair.
Bottom Left: Sophomore Dana Wikstrom
helps new freshmen unpack their
belongings
Bottom Right: Students gather late at
night on Todd Field, where they engaged
in icebreakers, meeting their new fellow
students.
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Top Right: Incoming freshmen and
transfer students register at the check¬
in desk, run by returning UPS students,
outside Wheelock Student Center.
Bottom Right: Students gather on Todd
Field where Play Fair took place on one
of the opening nights of orientation.
Below: A student scoops ice cream to two
new freshmen, Willa Bowsher and Lily
Hays, while they make their first visit to
the cellar.
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Right: Deanna Malikie unpacks her
belongings into her new room in Schiff.
Middle Right: An incoming freshman
unpacks her car as she moves into her new
residence hall.
Bottom Right: Freshman Jessica Clark
looks over her orientation schedule for
the upcoming week.
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ko would have thought that complete strangers
could bond so well after two nights of iodine water
and freezing cold camp grounds? Who would have
guessed how fun a hoe down could be in the middle of a boy-scout camp?
Thanks to UPS' distinctive passages program (headed by our own upperclassmen)
these questions are forever answered for the freshmen who arrived at UPS this year. From
canoeing to backpacking to tanning on the sunny dock of Camp Parsons, the options were
endless. This pleasurable program also provided the opportunity for freshmen to get a glimpse of
the beautiful Pacific Northwest. Both back packing through Olympic Park and sailing on the Sound
offered amazing views and fantastic memories. At the end of the program, passages leaders put on a
bonfire for all freshmen. At the bonfire there was music, wrestling, Dr. Suess, and even hand-made rain.
It was a great way to spark laughs and show freshmen what UPS is all about: fun, learning, and lots and
lots of rain.
Jessica Clark-
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Above: The class of 2009 is welcomed by
the passages leaders to Camp Parsons and
to life at UPS
Upper Right: Two passage leaders,
Kimron Thomas and Jaime Schumaker,
pose for the camera while preparing to
head out.
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Above: A group of students enjoy
dancing at the hoe-down at passages. The
hoe down was an exciting night activity
that was enjoyed by many
Top Right: What could be better than
canoeing on a beautiful night at the
beginning of the school year with a new
friend?
Bottom Right: Senior Scott McAmis hangs
out on the dock with his passagees, where
they had been enjoying swimming and
tanning.
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Left: For many students the quick swim
test was worth it once you jumped off the
dock at Camp Parsons for the first time.
Bottom Left: Where are the S’mores?
The finale of the trip, the bonfire, was as
beautiful as it was fun.
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Above: Students pose as mountain goats
after seeing many while on their day hike.
Left:Students enjoy canoeing while
watching the sunrise. Canoeing was a
great way for many to be introduced to
the Sound.
Left:Students participated in many
activities, including rockclimbing. By the
end of passages, everyone made it to the
top!
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<)?X> TT:mere is not a single soul on this campus who Has not been hungry long after the SUBis closed, giving them an excuse to go to the Cellar for some cheesesticks. Or, maybeyou are the person who makes a quick Diversions run right in the middle of studying
for your big math test. Or you wake up really late on a Sunday morning to discover those warm waffles
with strawberries on top waiting for you at the SUB. Whichever person you are, one cannot deny that UPS
food is an important and memorable aspect of our college experiences. Sure, sometimes the sub food may get a
little old, and you may find yourself walking over to the Met for some fresh soup. But what would UPS be without
icecream from the cellar, or that delicious rare garlic bread found at the SUB? Nothing. It would be nothing.
-Jess Clark-
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Above: Jamie Tsukami takes a bite into a
sandwich made from the SUB. There SUB
offers quite a selection at the sandwich
station.
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Top Right: Megan Holcome reaches for
the olives as she prepares a delicious
burrito for one of her fellow students.
Right: A variety of muffins are available
every morning and throughout the day at
Diversions cafe. Grab a muffin, a coffee,
and a paper for a great way to start the
day!
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Below: Students enjoy their
conversation at the SUB.
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Right: While sitting outside the SUB,
Kerala Hise enjoys a relaxing lunch of
spaghetti and iced tea.meal and
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Left: A student checks out the variety of
drinks offered in the SUB.
Left: While hanging out with friends,
Brian Kramer and Charlie Kashiwa finish
their lunch on a beautiful fall day.
(lAM'PU.S FOOD II
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^ T<s> 1 vMJXAO.\f(\r\oi\t nf cbilUhere are many jobs that students can obtain across campus, especially through ourexpansive work-study program. According to the department of financial aid, 'Federalwork-study jobs, are available in many departments on campus, and encompass awide variety of skills and responsibilities, job titles include Office Assistant, Athletic Program Assistant,and Computer Consultant, among others." Many students also find off-campus jobs through the university,
commonly working at businesses in and around Tacoma. Kelly Seidel, a freshman working at the study abroad
office says, "1 enjoy my work-study job because it is a good experience and I get to learn a lot about an office setting,
and more about the programs that we offer about studying abroad."
jessica Clark -
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Above: Annelise Haft works in the
Expeditionary where students can check
out outdoor equipment ranging from skis
to tents.
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Above Right: While working in the
library, Margot Markman and Jessica
Frank check out books to their fellow
students.
Right: During his first few weeks of
working at the SUB, Seth Doherty
became a “ master” of the register.
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Below: As part of the campus tour, Diana Duthie makes a burrito while
Katey King stops to explain the history working at the Mexican station in the
of Collins Memorial Library, before SUB
continuing the tour.
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Freshman Stephanie Engle works in the
pool for her on campus job. Lifeguarding
is among one of the many on-campus jobs
that students can work at.
Greg Bell, a current employee at
Diversions Cafe, happily takes someones
order.
CAMVUSJOVZ
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Vice President Ryai
|0 Finolly the time come, <
/1^ After a remarkable ca
V> McAninch were voted into AJ
t Halftime of the Homecoming football game against Willamette, a golf cart,
surrounded by people in dark suits drove onto the track. The people included
President Ron Thomas, Dean Jean Kim, ASUPS President Alex Israel, ASUPS
n McAninch, and other representatives from the student body and alumni.
a a and the occupant of the golf cart stepped out to reveal himself to the crowd.
mpaign the previous spring. President Alex Israel and Vice President Ryan
SUPS office. Together, they made an astonishing change on the UPS campus,^ something that had been attempted but not accomplished for several years. Grizz the Logger became thephysical representation of our school at sports games and other activities. He comes from a mixture of the old and
the new; until 1910, the mascot of the University was the grizzly bear. Though we are still the Loggers, Grizz has
been well received on campus because he does have that extra bit of history making his presence more meaningful.
Along with Israel and McAninch, the ASUPS staff included, Director of Business Services Travis Kell, Director of
Technology Services Edward Altorfer, and Director of Public Relations Meghan Hannes. ASUPS, with the help of Grizz,
managed to bring the campus together and help student government continue to run smoothly.
--Cara Munson-
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Above: At Playfair, the sleep
deprived ASUPS officers, Director
of Business Services Travis Kell,
Vice President Ryan McAninch, two
members of the student community,
Director of Technology Services
Ed Altorfer, Director of Public
Relations Meghan Hannes, and
President Alex Israel, welcomed the
incoming freshmen and first year students to the
university.
Above Right: Vice President Ryan McAninch and
President Alex Israel take time out from leading
the student body to play like little kids.
Right: Israel, McAninch, President Thomas, Dean
Jean Kim, among other influential members of
the University’s leadership, block the golf cart
containing Grizz at Homecoming. Finally creating
a physical mascot for UPS was one of the ASUPS
team’s biggest accomplishments.
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Top Right: Director of Business Services Travis Kell had a
huge job, dealing with the budget and allocating other monies
to clubs, medias, programmers, and other groups on campus.
Top Left: ASUPS vans were made available for student use,
and were also helpful for transporting sound equiptment and
other items on campus.
Center: President Alex Israel, Grizz, and Vice President
Ryan McAninch are proud to unveil Grizz to the campus
community at halftime during the Homecoming football
game. He recieved a warm welcome to UPS, and is now a
staple at University events.
Left: At passages, Alex Israel do-si-dos with Dean Jean Kim,
as Ryan McAninch and Meghan Hannes follow their lead.
Asm 15
Top Right: Senior Rachel Decker, Trail Editor-in-Chief, relaxes in her office, while reading her latest issue of the paper.
She took a lot of pride in her and her staff’s work, and was eager to make the Trail the best it could be.
Top Left: Junior Evan Tucker, the head of Crosscurrents, takes in some information at a media board meeting. Media
Board met every week, and was a chance for all the medias to regroup and discuss their progress and difficulties.
Bottom Left: Sophomore Liz
McGourty, freshmen Lindsay
O’Brien and Jess Clark, and
sophomore Editor-in-Chief Cara
Munson take some time off from
the yearbook to be a little odd.
The group was always having fun
in their office, despite the hard
work.
Bottom Right: A member of the
Trail staff looks over the upcoming
paper to check for any mistakes.
The Trail was made entirely on the
computers this year.
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Top Left: Senior Jean Gibbs (right), the head of
KLIPS, discusses the upcoming year with a dj while
providing some entertainment for move-in day for
freshmen.
Bottom Left: Senior Greg Groggel, Photo Services
head, and a staff member demonstrate then-
photography skills at Logjam. Photo Services
provided almost all photos for the Trail and many for
Tamanawas.
Bottom Right: Senior Tim Linneman poses with an
essential piece of equiptment
for Praxis Imago, the video
camera. Aside from leading
Praxis, Linneman also created
his own films and made music.
:
veryday in the little yellow house on North Alder, as well as in the basement of Wheelock, there is a group of dedicated students working to
wT’ make sure information is accessible to all students. These people work for the on-campus Medias, including The Trail, KUPS, Praxis Imago,
LarfPhoto Services, Crosscurrents, and Tamanawas.
Each Friday The Trail, the student-run newspaper, is released, often containing some controversial articles. Senior Rachel Decker was Editor-in-
Chief and completely revamped the paper, with the help of her staff, to include 4 extra pages and classified ads.
Often heard on campus is KUPS 90.1, The Sound. Senior Jean Gibbs is the head of KUPS this year, and along with her group of c
staff guide the programs many students have. Practically every type of music can be heard on the station.
Each semester, the ever popular 48 Hour Film Festival is held by Praxis Imago. Senior Tim Linneman heads up this group, and he and
his staff also hold many seminars and workshops about editing films and other aspects of film making.
When you see the beautiful photos in The Trail and Tamanawas, there is one group of students primarily responsible. Photo
Services has gone through major changes this year, becoming a set group of photographers, along with a club aspect that other
students are invited to attend. Senior Greg Groggle leads this talented group.
Crosscurrents is the magazine filled with the works of students each semester. Junior Evan Tucker and his staff collect
submissions of photos, poems, prose, and art, and compile it into a magazine available to the campus.
This yearbook you are reading is Tamanawas, which made a comeback last year and continues to gain
popularity. Sophomore Editor-in-Chief Cara Munson has been working hard with her staff to bring it back
into the consciousness of the campus as well as create a beautiful and accurate book.
-Cara Munson-- w METO-A 17
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\ ^ Wk t first glance, Homecoming this year seemed very similar to all tKe
[ Si years preceding it. Activities for students in tKe dorms included tKet mever-popular Song Fest along witK tKe Koliday dorm decorating,
wKile many students sKowed tKeir scKool spirit wKile enjoying tKe football game versus
Willamette, or tKe soccer game versus WKitwortK. However, one important difference
witK Homecoming tKis year was tKe surprise waiting for students during Kalftime of tKe
football game. Halftime stood as tKe perfect oppurtunity to reveal our new mascot witK a( j nostalgic twist, Grizz tKe Logger. Grizz combines tKe current mascot, tKe Loggers, witK tKef I mascot around before 1910, tKe Grizzleys. TKe exposure of our new mascot, made Homecoming^J 2005 a special event in tKe Kistory of University of Puget Sound.--Jess Clark-
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Top Left: Teammates
congratulate Rory Lee (19) on
his hard work on the field. The
Logger football team may not have
won, but they made it an exciting
game for the crowd.
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Top Right: The Varsity Volleyball girls screamed
with school spirit at the football game vs.
Willamette. It may have been cold, but writing
“ Go Loggers!” on their stomachs was worth it.
Right: President Ron Thom talks with an alum
about where the UPS degree has taken him after
school. Homecoming was a perfect weekend
for the alumni to come and visit.
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Center:FreshmanTaylorAnderson,
ihows families, friends and alumni Top Right; Two students enjoy
vhere the soccer game was. Many the hot dogs> which ASUPS wasans walked back and forth between selling at the pre-game tailgating
he soccer and football game. festivities for Homecoming.
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Bottom Right: Dean Jean, Ron
Thom, and members of ASUPS
pose for the camera in their finest
apparel.
Bottom Left: Alumni and students
alike prepare to watch the game
while enjoying the hot dogs offered
at the tailgating party for the
football game.
WOMECOMINft
0°' O^ ^ ne thing students at the University of Puget Sound can neveclaim to be is bored. Aside from the school work and studyimand hanging out with friends, the programmers and othegroups on campus make sure there is always something going on. Lectures, concertspoetry slams, break dancing, and even gambling were some of the popular events going or
at one time or another during the year.
Mark Zupan and Nina Totenberg both came out to UPS to speak to the student body. Zupan':
talk about the film Murderball and the sport of wheelchair rugby was a big hit with students, as wai
Nina Totenberg discussing the Supreme Court. Another big event was the Everclear concert, with Emersor
Hart (from Tonic) and Loni Rose. The concert was held to benefit the victims of Hurricane Katrina, so al
proceeds were donated to Mercy Corps to help out. Announcements for the concert could be heard on KUPJ
as well as 107.7 The End.
Among other events were Casino Night held by RSA, poetry slams held by Crosscurrents and the Englisl
Department, and many KUPS and Campus Music Network hosted concerts. Different events were happening al
week long every week, so there was always an opportunity to get out and learn something new or participate in a fur
activity. -Cara Munson-
Top Left: Nina Totenberg speaks
to a sold out crowd about WHAT
IS IT? Her topic was controversial
and informative, drawing crowds
from on and off campus.
Top Right: The Honors House,
Langlow, put on
a spectacularly
spooky haunted
house for
Halloween.
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Bottom Left:
One event the
Programmers
were very excited about was the Infinite Monkeys
breakdance performance.
Bottom Right: Amadan, a local band, performed for
the UPS community in October. They were a hit with
students who attended.
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fcight: At RSA sponsored Casino Night, virgin coctails were provided for
itudents gambling their chips away.
sliddle: At the end of the Everclear benifit concert, female students
vere invited onstage to dance along to the music.
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Far Left: Emerson Hart, of Tonic,
performed at the Mercy Corps
benifit concert. He played some
of the music he plans to release
on a solo album, but also played
the Tonic hit, “ If You Could Only
See.”
Left: Crosscurrents and the Eng¬
lish department hosted poetry
slams at various times throughout the year. The incredibly talented
poets entertained the audience well, as they put all their emotion into
their poetry.
CAMPUS EVENTS -AND CONCEPTS 21
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tudent theatre had a large presence on campus. Thi
( drama department put on Romeo and Juliet, which was
faculty directed, and in the spring Kiss Me Kate, holding
auditions for the whole student body to participate in. Also, the UPStageM clut
performed Relationships 101. The One Acts were also performed throughout the whoh
year, some student written, others both student written and directed. They were put or
by the Student Theater Productions Club. The theater department and clubs were very activi
the whole year, and involved a lot of support and participation from a lot of different people
from directors and state managers to costume designers and creators. All the effort was well spent
as many people attended all of the different productions put on by the different drama clubs and thi
drama department.
Dani Pohlman-
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Top Left: Two actors hold each
other in embrace during the
UPStageM Relationship Show.
Top Right: Two actors
peform a cute and
humorous scene during the
UPStageM relationships
show. During their song,
the two made up after a
fight.
3
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Bottom: Thespians involved in
the production of Romeo and
Juliet had a beautiful stage to
preform on, along with unique
costumes and an amazing
soundtrack.
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Center: Juliet is caught off guard at the
masquerade after meeting her true love
Romeo in the play Romeo and Juliet.
Top Right: Benvolio gives a brief mono¬
logue in the beginning of Romeo and
Juliet.
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Bottom Right: Six actors from the
Town Crier Speaks Festival perform
a modern and very different play,
where chocolate pudding, singing
songs, finding love, and everything
else imaginable was presented.
Bottom Left: Four of the actors in the UP-
StageM Club perform during their show.
STUDENTTUE-ATEU 23
Right: Students
watch Scream
on Halloween
weekend.
Bottom Left:
Eager for the film
to start, students
fill up the theater.
Campus Films was
held in McIntyre
003 almost every
week.
Bottom Right: Will
Pearson answered
his trivia question
correctly, and is
rewarded with a
package of Reese’s
Pieces. Winning
free candy was
always a highlight
of Campus Films.
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Left: Senior Robert Wendt quizzes the audience on their
triva knowledge before the show. This was a popular
part of Campus Films, as correct answers resulted in free
candy.
Bottom Left: Emma Britton happily bags up some popcorn
for a customer. Concessions available included popcorn,
candy, and soda.
Bottom Right: Robert Wendt takes a student’s money for
the film that night. UPS students got to see the films for
only $1, while other attendees were charged $2.
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f ever a student has nothing to do on a weekend night, there is one place they are sure to find some great entertainment
I for very little cost. Campus Films, a student run movie theater, plays one film almost every weekend, at six
u. different showings. The students involved pick the movies, which have usually just left most theaters, and
sell tickets, candy and popcorn, as well as run the reel or DVD. When campus films was first started, films
all came on the reel, but with recent developments in technology, DVDs are more common and much easier
to handle.
Films shown this year included Scream, for Fialloween, Charlie and the Chocolate Factory, and the
ever popular Batman Begins, as well as the Student Choice film, where students got the opportunity
to vote on any movie to watch. The wide variety of first rate films helped with the
popularity of Campus Films, along with the inexpensive admission rates. At only
one dollar for UPS students and two dollars for any non-students, tickets were very
reasonable. Add the prices and wide array of films shown to the movie theater
ambiance in McIntyre and one would wonder why students would go to other theaters
for their movies. -Cara Munson-
CAMVUS FILMS 25
<c.^-!>' one of the things that Puget Sound is known for is the amount of studentmusical talent on campus. Each year a student run program, SPANK,is put on for the campus community. Student musicians are chosen to
play in SPANK in order to perform in front of a live audience. One group or soloist is chosen, following this production and is given the opportunity to have recording hours in a studio. Local
musicians and bands will also perform for the school community on the weekends. As Nigel Finley
stated, "Playing with Funk Agenda is not just jamming with four other musicians but rather it is a
constant dialogue of the musical language, searching for new and innovative ways of expression." Music is
a great aspect of this school, bringing the students together at events such as SPANK.
--Jess Clark -
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Top Left: Jason Miller singing
at his performance with The
Handshakes in the SPANK
concert.
Top Center: Tim Linnemann
of The Handshakes brings some
unique vibes to the group.
_/
Top Right: Two guitarists from the band Funk
Agenda, Colby Sanders and Graham Shakelford,
play during the production of SPANK.
Bottom Right: At the Amadan concert, many
students were present to listen to the band.
UJntEN
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Center: Stu Decker swing dances at
the Amadan concert and Song Fest, Top Right: Nigel Finley plays the
which took place in the Wheelock piano during his appearance in
Student Center. Students really the production of SPANK with his
enjoyed making, listening to, and band Funk Agenda,
dancing to music on campus.
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Bottom Left: The Amadan guitarist
sings and performs for the UPS
students attending their concert.
Bottom Right: Drummer for Funk
Agenda, Alex Westcoat, plays at
SPANK.
MUSIC ON &AM"PUS 27
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<i° r0^ wanted to continue
Ke Intramural Sports program at UPS encouraged a lot
of students interested in participating in athletics to join
a team. Many students played sports in high school and
^ ^ that through college, so the intramural program was a^ great way to get exercise and meet new people. There were four seasons of sports.The fall season had outdoor soccer, flag football, court volleyball and ultimate frisbee.
^ The second fall season offered walleyball, indoor soccer, basketball and tennis. The winter0 session had basketball, raquetball, volleyball and indoor soccer. These events were held aroundcampus on Todd field, or in the Field House. The spring session had softball, 9 foot hoops, spring
soccer and volleyball. Many students participated in all of the sessions and had a lot of fun competing*s> against friends and classmates. Another form of sports on campus were club sports such as rugby and
club soccer for students that wanted a more competitive sports experience or wanted to play a sport that the
0 intermural program did not offer. Club sports were very popular and were still growing in size. Even withorganized sports in abundance, students could also be found all over campus participating in friendly pick-up
V
games ranging from frisbee golf to 4-square.
-Dani Pohlman -
Top Left: Two of the ultimate
frisbee players warm up before a
game.
Top Right: The mens club soccer
team relaxes after a hard game.
The soccer club was for people
that wanted a more rigorous soccer
experience than intramural soccer, but less
so than the varsity soccer team.
Bottom Left: Two ultimate frisbee players
limber up for the intese game ahead of them
Bottom Right: A Sigma Chi member plays
four square during a fundraiser.
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Top: Three members of the ultimate
frisbee team get into an intense game.
Center: The ultimate frisbee team warms
up and does exercises to be ready for the
game. They took their game seriously,
and made sure no one got injured.
Bottom: Stretching was very important,
whether about to play soccer, rim track,
or compete in an ultimate frisbee game, as
this player is here.
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Tihe University of Puget Sound offers a wide variety of Study Abroadprograms, including Affiliated, Approved and Direct Enroll programs.Currently, UPS students can choose from more than 120 different
programs in over 45 countries across the world, from Argentina, to Italy to the Netherlands,
to Tanzania. Each year, more and more students decide to study abroad and return home
excited and enthused about all they learned. Being a student abroad affords you a unique
opportunity to study with scholars of a different intellectual tradition, to see the world from the
perspective of another people, think independently, and gain an informed appreciation of oneself and
others as part of a broader humanity in the world environment. Many students have described their time
abroad as, "An experience of a lifetime", and recommend even those uncertain about going abroad, simply
to do it!
-Kelly Seidel-
Top Left and Right: Randin
King spent time studying abroad
in Spain, including Madrid and
San Sebastian. Study Abroad
students had a broad range of
options when it came to where
exactly they wished to travel.
Bottom: Studying Abroad is a great way to
see the beautiful places around the world, while
learning languages, history, and whatever subject
you may be interested in.
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Top Right: Two friends climb a
mountain on their trip. Exciting
landscape is a major incentive to
study abroad.
Center: Onestudy abroadsutdent,
poses with Mickey Mouse on her
trip. It goes to show, you are
never too old for Disneyland!
Bottom Left: One of the many places to study abroad, Barcelona,
reveals the beauty of Spain.
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A/L Garden Level
Pictured: Katie Taylor, Amy Friedman, Kirsten Henry,
Jeff Pearson, JoelReep, Julian Goldman,Sung Ko, Parker
Phend, Nick Reed, Michael Piper, Derek Robbins (RA)
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A/L First Floor
Pictured: Julia Simmons, Marie Gadda, Maya Coulson, Alycia
Corey, Maura Darrow, Lehua Farrar-Ivey, Lindsay O’Brien,
Kelley O’Dell, Taylor Anderson, Aimee Ono, Marcie Seely,
Olivia Neville, Kali Bechtold, Katie Ferguson, Lauren Bolte,
Kelly Seidel, Lindsay Pearce, Willa Bowsher, Tikki Weissel,
Alisha Edmundson
A/L Second Floor
Pictured:Katelyn Hales, Jane Kestner, Annie Hirschmann,
Miriam Iipman, Andy Pollack, Max Dworkin, Amy
Drucker, Dan Gardner, Cori Gunkel, Nora Darlow, Lei
Evensen, Kelsey McKee (RA), Brandon Henry (RA)
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A/L Third and Fourth Floors
Pictured: Adam Harvey, Miles Edmark, Jenny Russell, Pete
Reilly, Ryan Fish, Emily Gordon, Jamie Hosmer, Caitlin Taylor,
Cam Nakano, Alex Leavitt, Karen Ebeling, Max Karler,
Meghan Webking, Greg Bell (RA)
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T/P Garden Level
Pictured: Jeff Wehage, Jeff Baxter, Meagan Norris,Ella White,
Aaron Lynch, Andy Frank, Clint Agresti, Jennifer Yettke,
Alex Lesefko, Nick Cronenwett, Greg Bailey, Taylor Linnell,
Tristan Burger, Ariel Harrison, Michelle Levesque, Caitlin
Boersma, Andrea Norman, Alec Nelson, Wes Lilja, Stephen
Colby, Stacy Swiess, Kathryn Bernard, Travis Thonstad, Todd
Little, Kelli Ishii, Frankie O’Donnell, Jordan Barber, Emma
Green (RA), Matt Hoffman (RA)
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T/P First Floor
Pictured:Jake Sherman, Brett Woods, Erin Scheurer, Krysta Starr,
Kyle Valade, Carrie Miltenberger, Jill Eikenhorst, Nina Sherburne,
Sarah Spurlock, Jessica Davis, Jeh Featherston, Cliff Snyder, Kent
Hamar, Taylor Hyde, Emily Noel (RA)
T/P Second Floor
Pictured: Maxwell Kabrich, Jade Moss, Spencer Mitchell, Noah
Berger, Katie Schlesinger, Carling Lee, Aynsley Muller, Lauren
Brown, James Lee, Sara Lesser, Michelle Stoler, Nell Holden, Clare
Bartholomew, Lisa Portillo, Alex Thomas, Ben Templeton, Jim
Seratt, Tyler Weaver, William Ortiz-Grob, Peter Volberding, Brian
Wilbur, David Wolf, Erik Lind (RA), Chelsea Taylor (RA)
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T/P Third Floor
Pictured:Marie Obuhoff, Nick Schleicher, Erik Olson, Hannah
Hoke, KyleStroh, Claire Calhoun, RachelReckin, Annie Ogdon,
Fayez Rumi, Tony Yi, Bart Stevens, Brian Moore, Evan Hayes,
Jack Baber, Andy Lundequam, Kyle Johnson, Logan Sibbet,
Matt Irsfeld, Shari Shepard, Alexa Fritzsche, Sam Seligman,
Kibby Berry, Liz Elling, Ethan Taylor, Bruce Hart, Steven
Melhourn, Ian Jaray, Chris Aman, Rachel Meyer, Hannah
Perlmutter, Sarah Kingston, Tori Kendrick, Kalynn Daniels,
Andrew Parker (RA), Lindsay Gridley (RA)
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Schiff Garden Level
Pictured: TJ Ersfeld, Paul Siegel, Dane Frank, Emily Kahler,
Kelsey Quam, Stefan Moluf, Jennifer Hampton, Carl Larson,
Brittany McManus, Isaac Saarman, Will Swannack, Mina
Talajoor, Kat Barrett, Emma Long, Allison Demarest, Larissa
Keeler, Stacey Spaulding (RA)
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Schiff First Floor
Pictured: Madelene Heidel, TaReva Warrick-Stone, Jenna
Dinstell, Anna Beers, Whitney Stewart, Missy Zenczak,
Stacey Spaulding (RA)
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Schiff Second Floor - Dressed in their best for the outdoors
Pictured: Kate Hetland, Corey Sample, Stephanie Sievers,
Katelinn Shaw, Emily Strait, Aaron Saffer, Ian Johnson, Kelly
Howard, Leigh Ann Boswell, Conrad Gowell, Nathan Sharpe,
Rudy Rense, Linsey Warren, Stewart Decker (RA)
Schiff Third Floor
Pictured: Will True, Emily Smith, Amy Trautman, Pat Casados,
Michelle Brooks, Stacy Maynard, Melissa Boni, Matthew
Philbrook,Matt Beman,Liz Kaster,Erica Petrofsky, Mia Palomo,
Lyndsey Nichols, Alexis Smith, Sarah Jackson, Peter Stanley,
Adam Moulton, Eric Anderson, Robert Hildebrand (RA)
SCHiff
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Harrington Garden Level
Pictured:Anita Cussler, Kevin Nguyen, Elizabeth Fei, Maggie
Milligan, Justin Harvey, Maddy Ryen, Lauren Bagby, Max
Silverson, Lucinda Stroud, Corrine Henneberg, Hali Jones,
Clay Thompson, Gretchen Nelson, Matt Taylor (RA)
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Harrington First Floor
Pictured: Wilson Cecil, Cully Eisner-Terrill, William Bushyhead,
GibHanson,AndrewBonica,EmilyWaldron, MeghanSchimanski,
Elsbeth Stuef, Chris Bossart, Stephen Souvall, Whitney Ulvestad,
Julianne Horn, Brent Burkhart, Rebecca Thompson, Amy
Corcoran (RA)
Harrington Second Floor
Pictured: Bunhey Chem, Sarah DiTullio, Anne Pew, Anna Rowley,
Jeffrey Shook, Claire Grossmann, Erik Elfving, Liam Rosen,
Adrienne Kehn, Julia Welch, Tiffany Wynn, Andrea Gorton,
Maddy Bassett, Liz Tribelhorn, Whitney Bowser, Sam Gentle,
Heather Ahuero (RA)
Photo Unavailable for Harrington Third Floor*
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University Garden Level and First Floor
Pictured: John Espey, Pete Godlewski, Sarah Moody, Jeremy
Thompson, Amanda Wedvik, Steven Schroeder, Evan Leiser,
Katie Wilson, Erin Anderson, Jen Martinek, Mandy Chronert,
Nicole Merzel, Emily MacPherson (RA)
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-University Second Floor
Pictured: Seth Doherty, Stephen Morita, David Keers, Matt
Ralston, Ryan Bettinger, Zachary Stoddard, Haviva Avirom,
Will Schindler, Julie Wile, Christina Terwilliger,Tommy
Detmer, Dirk Karn, Greg Gause, Christian Amsttitz (RA)
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University Third Floor
Pictured:LeahSmith, Leila Jones,Kaitlin Burke,JenSalzberg,
Anne Grey, Hillary Jade, Heather Fast, Erika Hoagland,
Kathryn McMillan (RA)
Langlow House
Pictured: Cody Monroe, Liz Hoffman, Lisa Jacobson,
Brianna Richardson, Justin Haruyama, Nancy Martin,
Tim Zitzer, Andrew Griebeler, Shanti Blees, Ryan
Brassey, Sean Brakken-Thal, Aaron Danno, Chelsea
Zamowski (RA)
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imith Second Floor
hctured: Jennifer McFadden, Madeline Priest, Alecia Phillips,
Catie Thomas, Myke Okuhara, Will Baur, Justin Dougherty,
Cagan Riedel, Sam Armocido, Andrew Bourdon, Jacob Minne,
dalia Delacruz, Danielle Richards (RA)•ictured, but not residents:Leiana Sagoline, Kate Holbrook
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Smith Third Floor
Pictured: Erika Kercher, Kyle Andrews, Robel Biru,
Rachel McKee, Kyra Johnson, Kelly Zeiler, Skyler
Mason, Arianna Martell, Jane Lindborg, Chris Haller,
Danya Clevenger (RA)
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Trimble HaU
Pictured: Andy Zimmer, Peter Kowen, Ian Cuslidge, Steven Zane, Ben Bradley, John Hansen, Lisa Sunner, Joel
Akimoto, Cory Kawabata, Kyle Sombrero, Jennifer Martin, Colin Cronin, Elliot Trotter, Samantha Spiess, Kristen
Dodd, Jen Bellamy, Brian McCarthy, Julie McDonald, Jessica Swink, Charlotte Emigh, Carly Campbell, Mary Ann
Valentine, Katie Atkinson, Melissa Provinsal, Danny Haupt, Katelyn Bruhn, Pearl Crandall, Peter Shinn, Kirby Francis,
Alex Paauwe, J.D. Koziarski, Beth Wright, Kara Becker, Nicole Sherwood, DeAnna Schabacker, Jennifer Jura, Amy
Young, Amy Ille, Anna-Lena Specht, Ashley Bettencourt, J.P.Sleeger, Kelsey Wells, Carli Gochnour, Melissa Santos,
Carol Thompson, Rachel Hamstra, Haley Gilge, Nellie Suthers, Susan Moskowitz, Hannah Gullickson, Peter Crow,
Molly Danziger, Michael Bowles, Jon Walkley, Tristan Orford, Mikael Bangcaya, Jay Colingham, Susanna Pugh,
Nicole Liuzzi, Stuart Gluck (faculty-in-residence), Wynne Scherf (Graduate RD)
Photo Unavailable for Smith Garden Level and First Floor* UNIVE-RSITy.UNSLOW.SMITH ^NOTRIM'BLE
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Regester Garden Level -
Fans of The Rocky Horror Picture Show
Pictured: Talia Sorrentino, Robin Seaberg, Lyndall Ellingson,
Genevieve Turner, Adrienne Stimson, Katie Willcockson,
Rogan Motis, Beth Murdoch, Kathryn Hayden, Nadine
Leonard, Skylar Bihl (RA)
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Regester First Floor
Pictured: Jessica Knowles, Marissa Nakasone, Elayna
Trucker, Rachel Hood, Lyndsey Janes, Courtney Beardsley-
Schoonmaker, Emily Mulligan, Nora Geraty, Tabita Hilton,
Maggie Perry, Sarah Rittenhouse, Kayla Kairis, Tessa Wix,
Valarie Barone (RA)
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Regester Second Flooi
Pictured: Samantha Currall, Channing D’Costa, Lydif
Thompson, Dana Wu, Jamie McGovern, Jordan Conley
Jen Baron, Nicky Wright, Amanda McLaren, Victoria Long
Cydney Keller, Elizabeth Smith, Megan Boquist, Stephanie
Bauman, Mackenzie Johnston, Nina Kramer-Feldman, Natalie
Whitlock (RA!
Regester Third Floor - The wild and crazy ladies
Pictured: Briana Skirm, Casey Whitlatch, Randee Autrand,
Stephanie Syrett, Reena Lama, Bethany Scinta, Lily Hays, Allie
Thomas, Rachal Gunderson, Jordan Myers, Skylar Willson, Nani
Vishwanath, Sonia Ivancic (RA)
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Seward Garden Level and First Floor
Pictured: Deran Conkling, Garrett Gentling, Noah Gefen,
Taran Harmon-Walker, Spencer Graves, Joey Bitetto, Mark
Delbrueck, Kyle Challinor, Alexi Front, Andrew Collins (RA)
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Seward Second Floor
Pictured: Devyn Davis, Heather Carr, Brandeelin Siu, Alissa
Wolf, Belinda Bradley, Kim Greene, Jaclyn Pittenger, Jessica
Solano, Stephanie Engle, Lindsay Etheredge, Maura Andersen,
Jesimin Berman, Katie Feldman, Alissa Jolly, Irina Kagan,
Chloe Dodman (RA)
Seward Third Floor
Pictured: Myles Heistad, Matt Maze, Sean Carvey, Darin
Weaver, Seth Tucker, Derrick Moyer, Tad Johnson, Alex
Lehecka, Sam Kussin-Shoptaw, Inder Datta, Matt Farr,
Tyler Drake, Mitch Kremm, David Miller, Morgan Donner,
Max Harris, Nic Van Putten, Paul Wicks, Jens Pascucci, Bret
Schluederberg, Tom Geraghty, Matt Kwock
-
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Seward Fourth Floor
Pictured: Katie Lind, Julia Ledbetter, Shannon Forbes, Jessica
Rothfus, Meghan Watson, Elana Kiesler, Christina Donnelly,
Kelli Morgan, Vickie Kutasz, Claire Clevenger, Alexi Butler,
Meg Davis, Sarah Johnson, Ady Olson, Emma Montgomery,
Fiona Gomick, Erica Lone, Holly Coombs (RA)
;
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Pictured: Jane Butterfield, Whitney
Crittenden, Gretchen Frederich, Brendan
Goetz, Austin Kuehn, Liz McGourty, Cara
Munson, April Tomlinson (CC)
On - Campus
Pictured:LisaChandler,KatyDaly,Jenna
Dwiggins, Kristin Elia, Diana Grande,
Tim Guasco, Christine Knackstedt, Tess
Kutasz, John Lea, Charles Mendelson,
Eddie Monge, Nicole Morris, Abbie
Ogaard, Ben Wommack, Robert Wendt,
Scott Mitchell (CC)
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Pictured: Diego Aceituno, Chris
Benjamin, Matt Dellaguzzo, Diana
Duthie, Nigel Finley, Carolyn Ham,
Valarie Kotch, David Ley, Michael
Lucia, Pete McAfee, Peter McDonough,
Nick Meyers, Seth Pease, Letani Peltier,
Rachel Peters, Lee Piferman, Stephen
Somerville, Alana Thelan, Emily
Turnbull, Ken Verhulst, Jared Wheeler,
Patrick Wingo, Matt Elm (CC)
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Afew of the many university-
owned houses surrounding
campus.
'Photos Unavailable for other housing groups* 0H-CAUVUS HOUSES 43
Language & Culture Houses
Pictured: Daniel Adler, Risa
Allen, Jeff Ammons, Alyse Cato,
Sarah Glancy, Heather Quinlan,
Adam Restad, Yusuf Ali Word,
Katarina Jones (CC)
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Muses House
Pictured: Meese Agrawal,
ClaireAlano, AmeliaLamb, Erin
McKibben, Amelia Peterson,
Rebecca Radue
Realms of the Imagination House
Pictured: Rachael Burkle, Greg Moore,
Kylene Plum, Ian VanWyhe
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Track & Cross-Country House
Pictured: Nick Mayers, Frank
Prince, Dan Pollard, Kevin Stein,
Matt Vanni
C?
% Soccer House
Pictured: Chris Benjamin,
Nigel Finley, Michael Lucia,
Pete McAfee, Seth Pease
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Creativity abounds on Theme
House Row this year, with
houses including Park Place,The
Health Nut House, The Music
House, and the Era House.
Photos Unavailable for other theme houses* THEME HOUSES 45
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Members of Phi Delta
Theta are ready to
cheer on the Loggers
at the Homecoming
football game.
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The men of Sigma Chi
prepare for battle at the
end of Greek Week.
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Top Right: The men of 1108 N. Union, Charlie Kashiwa,
Greg Groggel, Kimron Thomas, and Scott Ordway, put on
their best smiles and sweaters for a ‘family’ holiday photo.
Below: Living off-campus presents many opportunites for
students, like having weekly ‘Project Runway’ viewing
parties. They loved the show so much, some of them started
dressing up like their favorite competitors and even the
host, supermodel Heidi Klum.
Pictured: Julia Bow, Emma Donohew, Emily Bliss,
Mikael Bangcaya, Moira Neet, Alex Raposo, Kate Wesche,
Heather Kliment, Andrea Cederberg, Jessica Edwards,
Annelise Haft, Brittany Howe, Sarah Bradshaw, Carrie
Clark, and Becca Herman
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Right:BurchGreene,Gaia
Gallotti, John Orth, and
Genevieve Greene pause
in their enjoyment of
the snow to take a group
pictur
Left: Ben Hitch, Emily
Naftalin, and Micaela
O’Connor are all smiles
about living off-campus.
.
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Right: Women’s Ministry housemates
Molly Vanbenthuysen, Lindsey Paup, Jess
Johnson, Lahlae Habibi, Kim Bartle, Janel
Averill, and Elizabeth Edwards pose after a
refreshing midnight bike ride.
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int,Left: Chrissy Dupms, Jenn Gra
Erin Wilson, Anne Leicher, Sasha
Wolf, Laura Hoenemeyer, and Erin
Leighty have a rockin’ good time at
TV V1.
* -1their Halloween party this fall.:
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Left:ElisaGallegos,DanielleFerney,
Kelly Markin, Brooke Churchfield,
and Jess Box show their sorority
spirit on Bid Day 2006.
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Right: Peter Ryan and Eric Anderson ‘dance
to the beat’ at a dance party put on by
fellow students.
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nglish provided a creative and literary
^T' outlet for a number of students atLtftfPuget Sound this year. From generalcourses like Intro to Lit to more specific
classes, like Jane Austen, there were courses
for all interests. April Tomlinson, 07, an
English major with a focus on literature, was
drawn to the field because "1 absolutely love
to read, and thought I should study the art
of writing." Reflecting on her studies, April
said her most influential professor here at
UPS was Mita Mahato - "She has helped my
writing tremendously, and is a very interesting
and inspiring professor." Looking towards
the future, Tomlinson expressed a desire to
take a year off, and then pursue a career in
publishing. Despite her passion for literature,
even she has made mistakes in her studies;
she recalled one amusing instance when "1
asked who Samuel Clemens was - in my
Mark Twain class." In the end, however, April
found that studying English has enabled her
to "look at a text more objectively and enjoy it
more than just for its pleasure purpose."
--Liz McGourty-
|enior Nikki'Esposito had originally decided on a
Business major when coming to UPS, but soon
found it wasn't for her; so as an alternative, she
tried out Communication Studies, and couldn't
be happier about the change - "1 chose it out of
three others and I'm so glad 1 did because I'm
doing well in the subject and enjoy all aspects
of the field." Esposito, who also played on the
women's volleyball team, discovered in her studies
that not only did the Communications field make
her more aware of the subject itself, but had also
enabled her to "become more critical of media and
communication in my everyday life and question
and analyze more everyday things." After
graduating this spring, Nikki planned on trying
out to play professional volleyball in Europe, after
which she intended to go to Hotel Management
school and start her own event planning business.
With "the knowledge to criticize and always
question," it is a sure bet she will be successful in
all her endeavors.
-Liz McGourty-
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Professor wen ventures out inue o e c tss to answer a question and mak
jokes with her students during her Film Culture class, a new Communicatio:
Studies course this veat54 'P'RIO'Rny M-AIL
Two students take advantage of the quiet and beautiful Kittredge
Gallery to do some studying for an art course.
3 * 1
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f you like to spend all your time over at Kittredge
Gallery, you must be an art major. Within the
major there are two main paths: Studio Art and Art
History. Each of these areas has even more specified
aspects, and within the studio art courses available
alone there are ceramics, foundations, drawing,
painting, printmaking, photography, digital imaging,
and sculpture classes. This leaves many options for
those looking to get a degree in the program or anyone
who enjoys making art. Art history courses, on the
other hand, cover all sorts of time periods, ranging from
western, Asian, and modern art history to Ancient,
Medieval, Renaissance and Baroque, American, and
other areas. One interested in art can view student,
faculty, and other artists' work in Kittredge Gallery
all year long, and there are often lectures and hands
on help from professional artists brought in. This
gives everyone an opportunity to learn more and delve
deeper into the beautiful world of art.
--Cara Munson-
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he ever dramatic
theater arts department houses one
of the University of Puget Sound's most popular
courses of study. Students interested in acting,
directing, producing, scenography, playwrighting,
and dramaturgy can learn how do hone their
theatrical knowledge, skills, and more through the
theater arts classes. Many students not pursuing
a major in the subject also take these classes for
core requirements or just fun, but theater arts are
not just fun and games. Students in the program
take their course of study very seriously. Many
act both at UPS as well as in larger productions
outside of school, often commuting up to Seattle
or elsewhere for practices and performances.
This department puts on a couple plays each
year, making it one of the most entertaining
departments for everyone.
-Cara Munson-
Montague and Benvolio disucss the
amorous Romeo in this year’s production
of “ Romeo and Juliet” .
ENGLISH, COMMUNICATIONS, ART AND THEATER ARTS 55
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n many classes across campus, a visitor might have a difficult time trying to understand the subjectI matter, but this is no less true than in the many language classes. Any student aiming to become
m bilingual, or just fulfill the requirement, can learn from the best any of seven languages: Spanish,
French, German, Chinese, Japanese, Latin, or Greek. Students in the major can specialize in two areas,
language and literature, for which there are three different tracks, and foreign language and international
affairs, in either European or Asian languages. Learning a new language can be very difficult for some,
as it is a foreign language, while others pick up the new words and sentence structures with no problems.
Professor Diane Kelley, one of the French professors, tells her students repeatedly that they cannot simply
translate the words from English to French or vice versa, because it is a completely different language and
it does not always transfer over correctly. Within each language there are all sorts of tricks and hints
to learn how to speak and write more fluently, but one of the best ways is simply to be immersed in the
language.
--Cara Munson-
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Opposite Page Left: Professor Diane Kelley
writes “ le, la, les, me, te, nous, vous, en” on the
board to teach her 101 class what preposition to
use in different situations. Kelley was especially
enthusiastic about that part of the French
language.
Opposite Page Right: Professor Lo Sun Perry
and the rest of the class ask questions of a
student presentation. Chinese was a difficult,
but popular language to learn here.
Top Left: Sophomore Sam Armoncido practices
his language skills with another student in class
by having a short discussion in French.
Bottom Left: Professor Lo Sun Perry studies
her computer screen as the class studies the
Chinese she had written on the whiteboard.
Bottom Right: The back of the shirts made
for Fall French Week said “ Le fran$ais, c’est
Vachement Chouette!” which means “ French, it
is very cool!” Vechement Chouette, however, is
a phrase which is a combination of the words for
cow and owl.
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Top: Brady Evans helps Natalie Henkhaus with a
difficult chemistry problem during class.
W A while some students were wary of
m/m/ the Chemistry department, and the
W W notorious O-Chem. class, others like
Junior Christine Vanos were instead drawn to it.
Bottom:The Chemistry
Magic Show was
a special treat for
those intersted in
Though not necessarily planning on a Chemistry chemistry. The show
major, "freshman year, 1 was put in the Chemistry took Place right before
110 advising class, and 1 was hooked from there. Halloween.
I've always enjoyed science, and I have really liked
the professors and labs here. Although it is a
tough major, 1 am glad it found me." Vanos, who
was minoring in Spanish as well, actually found
her Organic Chemistry class, with Professor Eric
Scharrer, to be one of her favorites - "He made
getting up for an 8am class, four days a week,
all year, as fun as possible. Believe it or not, the
class was never boring!" Graduate school was a
possibility for the junior, who expected to come
out of Puget Sound with "an education that is
valued out there in the real world." As Christine
stated, when asked what she felt a Chemistry major
would do for her, "As a person, any education
brings a broader mind and fuller life. Chemistry
is no exception - 1 am continually amazed by the
awesome things I am learning."
--Liz McGourty-
*he Biology
d e p a r t m e n t
both
rigorous and popular among students at UPS,
whether they were majoring in the field or
merely taking a course for a core requirement.
There were a variety of classes to choose from,
along with labs where students were able to
examine everything from plants to sea urchins
to individual microscopic cells.The department
also boasted numerous specialized courses
and research opportunities, and students were
able to explore almost any field they chose
with the cooperation of local facilities like the
Point Defiance Zoo & Aquarium.
--Liz McGourty-
RIGHT: Alyce DeMarais, Leslie Saucedo,
Peter Hodum, Stacey Weiss, Susan Bennett
Missing: Bruce DeMarais
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TOP LEFT: Alexa Tullis, Joyce Tamashiro, Christine Gray, Todd Sperry, Betsy
Kirkpatrick, Holly Davies, Sue Hannaford, Andreas Madlung, Carol Curtin.
Jennifer Burnaford, Michal Morrison, Gary Shugart, Peter Wimberger, Joel
Elliott, Mark Martin, Wayne RickolJ
TOP RIGHT: Professor Leslie Saucedo instructs her biology students before
setting them to work on their lab assignments. In this lab, students studied
genotypes and phenotypes in organisms.
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A. fossil given to a student by Geology professor Travis Horton. The Geology
Department had a collection of fossils, minerals, and rocks.
itM
T1 ro study science in a natural context, onemust look no further than the Geology andNatural Science departments. Geology
offered many specified classes for interested
students, as well as collecting maps, fossils,
and other geological items. Natural Science
offered of a broader spectrum of sciences, rather
than the specified classes geology consisted of.
According to the geology department's website
* on ups.edu, "Students who major in Geology or
in Natural Science acquire the ability to examine
the natural world in an analytical fashion, using
skills developed in major courses and drawing
both qualitative and quantitative conclusions
from their own observations. In the latter part
of students' time at Puget Sound, the more
project-oriented courses provide students with
the opportunity to integrate knowledge gained
at all levels of their educational experience."
Geology and Natural Science degrees can help
students achieve many things in a variety of
future fields.
Cara Munson-f -
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In an environmental studies class, Devin Turner and Minna Friedlander and
their group present information about Commencement Bay, a superfund site
in Tacoma.
he Environmental Studies
epartment was a relatively new field at UPS,
but was already proving quite popular among
students. Professor Dan Sherman, an Assistant
Professor in the department, was an enthusiastic
proponent of the program. "Life experiences are
not segmented into academic disciplines, our
knowledge of the world needs overlapping aspects
of academic specialties," said Professor Sherman,
who had been teaching at UPS for one and a
half years; "Environmental Studies is integrative
because it is multidisciplinary. It fosters an
inquiry-based, problem-solving approach that
can serve students well in almost any pursuit."
His favorite class to teach in the program is the
Senior Seminar, which he loves because of its
collaborative nature in bringing students from
different disciplines together for a project in the
community. Asked for any other details about the
program, he only had to add, "We spend a lot of
time outside."
-Liz McGourty-
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<Kc Religion
department
at UPS,
though small, was nonetheless an influential
study for many students. Though not many
chose to major in it, it still provided insights
and understanding to a multitude of other
fields. Quite possibly one of the most integrative
studies here, Religion took on everything from
politics to literature, and Star Wars to AIDS.
The department fostered understandings of the
entire world of religions and faith systems,
and encouraged students to explore beyond
just the common realms of Western culture
and religion. As the department said - "we're
not into saving souls, but we do ask the big
questions."
--Liz McGourty-
^^he Science, Technology and Society programI here at Puget Sound, aka STS, was a1 decidedly unique field of study. Many of
the classes offered were team-taught, and the
professors provided an amazing cross-disciplinary
basis for the study. Offered as both a major and
minor, STS students were encouraged to examine
and understand the connections between science
and technology, and the other fields that shape our
world, like literature, philosophy and art. Students
were taught to develop broad understandings of
the development of science, and the impact it has
on cultures and societies, as well as "the interplay
between science and economics, politics, religion
and values in contemporary decision making." This
program opened up a wide realm of understandings
and ideas to students, making them more aware of
the integrative nature of our every day lives.
--Liz McGourty-
Above: Kilworth Chapel, where students can come to get in touch witl
their religious side through worship or personal reflection
Below: Students collaborate during an STS class. Many different subjects
were covered within the department
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Right: Professor Dexter Gordon, director of the
African-American Studies program.
Middle: In the frehman Asian Societies course,
Professor Suzanne Barnett motions towards a
student offering a good opinion.
Bottom: The Asian Societies class ponders ques¬
tions posed by their professor.
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Kc Cultural
Studies programs at UPS gave students
a chance to learn about the world and cultures
outside of their own, and through that gain a
better understanding of their own. The African-
American Studies program aimed to "develop
an understanding of the role of race in African
American life and also in the broader social and
institutional relations of the United States and
other parts of the Americas," in students who
participated in the program, as well as open
their eyes to the ever-present issues of power,
multiculturalism and race. The Latin American
Studies program, offered to students as a minor,
worked to create and maintain understandings
of "the interaction of politics and culture at
the national and international levels, and the
historical legacies of contemporary aspects of
Latin American societies." Study abroad trips
were highly encouraged in this field, particularly
the programs available in Argentina and Chile.
The Asian Studies program, also a proponent
of study abroad, focused on fostering a better
understanding of Asia and all its complexities;
"The underlying assumption of the Asian
Studies Program is that the vast region labeled
'Asia' is complex and diverse and that varied
Asian peoples and institutions have greatly
influenced, and continue to influence, human
experience throughout the world."
Each of the Cultural Studies fields greatly
emphasized their interdisciplinary nature, as
each drew from many other studies, like politics
and government, history, and foreign languages.
This multidisciplinary approach worked well for
students, and made each of the fields at once
distinct and approachable for any who had an
interest.
-Liz McGourty -
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Above Right: Guest lecturer Michael Kimmel speaks with a student
following his presentation on Men and Masculinities.
Below Right: The Humanities program puts on a movie viewing series open
to all interested students. Besides putting on entertaining programs, the
Humanities department also offered a wide range of classes accessible to all
students. As a truly interdisciplinary field, the Humanities provided students
with insights into all aspects of just what it means to be human.
// think the crossover from Women Studies to Gender Studies hasI allowed a lot of opportunity for dialogue across campus and has
m. given the minors a presence on campus more so than we had
before/' said Senior Amy Corcoran, a Theater Arts major also minoring
in Gender Studies. Corcoran was at first slightly scared of the idea of
feminism, and its often negative connotations, but was opened up to
the ideas of gender equality in her Lit by Women class, taught by Ann
Putnam - "1 was always for equal rights," said Amy, "but Ann pointed
out to me that that makes me a feminist." Upon her graduation from
UPS in the spring, the senior had plans to attend grad school in pursuit
of a graduate degree in theater, as well as continuing her studies of
gender and women's history. "This field has given me a lens through
which to view the world. My focus on Gender Studies has made me
more gender neutral; 1 think in a lot of ways Gender Studies is about
tolerance and equality."
-Liz McGourty -
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pw^he Comparative Sociology departmentI successfully integrated the fields of
m anthropology and sociology to present
students with a varied and challenging
curriculum. Students, in taking these courses,
were able to learn about, comprehend
and convey a deeper understanding of the
societies and cultures of the world. Through
courses like Social Problems and Cultural
Anthropology, professors hoped to establish
an understanding in their pupils of expanding
thinking beyond one's own limited worldview.
In this study, students not only broaden their
liberal arts experience, but their minds and
ways of thinking as well.
--Liz McGourty-
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Professor Nick Kontogeorgopoulos listens patiently as a student
poses a question at the end of his Social and Cultural Change class, a
300-level Comparative Sociology course.
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istory,anessential
l part of fl liberal arts education, was
both a popular and challenging department
here at Puget Sound. Courses covered almost
every era in a variety of regions and contexts,
and allowed students to delve into very
specific areas of interests. From the High
Middle Ages in Europe, to Scholars and
Warriors in China and Japan, to A History
of Non-Violent Social Change, almost any
interest could be satiated by the strong and
diverse faculty of the History department. The
faculty not only taught with enthusiasm, but
were always happy to help and further any
student's interests and knowledge of the field,
kbove: History Department encouraging even upperclassmen from other
hetured: Suzanne Wilson Barnett, Michael Bottoms, William Breitenbach, departments to take classes. All in all, this
'fancy Bristow, Terry Cooney, John Lear, Douglas Sackman, David Smith, department provided a broad backgroundCatherine Smith, Theodore Taranovski for stude„ts t0 usc in my ftc|d thcy might
ielow: Professor Eric Orlin points out a particular region to his Ancient Roman
listory class. This particular class explored the dramatic rise of what is known "Liz McGourty--
LS the Roman Empire and how it affected the people of that era.
f you were into togas, temples and the
foundations of Western culture, the
Classics department here at UPS was
the field for you. In studying the world of
the ancient Mediterranean, students made
use of a variety of sources, including first-
person translated texts and modern historical
perspectives. To broaden their understanding
of the Greek and Roman cultures, courses in
Latin and Greek were offered on beginning,
intermediate and advanced levels, enabling
students to "use the languages as a way
of entering the heart of the vibrant world
of classical antiquity." Enthusiastic and
engaging professors also made this field
an enjoyable one to participate in. Classics
served as a basis for understanding our own
modern Western culture from these ancient
roots, which is important for students in any
5 field of study.
-Liz McGourty -
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The second floor of McIntyre Hall is
home to the Economics department.
uget Sound's Economics deportment
offered a wide range of courses for
m students, who participated in the
program for a variety of reasons. Many majored
or minored in the field, while others took
courses to further their studies in related fields
such as business. The content of the classes
provided a broad perspective for students, who
were encouraged to develop an understanding
of Economics through a theoretical, analytical
and historical lens. Options in the major were
available, even within this singular field, with
a Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Science
available to students, depending on their
abilities and goals for the future. The field is
taught by an active and popular department
faculty, who "take an active role in academic
advising of students from many areas of the
University and in other important University
and community affairs."
-Liz McGourty-
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^NAT,0NAI Ptudents who majored in 1PE, as it is known, found a wide variety ofcourses to meet their intellectual needs. Senior Christy Combs found theintegrative nature of this field very suitable to her personality, which iswhy she chose it. "1 have always been the type of person who liked to integrate
different kinds of thoughts and ideas to make new theories and ideas. IPE
just suited me. It integrated two fields that interested me," said Combs, who
previously studied abroad in London. She was also very aware of the benefits
of choosing IPE as her main field of study - "It has taught me to carefully
look at all facets of societies and cultures, and how to remove myself from
my own position and take a real objective look at other people's situations,
circumstances, and challenges from their perspective." After graduating, Christy
hoped to take a year off, and then go back to school for her PhD. Where her
degree in International Political Economy will take her, no one knows, but it is
certainly a solid start to a search for a career she will love.
-Liz McGourty-
Top: Senior Christy Combs diligently goes over her notes ,
getting ready for another busy day in her IPE courses.
Bottom: A student writes notes on the board during his IPE
If
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Computer Science student. T
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// P'^ hey learn subject matter in context,
learn some relevant History of the
subject, learn to think analytically
and logically, and gain experience in both
problem solution and in the communication
of their solutions to problems," said the Math
& Computer Sciences department of what
students could expect from their program.
These two fields have proven to be important
* basics for students in recent years with the
growth and expansion of technology in the
workplace, not to mention the necessity of
math skills in almost any field one chooses.
To this end the Math & Computer Sciences
department provided a wide range of courses
suitable for all, majors and non-majors
alike. As the demand for employees well-
versed in computers and mathematics rose,
so too did this exceptional department rise
to the occasion, equipping students with the
knowledge needed to succeed in the working
world.
-Liz McGourty-
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i physics class during a lecture. Along with lectures, students
n physics classes took a lab to apply their knowledge.
1^ hysics is a field of
m. study that many students are familiar
with. Physics students, dual-degree engineering
majors, and other science students all get a
chance to partake in the physics department's
expertise. The department offers students a
unique way to view science. The UPS website
says that "It offers a curriculum of classical
and modern physics that prepares students
for careers as scientists and citizens. Students
who complete a Physics major acquire an
understanding of the principles of mechanics,
optics, electromagnetism, quantum mechanics,
and relativity. They will be experienced problem
solvers, adept at translating a physical situation
into a mathematical problem. They will have
experienced the satisfaction and frustration of
experimental work." Students in this course of
study become well rounded and have a good
start to getting into the real world.
-Cara Munson-
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ne of the most ancient courses of study is
Philosophy. According to the department's
website, "The questions that have occupied
philosophy across its history can be located in three
categories. First, there are questions about the
nature of reality - ourselves and the world in which
we find ourselves. Second, philosophy considers
questions about how we should live, including
questions about moral choice, about the place of
the individual in the community, and about what
is valuable or worthwhile. A third hind of question
concerns what it is possible to hnow, and what
constitutes good reasoning and secure justification.
Despite these categories, many philosophers seeh a
comprehensive and unified vision of the world and
our place in it. Even those philosophers who are
skeptical of such grand designs typically answer one
kind of question - 'Do people have minds over and
above their bodies (or their brains)?' - by considering
another - 'How could 1 know about another
person's mind?' In fact, the question of how we
know pervades philosophy." Thought
provoking, no?
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Psychology was a popular study for
many here at UPS, majors and non-majors alike.
While a good number of students took Psych101as
an elective, others like Junior Whitney Crittenden
were far more deeply involved. In addition to
being a dedicated major, she also found time
to be involved in the Psychology Club as well as
acting as the fundraising chair for Psi Chi. Her
initial interest in the field came in high school
with her first psychology course, and besides, she
quipped, "What's not to like about psychology?"
Also minoring in Biology, Crittenden was looking
forward to her study abroad trip to Tanzania,
where she hoped to study giraffes. Following
graduation Whitney looked toward getting an
internship working with animals, after which she
would like to continue her education with a focus
on animal behavior. Asked what she thought her
experiences in Psychology here at UPS would do
for her, she replied that she hoped she would
gain "a better understanding of psychology and
a rounded education. I am now able to look more Psychology Departmentcritically at newsworthy' items and understand Pictured: Barry Anton, Kevin David, Cathy Hale, Robin Foster, Davidthem." Moore, Sarah Moore, Jill Nealey-Moore, Mark Reinitz, Carolyn Weisz, Lisa-Liz McGourty- Wood
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Politics & Government Department
Pictured: Lisa Ferrari, Bill Haltom, Karl Fields, Janet Donavan, Melissa Bass,
Andrew Milton, Seth Weinberger, Don Share, Dave Balaam, David Sousa,
Irene Lim (secretary), Lisette Schollee (student assistant), David Childs
(student assistant)
Not pictured: Carlo Bonura, Arpad Kadarkay, Patrick O’Neil, Dan Sherman
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1 ophomore Seth Doherty came to UPS last
|year looking to major in chemistry, but" quickly changed his mind after experiencing
the Politics & Government program. "1 always
found it interesting," he said, "and it will hopefully
give me an opportunity to make some sort of a
difference." Doherty, also minoring in history,
was unsure of what the future holds past earning
his degree, but hopes to gain "a greater base of
knowledge to help me in whatever career 1 wind up
in, and to guide me through the world." The P&G
department surely provides such a base, with a wide
variety of classes to choose from to help students
understand and better relate to their world and
how it works. When asked what studying in this
field had done so far for his own experience, Seth
replied "It has given me a rational, fact-based
way of looking at academics, and the world, that
is not overly scientific," something which many
students here can appreciate.
-Liz McGourty-
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Sophomore Brittany Hodgson heads out the door for another
busy day of classes.
very specific field of study, Exercise Science
nonetheless attracted a good number of students
to the major, including Sophomore Brittany
Hodgson. Involved in both the Cross Country and
Track teams at our school, Brittany was first drawn
to Exercise Science through a high school knee
injury and her experience with physical therapy
- "1 really liked what they did, so 1 took some
related classes to see if it interested me." Hodgson
was also minoring in Comparative Sociology,
and planned to continue her studies in graduate
school, with the hope of becoming a physical
therapist. Like many students at Puget Sound,
Brittany enjoyed and looked forward to completing
"a well-rounded liberal arts education", but found
that even her individual field had already taught
her much. "I've only taken about three classes so
far, but it has definitely taught me a lot about
time management and staying on top of things,
especially with a full course load which can make
it difficult." She was optimistic, however, about
pursuing her major which integrates her love of
sport so well.
-Liz McGourty-
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P'^Kc MusicI department Here at UPS is renownedW for its conservatory-like quality, but
wkat many students did not realize was the
variety of degrees offered in Music, beyond
performance or teaching. One such program
available was Music Business, one which
Junior Nigel Finley was drawn to. '1 chose
Music Business as a major because 1 want to
become more involved in an ever-changing and
growing technological and musical world,"
said Finley, who was also an accomplished
pianist. Upon finishing his degree here,
he planned on heading to a recording arts
or sound engineering school to further his
studies. Along with his degree, Nigel expected
to leave UPS with "a well-rounded perspective
on life, well versed in literary, business and
music skills necessary for the real world; also,
plenty of friends that will last a lifetime." On
the way to completing his studies Finley had
already learned much, noting the influence of
his Jazz Theory professor, Dr. Rob Hutchinson.
"As a person, 1 have become a much more
attuned listener," the junior said, "and 1 am
learning how to communicate the language
that is expressed through music."
-Liz McGourty -
Top: The University Jazz Band plays in then-
performance with musician Randy Weston.
Bottom: Junior Nigel Finley is quite serious
about his Music Business studies.
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Top: The Music department’s very own Music
Building, located at the heart of the UPS
campus.
Bottom: The University Concert Choir
performs in the winter. At this performance,
a guest tenor sang with the choir, which was a
real treat.
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//\ A fhflt ls funny about the music
major is that it is really Hard
o escape once you start down
its path," said Junior Danya Clevenger,
who was specializing in Choral Music
Education. Pursuing a minor in Politics &
Government, a field she said is "surprisingly
close to life in music," Clevenger was an
enthusiastic student and participant in the
Music program at Puget Sound. Asked how
her chosen field had helped her grow as a
person and student, Danya responded, "I
think that studying music has cleared some
of the walls between what is work and what
is play for me, and asked me to connect the
two. Not to mention that as a musician, you
are never done practicing'. 1 feel like 1 live
a major more than just earning one." The
junior planned on participating in the Teach
for America program following graduation,
hoping to gain insight as to whether she
would like to continue pursuing a teaching
career, "not to mention the personal rewards
of doing a program like that." Reflecting on
her experiences attending school here, Danya
found she had "gained invaluable friendships
and experiences that 1 like to think are unique
to this school, and that will carry through for
the rest of my life."
--Liz McGourty-
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Langlow House, on the first day of snow.
Langlow housed some of the freshman
Honors students for their first year at
Puget Sound.
^^he Honors deportment provided studentsI at UPS o unique opportunity to delve
m. into the world of classical literature
and studies in addition to their traditional
fields. Freshman Brianna Richardson was
"intrigued by the idea of studying related
materials together with a small group
of people who really wanted to explore
great works of literature." A Music major,
Richardson resides in Langlow House, the
student housing option for freshman Honors
students, which allows them to form a tight-
knit community on campus. Said Brianna
of what her studies had taught her in her
short time here, "It's important to have read
Homer's Odyssey and other classics that have
become such a foundation of knowledge for
more contemporary writers and scholars." Her
future plans were to either continue on to
graduate school after UPS, or go into teaching
music in schools. A memorable moment from
her Honors classes, quoting Professor Ervin
on Frankenstein, serves as great advice for
all students: "When anyone asks how you're
doing, just say 'My spirits have a wonderful
elasticity about them'."
--Liz McGourty-
The residents of Langlow House put on
a haunted house for Halloween this year,
proving even Honors students can have fun.
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5rofessor Paula Wilson shows her business students how to analyze and
inderstand financial statements for their final project.
m
1
// usiness was the only program that
seemed interesting to me," said Junior
Woody Selich, when asked what drew
him to the Business and Leadership department
at UPS. While enjoying his studies, Selick also
found time to be involved outside of school with a
local company which gave him the chance to work
with a variety of influential businesspeople around
the area. Studying in the business field, he had
found "allowed me to meet numerous people with
similar professional aspirations, as well as helpful
and inspiring educators. In addition, the business
program has thus far given me a much better grasp
on my personal abilities as a leader and problem
solver." With a Business major and possible Art
minor in hand. Woody looked forward to tackling
grad school, and possibly starting a small business
of his own after graduating. Beyond the Business
field, Selick expected to gain "most importantly,
a sense of self and ability, as well as long-lasting
friendships and unique experiences" from his time
at Puget Sound.
--Liz McGourty-
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fDuchesne,'06, was an enthusiastic
student in the field of Business, with an International
emphasis. "As a student, studying in this field has
taught me about making choices. I've definitely
evolved since my first year. Studying in this field has
shown me that you can do amazing things if you're
willing to make a plan and believe in yourself," said
Duchesne. Having a solid liberal arts background was
also important to Leandre, who felt that "a business
education would be worth nothing if it did not fall
into a context of values and aspirations that have
been evolving in me over the years," which was in part
developed through his varied studies in departments
from world religions to economics. Asked about his
plans following graduation, he responded, "l plan on
living a fruitful life. I'll travel, work, go to the beach
a lot, eat good food, sleep a little, work some more,
play in the snow, and hopefully get married, have
kids, be a rock star and rule the world." Along with
The School of Business and Leadership Faculty: Front Row: Keith Maxwell, these grand aspirations, Duchesne included making
Nila Wiese, Susan Stewart, Paula Wilson; Middle Row: Jim McCullough a living in product development and market research,
(Schoolof Businessand Leadership Director), Lisa Johnson,Lynda Livingston, in each of which his Business degree will prove more
Alva Butcher; Back Row: Jeffrey Matthews (Business Leadership Program than handy.
Director), Kathi Lovelace, Lynnette Claire, Leslie Price „Ljz McGourty-
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Scott Ordway & Brendan Faegre talk
with Nicole Wright
$?©©£ 1^ ac/ahirt5T h e University ofPuget Sound Pool
Kayaking Club serves to give the campus
community the opportunity to learn
essential kayaking skills in a safe
controlled environment, while emphasizing
fun, team building, trust, self -confidence,
and community.
-ASUPS Website-
Whitney Mackman practices her
skills in the pool.
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Swing Out! UPS is a club dedicated to
bringing swing dancing to the UPS community.
Experienced swing dancers who are students at
UPS teach lessons every week and hold a dance
right after. Our first meeting of the year had
over 70 people, quite a strong comeback from
past years. The club is a great way for students
to have fun, meet new people, socialize, get
some exercise, and of course learn to dance.-Alice Fong-
Heather Fast, Alice Fong, and Will
Schindler
Candy Vallimont & Krysh Williams
ZCcP^stagezMUPSStageM! (University of Puget Sound
Stage Musicals) is a student organization
dedicated to the performance, study, and
appreciation of musicals. As an organization
we seek to give students opportunities to
perform selections from musicals, endeavoring
to create one showcase presentation each
semester. Students have the choice of
performing, playing an instrument, directing
or assisting in all aspects of the stage.
UPSStageM! also views musicals (both
movies and live performance) and encourages
the discussion and study of the selected
works. Students also have the opportunity
to participate in special workshops and
discussions about musicals with faculty and
experts. UPSStageM! seeks to open up the
world of musicals to the campus audience and
in doing so promote community, education,
and experience through art.
-ASUPS Website-
Practice in Kilworth Basement
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Lindsay Gridley & Autumn Best
Jen Bellamy, Sam Riggs
Underground jazz is a student-run vocal
jazz group specializing in all types of vocal
jazz, mainly acappella, and is driven by its
members. There are two larger groups, one
specializing in jazz, the other in pop covers.
However, there is no limit to what UJ can do.
They perform combined (35 singers) pieces as
well as numerous small (4-6 singers) group
pieces. Cora Evans and Emily Miller ore the
main coordinators this year. We hove opened
for many performing groups on campus such
as m-pact, sung the notional anthem at
sporting events and performed for Alumni
Events.
--ASUPS Website-
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Officially recognized by the Associoted
Students of the University of Puget Sound
(ASUPS) and founded in 2002, the club
University of Puget Sound Towards Animal
Rights Together (UPSTART) meets Tuesdays
at 8:00 p.m. behind the Info Center in
the SUB. We organize events that promote
animal rights os well as related issues, such
as sustainability, world hunger, and human
health. Post events hove included annual
spring banquets, local protests, free lectures,
potlucks and Seattle dinners, Earth Day soy
ice cream giveaways, volunteering at animal
sanctuaries, a raffle for an autographed
Maroon 5 hooded sweatshirt, vegan bake sales,
and our overnight "Portland Pilgrimages."
While we believe that transitioning to a plant-
based diet is the single best way to reduce
animal suffering, we welcome anyone with an
interest in the rights of animals to join us
regardless of diet.
-Michelle Brittan-
/
Nicki Vance & Millicent Hadjivassilou
Film Criticism
Keely Rew, Rick Peterson, Jana
Howard
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Christian Manthei, Doug Phelps,
Nicholas Carman
GGOIOQU) Club
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Emily Sterling & Lindsay McAuley
The purpose of this organization is to work
toward the observance of all human rights
as enshrined by the Universal Declaration
of Human Rights and other international
standards.
-ASUPS Website-
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AGIAN PACIFIC AMERICAN Jewish StudentOrganization$TUPENT UNION
m J k »^ JFight Club
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Eva Tam & San Nguyen
* Rachel Hamstra\Kaithn Lubetkm,
Alex Merritt-Smith
The ISO s goal is to promote an
awareness of the Jewish way of life and
history by having the club open to any
student or faculty memben of the Puget
Sound community. The Javish Student
Organization maintains ati open-forum
where its members are able totteach, learn,
and discuss Jewish traditions, beliefs, and
current issues affecting stur ;nts today.
Please join us, as all are w Icome! The
JSO meets every Monday at 5pm in the
Diversity Center.
- -ASUPS Website-
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Susanna Pugh & Jen Fischer
ROC
RELIGIOUS ORGANIZATION# COUNCIL
m
i
Ruth Marsten
The Film & Theatre Society, an ASUPS
recognized club, was started in order to
bring theatre closer to the UPS community
and to allow students to enjoy performances
they might not be able to see otherwise. Its
members attend professional productions
in both Seattle and Tacoma, and also see
independent movies at the Grand Cinema.
Since its creation in the fall of 2000, the
Film and Theatre Society has given students
the opportunity to enjoy live theatre and film
and the company of fellow theatre-lovers.
-Susanna Pugh-
J4UF*S.' ANIME £ LU &
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Walker Lindlev. Errol Varltanian.
Erika Hoagland
The Japanese Animation Club meets weekly
to watch and talk about anime. We do our
best to show a wide range of anime to help
people better understand Japanese culture
through anime.
--Walker Lindley-
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College Republicans
Whitney Ogle & Charm Wrencher
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Najja Bullock, Tyesha Green, Twina
Franklin, Veronice Boomer, Jessica
Murphy
The Black Student Union (BSU) is an
organization created for Black students
of all colors, creeds, mixed heritages, and
experiences. As part of an ever changing
world, we are celebrated descendents of
a Global Diaspora that covers America,
Africa, Asia, the Caribbean and even parts
of Europe. As Black students here at the
University of Puget Sound, our goal is to
encourage unity, connection, and school
spirit. Our cultural connection, as "Black'’
students, affords us the ability to support
one another and maintain a sense of
fellowship and community. Our goal is to
maintain a presence in and around campus
and be recognized as a leading organization
in promoting unity, support and school
spirit. Such a lofty goal is only possible with
the continued support of Black students who
desire to maintain a connection, coupled
with a sense of self and community. We also
appreciate the support of the entire UPS
community.
-Veronica Boomer-
Alina Vaynberg & Caitlin Blomquist
The International Club provides a forum
which promotes a better understanding of
cultures throughout the world and provides
a welcoming environment for International
students at the University of Puget Sound.
International Club organizes and hosts
social and educational activities which
bring together International and American
students. We meet mondays from 5-6 in the
Student Diversity Center.
-A5UPS Website-
II
Alecia Phillips, Jennifer MeFadden,
Nick Rodman, Aaron Tumale
Students for a Free
Tibet
Pauline Seng & Brittana Hardwick
~
Sit..I m\ fsA
Hisae Uki, Mieko Matsumoto, Melissa
Char talking with Jean Kim
Hui O Hawaii is a student run organization
at the University of Puget Sound that aims to
share the culture of Hawaii with the campus
community. The club consists of undergraduate
and graduate students who are either from
Hawaii or want to learn more about Hawaii
while making great friends and having good
times.
--ASUPS Website-
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Laura McDonnell & Rhiannon Crothers
mMEN V IACRO**E*5 R u t hMarsten,H a v i v aAvirom,and Scott
Mitchell
Ultimate Frisbee Is a big sport here at
UPS. You con often find them playing on
Todd field. According to our own team,
"[Ultimate Frisbee] is one of the world's
fastest growing/most badass sports."
-ASUPS Website, less Clark -
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Kirby Francis & Kyle Berggren (Coach)
ASUPS Lacrosse is a club sport that
competes in the spring. The lacrosse club is
an intercollegiate team and competes within
the Pacific Northwest Collegiate Lacrosse
League.The Loggers are the current defending
champions in the PNCLL B- League, and look
forward to a promising season as they will
return two of their four All-Americans from
last year. This season, the lacrosse team will
compete againt opponents such as Pacific
Lutheran, Western Washington, Evergreen,
Lewis and Clark, University of Montana,
Central Washington, and Linfield. The team
practices regularly during the soring, and is
a
Cycling
* i
Holdener
-
ve* coached by Kyle Berggren and Kris Johnson
who were both awarded the "coach of the
year" title by the PNCLL last season. No
experience is required to play on the team
-ASUPS Website-
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InterVardty
Christian
Fellowship
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.
Sarah Carnanan, Carol Zolnowsky,
Jim Adams, Donna Talasco, Emily
Steiner, Alena Bennett*-
A¥Vv . Brian McCarthy, Brian Stone, NickVasilius, Bryce Stillman)enise Marks speaks with John Hansen -
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A small but dedicated group of students
many years back decided to find
their roots in this institution and founded
the United Methodist club, U-Meth. We
are still small, but much more dedicated
to not only finding our roots within the
church but also within the community.
U-Meth's main mission is to work
inclusively to achieve social justice and
religious awareness around campus and
the community. Some activities include
weekly dinners and discussions in Kilworth
Chapel, The annual Jesus Film Fest, visits
to local congregations (not just United
Methodist), and actively engaging in
social issues that concern our club, school
and community.
-Emma Donohew-
IU HOCKEY
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Logan MacKinnon & Howdy Tuthill
Back row Left to right: Max Fletcher,
Matt Hoffman. Second row: Dan Johanns,
Jon Roberts, Mitch Grandstaff , Eric
Wickard, Kurt Heinaman, Christy Fisher,
Jessica Johnson. Third row: Annika Lider,
Lahlae Habibi, Lindsey Paup. Front: Katie
Gillette, Amber Englund, Janel Averill,
John Hansen & Briggs the Dog
Lighthouse
We are a Christ-centered community
committed to providing Tacoma
college students with opportunities to
experience the love, truth and power of Jesus
Christ, and to be equipped for a lifetime of
growth and service in the world. We invite
all to come join us in worship, a message,
and genuine friendship on Tuesday nights at
9p.m. in the basement of Kilworth Chapel.
--ASUPS Website-
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The Artistic Gymastics League
was created for all levels of
gymnasts who want to stay in
shape and have fun. We meet
once a week at NASA Gym¬
nastics in Gig Harbor to work
on new skills and develop exist¬
ing ones in a safe environment.
Members can chose what they
want to work on in an open
gy m setting with a spot I n >m
the coach when needed.
-Amy Coussens-
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The UPS Association of Computing
Machinery (ACM) is the local
chapter of a national organization
for student and professional com ¬
puter scientists. We help to raise
awareness of technology issues < m
campus and promote technology
use. We sponsor informational talks
and seminars on computer related
topics. Though most of our memliers
are computer science members, we
welcome anyone with an interest in
technology on campus. We also try
to do a couple of fun events every
year (like dances and movie pre¬
miers) that have a technical tlavor.
This year we sponsored a Rave
(techno dance) through the ASUPS
Wee-Hours program and helped to
start a computer science honor soci¬
ety (UPE) for exceptional junior and
senior computer science students.
I -Renee De Voursney-
PHI SIGMA
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Jtvdctft Theater
Pr©ducti©iA:^Student Theatre Productions exists
to support the production of student
theatre at UPS in whatever form the
imagination cares it to take. We
do so through three main forums:
the Town Crier Speaks Festival of
student-written one-acts, the Infinite
Monkeys Festival of student-written
full-length plays, and the Ubiquitous
They sketch and
improv comedy
troupes. We have
also supported
a number of
independent
t h e a t
Phi Sigma is ;k national society
that was founded in March 1915 at
Ohio State l diversity to promote
academic achievement and research
in the biological sciences. We are
members of the American Institute
of Biological Sciences\and Associates
of ( Allege 1 lonors Societies. Phi
Sigma is the only recognized honor
society lot both t im let graduates and
graduates in biological sciences. We
are devoted to fostering knowledge
and understanding, promoting
undergraduate research hrough
a spring symjtosium. eru ;>uraging
interactions between students and
faculty, and serving the < ommunity
through environmental a id
educational outreach pre grains.
-Liz Fly-
r e
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p rou a c t i o n s
and groups over
the past several
years since our inception. All theatre
is produced written, directed teched
and performed solely by students.
STP provides opportunities for those
with limited time or experience, or just
those who want an extra dunce or two, to
learn a h n i t t heat remaking through active
participation in the proce s, and allows
students to exercise their creativity and
ingenuity to bring the vario is productions
into exist ‘nee. Student
theatre >n the UPS
campus las exploded
over the past few years,
and SIP is proud to
have ho r a part of that
I i n » i :ss. \ e welcome the
interest of any students,
whether or not they are
currently theatre majors
or have ever worked in the theatre before,
and are happy7 to provide support and
guidance to those who are interested in
creating theatre in any7 form.
-Elizabeth Edwards-
SOMETWINft DIFFERENT
Mission Statement
Conspiracy of Hope is rooted in the ideals of
community service, believing not only that we can
make a difference in others' lives, but that we should
- even if it is just this one day out of the year. Through
the practice of serving, however, it is hoped that the
students, faculty, and staff of the University of Puget
Sound will become more aware and more inspired to
participate in their community throughout their lives.
There are three main goals of Conspiracy of Hope
(in no particular order), centered not on numbers
of participants or amount of money raised, but
rather on the successful bridging within and between
communities:
--We will help those less fortunate in our community
through a unified and selfless effort by the students,
staff, faculty, clubs, and organizations of the
University of Puget Sound.
-We will build strength and diversity in our campus
community by working together, drawing on all
parts and pieces of the Puget Sound campus, and
by overcoming barriers and boundaries that normally
separate us into distinct groups and cliques.
-We will work not only in the city, but with the city,
to better connect the communities of Tacoma and the
University of Puget Sound.
Clothing Drive: In collaboration
with the RCC staff, we are hosting
a clothing exchange. Bring any
clothes you no longer use as well
as take any fun clothing you find!
The remaining clothing items will
be donated to local Tacoma foster
children.
LIVE IT! Fain Representatives from
non-profit organizations, such as
the Peace Corp, Americorp, Teach
For America, and more, will be here
to answer questions and encourage
you to LIVE IT!
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One of Conspiracy of Hope’s main goals
is to collaborate with other groups on
and off campus, working together to
promote service and civic engagement.
Bread Bowl Sales: COH will be selling
delicious bread bowls for lunch and dinner
in the Rotunda. Come and get nice, hot,
delicious soup (Chili, Clam chowder, and
Broccoli Cheese), and support families
relocated to Tacoma due to the tragedy of
Hurricane Katrina.
Blood Drive: Giving blood is an easy way to
help others!
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Moments throughout the year...
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t. Chrissy Dupuis and Erin Wilson take advantage of tke
snow and enjoy a brisk winter day.
2. Burch Greene, Devon Biggerstaff, Genevieve Greene,
John Orth, and Bonnell Greene play some dress up for a
halloween party.
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3. Evan Tucker and Tamara Baker-Wagner spend
some time together in San Francisco.
4. Lahlae Habibi, Molly Vanbenthuysen, and Lindsey
Paup take a midnight bike ride around Tacoma.
5. The Women's Ministry House takes some time out
to play a great game of Apples to Apples together.
6. The residents of 1108 N. Union had plenty of
holiday spirit this year, and showed it through the
portraits they had taken.
7. Sophomore Passages leader Brittany Hodgson
(left) leads her group in an ice-breaker at Camp
Parsons.
.
8. Kali Seisler and John Orth make a toast to the camera.
9. The Women's Ministry House celebrates Halloween by dressing up and
spending time with a wizard.
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1. Ringing in 2006 WAS CAUSC for cclebrAtion for most students during wintei
brenk.
r
2. Brooke Churchfield, Dnnielle Ferney, And Elisa Gnllegos nre nil smiles At
the RDG performAnce in 2005.
3. On the few dnys of snow this yenr, students were ecstutic to get out And
cntch snowflAkes on their tongue nil over cumpus.
4. Erin Wilson And friends spend time together hnving fun After clnsses.
5. RAchel SAfrAn And Beccn Hermnn ench drink nn Eiffel tower.
6. Evnn Tucker And TAmnrA Bnker-WAgner noticed this suspicious net of
cunnibulism while on winter brenk.
7. Josh Hedrick And Scott Gevertz spend some qunlity time together.
8. Mnckenzie Johnson And Dnnielle Ferney pose while celebrnting birthdnys.
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1. A mountain goat enjoys some fine grass while passagees
hiked.
A
2. Snow was one of the most inviting reasons to go play
outside during the winter,
3. Annie Ogdon holds back while her passages companion
bravely looks over the cliff during a hike.
4. The Vagina Monologes is a staple around Valentine's
Day, and was held in the beautiful Kilworth Chapel.
5. Ben Hitch invites new recruits to join him at crossover
in the spring.
6. Ever since the Thompson fountain was taken out in
2004, students were forced to move their fountain play to
the Jones fountain.
7. A big production was made out of Crossover, as a
student dives into the crowd and ends up completely upside
down.
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Kristin Elis, Ben Wommack, Heidi Benson, and Diana Grande
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Adam Senkynk and Quentin Flores
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FOOTBALL
^^^his season the UPS football team continued itsI improvement over years past, finishing the season at
m. 4-5. Led by Senior quarterback Andy Carlson and
Junior runningback Rory Lee, the Loggers started the season
strong with big wins over the likes of Claremont College in
the first home game. The major highlight of the season
by far, however, was Puget Sound's defeat of PLU, 23-13.
This marked the first victory for UPS in the annual meeting
between the two rivals in 17 years. The team continued to
practice and improve during the off-season as well, in the
hopes of maintaining their improved play and skill, which
will only lead to even better seasons to come.
-Liz McGourty -
Right: Junior Rory Lee runs
in for a touchdown during the
homecoming game.
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Above:During thegameagainst Colorado Right: Andy Carlson
College, the two teams assemble at the gets a breakaway with
line of scrimmage. UPS beat Colorado the ball and runs for the
College 38-7. touchdown.
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The team listens to their coach
during the game to learn what
play they will run next.
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Above: Junior Aaron Bean reaches
for the ball as a Claremont player
tries to catch him.
Left: Some of the players dump
water on senior Mike Jones after
the team beat PLU, 23-13, for
the first time in 17 years.
<17FOOTF-ALL
Logger Spirit
Top Right: Three
cheerleaders support a
fellow teamate during a
stunt at Peyton
i i
Field.
l op Lett: Aika Krecek
stands and talks with two
fans who got to cheer withHe cheerleading team WAS the cheerleaders during the
I small but strong. They
m. started practicing before the
season started and were at every
football game and basketball
game. There to support the
teams and get the crowd excited,
they cheered loudly and brought
enthusiasm to every game.They
were a well bonded group of
friends that supported each other
as well as the teams they cheered
on.
-Dani Pohlman-
game.
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mgLeft Center: The whole cheer team
stands watching the game.
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Bottom Left: Two of the men on the
squad hold Aynsley Muller in the air
during a cheer.
Bottom Right: Matthew Grey uses
the megaphone to get the crowd
excited about the game.
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Left: Dancers
participated in
many styles of
dance at RDG.
Left Center: Behind
the scenes, dancers
fix each others hair
during intermission
before their dance
in the second half
of the show.
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1/et another year in a row, students packed the Wilson
High School auditoreum twice to watch the Reperatory
m Dance Group perform their two shows of the year. The
shows were a big hit among the student body, and many people
from the school and community showed up to watch one of
the largest groups on campus
perform 13 dances during each
performance. The dances are a
large mix from hip hop to bal¬
let and salsa. All different
types of songs were used and
every dance had a unique and
creative spin to it.
-Dani Pohlman-
Right: Grizz makes a surprise
appearance in the opening
dance, dressed in a ballerina
tutu to fit in with the rest of the
dancers.
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Center Right: The entire
dance group takes a bow
to a standing ovation at the
conclusion of the show.
Bottom Left: A group of
dancers performs a hip-hop
style dance. This form of
dance was quite popular this
year.
Bottom Right: J.D. Bartnen
gets into the music and throws
his hands in the air during
one of the dances. He was a
dancer in a number of pieces.
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PLAYIN' THE FIELD
^^^he Men's Soccer squad showed tremendousI improvement this season, finishing with a record of
m 11-2-3, falling just shy of an NCAA playoff berth.
The team experienced great contributions from a number
of players, and had four named to the All-Northwest
Conference team, in addition
to two players also being
named to the NCAA
D-lll All-America team.
The team worked hard this
season to improve, and it
showed in their outstanding
performance, which they
hope to continue in the
coming seasons.
--Liz McGourty- 1 *
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Top Left: Byron Conforti takesa corner kick during a game atPeyton Field.
Top Right: The team cheers andcelebrates after winning an impor¬
tant game.
Center Left: Byron Conforti takesa penalty kick from outside thegoal box and attempts to kick theball over three defenders.
Bottom Left: Freshman Taylor
Hyde makes a move to dribblearound a defender while Byron
Conforti supports him.
Bottom Right: Senior defender Jim Fioretti leaps into the air as heheads the ball out of his side of the field.
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Top Left: Sophomore
forward Adrienne
Folsom battles with a
defender for control
of the ball.
Bottom Left: Senior
forward Cortney Kjar,
who lead the team in
scoring, goes up for
a header against her
opponent.
Top Right: Senior
defender Elizabeth
Pitman clears the ball
out of the Loggers
defensive end.
^Fihe Women's Soccer team continued theirI amazing streak once again this year,
m finishing with a record of 18-2-2. The
Lady Loggers once again topped the Northwest
Conference with an unbelievable 15-0-1 record in
conference,andzerogoalsscored bytheirconference
opponents. As conference champions they once
again headed to the national tournament, where
they made it to the section finals before finally
being brought down by Chicago 1-0 in overtime.
Their unparalleled success is sure to continue as
the ladies prepare for another competitive and
fantastic 2006 season.
-Liz McGourty -
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Bottom Center:
Cortney Kjar brings
the ball under control
during a fierce game.
Bottom Right:
^ Senior defenderKatie Wullbrandt
. kicks the ball to her
teammates at the
other end of the
field to keep the
opponents at bay.
TAKING CARE OF BUSINESS
SOCCER 101
Center: Sophomore Monica
Groves and Junior Jamie Eggers
block the ball.
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Left: Senior Nikki Esposito
concentrates on hitting the ball
over the net.
Bottom: Four of the starting
girls position themselves for the
return ball. li
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Set Up for the
Future
^phe Volleyball team had a very successful season.I They had a record of 15-5 with a 12-4 NWC record.
m They made it to the NCAA National Tournament
in Spokane and were one of three NWC teams to make
it. The last time they made it to the tournament was
in 2002. They ended up finishing fourth in the west
regional tournament. The team had a strong freshman
class. One of the freshman, Kayla Roof, was named to
the First Team All-NWC and also named to the AVCA
West Region Team and was named West Region Player
of the Year. A returner, Alena Bennett, was named
to the Second Team All NWC and was honored on
the ESPN The Magazine Academic All-District Team.
Overall, the team had a very sucessful season and a very
strong foundation for the future.
-Dani Pohlman -
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Bottom Left: Freshman Kayla
Roof leaps in the air for a hit.
Bottom Right: Jessica Hayes
blocks the ball for a return onto
the opponents side.
VOLLEyU-ALL 103
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^phe Men's Tennis team looked to continue and buildI on their past successes, as well as create new ones.
m A fresh-faced bunch took the courts in 2006, with
only one senior, along with three sophomores, returning for
the season. The guys started the season strong, however,
compiling four wins and only one loss in their first five
matches. The young squad showed a lot of promise for
the beginning of the season, and only looked to improve
over rest of their matches, which continued until the end
of April.
-Liz McGourty -
Top: Drew Gemmer winds up to deliver a powerful swing tovolley thehall back to the opponents side.
Center Left: Drew Gemmer prepares for the return while Daniil
Davydov serves the ball across the net .
Center Right: Daniil Davydov stretches to get to the ball in time
for it to be hit back across the net.
Bottom Center: A well placed serve makes a tennis player’s life
much easier.
Bottom Right: Andrew Neal rushes into the ball with force to hit
it across the net.
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^^he Women's Tennis squadI opened their 2006 season
m with a bang, going 4-1 in
their first five matches. Composed
mostly of returning juniors and
seniors, the lady Loggers looked to
continue and build on their past
successes in the league, which
featured strong competition all
around. With such a tremendous
start, though, there was little
doubt that the ladies would carry
their victorious ways on into the
rest of the season, which lasted
well into April over a span of
almost 20 matches.
-Liz McGourty-
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Above Left: The women’s
squad gets together for a
quick group shot. They were
all smiles after a hard-fought
match.
Above Right: Melissa Snyder
extends her sportsmanship
across the net to congratulate
her opponent after a doubles
match.
Bottom Left: Molly Clevenger
winds up to smash the ball
across the court to her
opponent.
Bottom Right: Alyssa Newton
prepares to serve m a doubles
match against Linfield.
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CcwP' /' / ^ tfLo'Ve't|^he men’s basketball team had an amazing year. Theymade it to the NWC championship for the NCAA Division
M, III by beating Whitworth 94-86. They ended the season
with a record of 21 wins and five loses.The team has had very
successful seasons leading up to this year. In 2004 and 2005
they had a winning record of 46-7 and made it to the sweet 16
both years. They also won both Northwest Conference Titles.
They had a .901% winning percentage, the best in the nation
for Division III. This year, the team had a lot of freshmen that
contributed greatly to success of the team. There were eight new
freshman, and many of them saw a lot of playing time. The
team was led by senior Chase Curtiss who dominated the season
and finsished. Overall, the team finished with a successful
year again, and earned themselves the Northwest Conference
Title for the third year in a row and a bid to the NCAA
Division III championship.
-Dani Pohlman -
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Above: The Logger men
celebrate their third straight
Northwest Conference
Championship and NCAA
Tournament berth after
defeating Whitworth in the
NWC Tournament.
Top Right: Freshman forward
James Pinkney looks to sink
a short jumper, as teammates
Antwan Williams and Weston
Wood move in for the rebound.
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Forward Zack McVey drives
to the hoop against PLU. The
Loggers went on to defeat the
Lutes, 96-76.
Below: Weston Wood puts up
a tough shot as he flies by two
Linfield defenders.
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Center: Senior Chase Curtiss
goes in for the shot as teammate
and fellow Senior Zack McVey
blocks out a PLU player for the
rebound.
MEN'5'BASKETBALL 107
Brie Adderley takes a shot while
sophomore Heidi Convington
and Sarah Carnahan watch and
prepare for the rebound and to
provide support.
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Junior guard Shelbey Ramirez
does a lay up to try and score
against her opponent.
Junior Brie Adderley, senior
Kilty Keaton, and senior Sarah
Carnahan discuss the game
during a time out. II fI
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f|^hewomen’sbasketball teamlooked promisingfrom the very beginning. In a preseasonJL poll they were ranked 15th, and they didnt
let down. The team traveled to California and
Oregon to play in tournaments. The team finished
the regular season with a record of 21 wins and
four loses. This led them to the NWC tournament.
They played Whitman at home and won by a
narrow margin of 63-61. That led them to play a
game at PLU against the Lutes for an automatic
bid to the playoffs. They lost the game 55-69, but
ended up getting a bid to the NCAA Division III
Championships anyways in a different pool. The
team was coached by Suzy Barcomb in her eighth
year as the head coach for the Loggers.— Dani Pohlman—
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Heidi Covington, a guard, takes
the ball up against her opponent
to try and score a basket.
Sophomore guard Katie
Fitzmaurice dribbles around a
Pacific University opponent in a
home game in the Fieldhouse.
109WOMEN'5F-ASKETB-ALL
Floating
Loggers
MMhe Puget Sound Men’s and Women’s swim teamsI once again had phenomenal seasons, maintainingA, the conference dominance that has become a
trademark of each squad. The Men’s team, though very
young, still proved a tough competitor in the conference.
The Loggers ultimately took second place overall in the
NWC Finals in February, led by Freshman Paul Hughes’
stand out performances in a variety of events, including
wins in the 100- and 200-yard breaststroke. The
Women’s team, slightly more balanced in experience and
youth, continued their amazing reign as the elite squad
in the Northwest Conference, capturing an incredible
tenth championship this season at the NWC Finals. The
championship was a true team effort, with a number of
wins coming in the relay events, as well as individual
wins by Sophomore Amy Polansky and Freshman Jane
Kestner.Though such success was nothing new for either
squad, each looked forward to carrying their hard-work
and power over into the next season.
-Liz McGourty—
§
One of the lady Loggers freestyles A good start off the blocks is
her way to the end of her race, essential to a quick race. Here
a swimmer prepares to hit the
water gracefully and quickly.
110 ITS -ALL IN THE'DELIVE'Ry
-Junior Courtney Williams
swims the butterfly in a race
at Wallace Pool against Pacific
Lutheran University. UPS won
the meet 136-54.
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Senior Cristie Scott relaxes in
the pool after finishing her race.
Robby Miller takes a huge gulp
of air as he races down his lane.
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Top Left: Liana Roberts puts her last ounce of strength into a final burst towards the
finish line.
Top Center: Risa Allen makes a ‘splash’ in
the sand after her first jump.
Top Right: Reaching as far as he can, long
jumper Brian Kramer tries to make the most
of his running leap.
Center Left: Emily
Hoke approaches
her last hurdle in
hot pursuit of her
opponents.
Center Right:
Trevor Hanlin
encourages Dan
Pollard to run hard
and finish strong.
Bottom: Trevor
Hanlin starts to
break away from
the pack towards
the finish, with UPS
runners Graham
Klag and Kevin
Stein close behind.
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^P^ he Loggers' track season started off with a bang thisI year, as did all their races. In one of the first meets of
m the season five new records were set, at the University of
Idaho's McDonald's Open. Three new jumping marks, as well
as a pole vault mark and sprint time, were set during the track
team's first competition of the year. The remaining season
continued strong, with a number of home meets in the run-up
to the NWC Championships in April, where the Loggers looked
to make a strong showing. The season continued on into May
with a few more away meets before the NCAA Championships,
which UPS hoped to send at least a few representatives to, a
hope which is not unfounded based on their early success.
-Jess Clark & Liz McGourty-
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ogger cross country Had an exceptional season this year. The
Men's team, led by seniors Frank Prince and Kota Reichert,
Inexperienced early triumphs, particularly at the Puget Sound
Open and the Lewis & Clark Invitational, where the team took first
place. The squad continued their success throughout the season and
into the championships, placing second at the NWC Championships
and sixth at the NCAA West Regionals. To top it all off, Senior Kota
Reichert went on to run in the NCAA D-UI Championships. The lady
Loggers also saw much achievement and improvement
through their season. A very young team, with only
one junior and one senior on the squad, the women
made strong showings early in the season as well, and
ended up with sixth and eleventh place finishes at the
NWC Championships and NCAA West Regionals.
Overall the year was well-run for both teams, showing
promise for even further success in the seasons to come.
-Liz McGourty-
2005 Men’s Cross Country Team
far
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Top Left: The men of Puget Sound take off
against their opponents at the start of the UPS
Open.
Middle Left: Runners Andrew Galvin, Stephen
Peacock, Cap Libecap, Dan Pollard, Cam
Nakano, and Adam Restad gather ‘round the
camera before their race.
Bottom Left: Kelly Higa and Emily Smith make
good time at the Lewis & Clark Invitational.
Bottom Right: Kyla Burnet keeps up the pace
with her opponents in close pursuit.
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6 Small Photos:Top Left: The Crew team gets ready to take off for another exciting day on the
lake.
Top Right: Sarah Canfieldand Jess McCullough, the Women’s Crew coaches.
Middle Left: Alexi Butler, Ady Olson and MichelleLevesque take
part m some
valuable Crew team
bonding. . _
Middle Right:
Women’s Novice
Crew members
goof around before
their race.
Bottom Left:
Michaela Hammer,
Sarah
Armstrong,
Taylor
Anderson
and Emily
Gordon
stroke
their way
to victory.
Bottom
Right:
Taylor
Anderson,
Larissa
Keeler, Emily
Gordon,
Michaela
Hammer
and Sarah
Armstrong.
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This Page:
Center Top: Men’s team rows
during the Falcon-Four-Miler
Regatta on Lake Union. -
Bottom Left: Evan Leiser, Chris Sheppard, and
Heather Klimant try our their dance moves with others
on the mens team.
Opposite Page:
Top: Pracice was held early in the mornings on
American Lake, and often beautiful sunrises were
beheld by the teams.
Center Left: Tristan Orford and Matthew Curson,
among others in their boat, row with all their might.
Bottom Left: Lauren Bagby, Barbara Hodapp, Taylor Anderson, Emily Gordon, Sarah Rittenhouse, CoriGunkel, Michaela Hammer, Larissa Keeler, Sarah Coddington, Michelle Levesque, Sarah Armstrong,
Alexi Butler, Caitlin Boersma, and Claire Clevenger make a pyramid.
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M ust AS tKc sun came up in the morning, a dedicatedI group of students would be out on the lake, rowing,
W working together, and improving their technique. This
group of students were the men and women's crew teams.
For both of the teams, the seasons were very rigorous and
long. There were two seasons for each squad, one in the
fall and one in the spring. The fall season was intense, and
many participants came out. The first two weeks, tryouts,
was the time for picking out only the serious athletes. The
Logger crew teams consisted of only the most talented and
dedicated rowers. During the fall the teams participated
in a few races to get ready for the spring season. The spring
season started soon after winter break. During this time,
crew took a lot of dedication, including practices at four
in the morning and on the weekends. They would practice
indoors when the weather was bad, but when the rain
stopped and there were only mild breezes, they would get
to go out on the water. Their practice site was American
Lake, a few minutes drive from campus in Lakewood.
Overall, the crew program demanded a lot of time and
effort, but it payed off in the end; the crew team was
rewarded with good results and awards at their races.
-Dani Pohlman & Cara Munson-
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Center Right: In the Falcon--Miler, the boat is full ofFour jym
UPS’s best.
CREW 1 1 5
RUNNING THE i»
HITTING THEg^^MMhe Logger baseball team ^ came outfor the ball game to a rocky ^ start inM. 2006. After dropping most C of thegames in their first homestand, t they were
looking forward to the road trip to £ Whitworth,in the hopes of turning the season J a r o u n d ,
but were repelled by unseasonable weather. Their
season was very long, running two and a half months
just in game play, but the team worked hard in the
off season to strengthen their skills and get in peak
condition. Though the beginning of the season kept
the Loggers mostly at home, as spring wore on they
found themselves more on the road. Besides their
regularly scheduled conference schedule, Puget
Sound also played out of conference games against
opponents like the University of Washington, as well
as playing a California-hosted tournament. The team
was led by four-year coach, and UPS alumnus, Brian
Billings, who looked forward to great improvement as
the season progressed.
— Dani Pohlman & Liz McGourty -
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Top Center photo: Evan
Scandling delivers a stirke
to the plate.
ft,
0
The Loggers watch on from Shawn Kiriu makes a quick andthe dugout. Those who weren’t accurate throw to first base toout on the field were always get another out in the inning,supportive of their teammates.
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Catcher Brian Eggers glances
to the side to size up the next
batter.
Batters used bunting to then-
advantage this season, but also
managed to hit some out of the
park.
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Chris Dunbar smacks this pitch
into the field for a hit.
Joe Newland steps into the
oncoming pitch in preparation to
take a big swing.
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Mrthe Logger softball team had a great start to their 2006
season. With a young squad the ladies looked to build and
A. improve on past years with fresh talent and enthusiasm.
Coach Robin Hamilton, in her 19th season, has been praised for
her development of the softball program that is considered one
of the best in the Northwest. Last year, the Loggers finished the
season with an 18-19 record, and went into this season aiming
to be a top competitor in the conference. If their hot start in
February, with two big wins over St. Martin’s, was any indication,
this year’s team would be a dominant force to be reckoned with.
With a season which extended all the way through April, the lady
Loggers had a long way to go, but held great promise as they
headed into the last third of the season with a record of 15-5.
-Dani Pohlman & Liz McGourty—
Top Right: Lindsey Janes winds
up to deliver a pitch to the
opposing Concordia batter. The
lady Loggers split the double
header with the Cavaliers, each
team taking home a win.
Bottom Right: Senior Gene
Duven makes a tough play,
throwing across the diamond to
get the runner out at first base.
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Left: Lindsay Fujita is ready to
swing as her teammate stands
poised to bolt for home plate.
Below: Catcher Annie Buxton
takes some warm-up tosses from
her pitcher in preparation for
the next batter.
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Center: Senior Hailey Gee Above: Jennifer Herod knocks
smacks a line drive down the the ball into the outfield for a
third base line into left field for base hit, driving the runner in
a base hit against the Concordia from third to score a run.
Cavaliers.
SOFTB-ALL I \Q
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Center Right: Mason Whitcomb smacks the
ball towards the green with excellent form.
Bottom Left: A beautiful chip shot heads ‘
directly toward the flag, setting up an ideal „
putt. I
Bottom Right: Brendan Mason and Perry
Villanueba congratulate each other after a
successful round.
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Coin' Clubbin
University of Puget Sound golf teams made a relatively quiet presence
I on campus, but were nonetheless successful when it came to competition.
m Practicing and competing at Fircrest Golf Club, as well as other courses
around the West, both men's and women's squads made strong showings in their
varied meets and invitationals. A two season sport, the Logger golfers started out
well in the fall, the men ultimately placing sixth and the women taking first in the
NWC Fall Classic, the first meeting of all the league teams. In the spring each
squad had a tough lineup of
tournaments and invitationals
in the run- up to the NWC
Spring Classic, and the NWC
Championships in late April.
With the success displayed in
the fall, however, the Loggers
were sure to do well.
-Liz McGourty-
Top: Perry Villanueba, Ray Wasson and
Brendan Mason celebrate as a shot goes into
the hole.
Center Left: Junior Scott Brozena hits a ball
out of the sand trap.
;
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Far Left: The lady Loggers take
the field following halftime of their
home game against PLU, which they
won 11-5.
Kate Cuno battles her opponent for
the ball.
Center Left: Molly Downey cuts for
the open pass.
ii
*
Carrie Sabochik uses her
speed to sprint for the open
pass.
Bottom: Carrie Sabochik
carries the ball while
attempting a shot on goal.
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^phe UPS women's lacrosse team began their preseason with two scrimmageI games at the University of Washington. Though shortened scrimmages,
m the Loggers defeated both Linfield and UW. The Loggers then went on
to defeat Pacific Lutheran University in a full match scrimmage, winning 11-5.
The team then prepared for their game against Linfield and for their spring
break trip to Wellington, Florida. The lacrosse squad welcomed many new
first-year players and looked forward to seeing what the 2006 season had in
store for them. Although the number of games they played were limited, the
lady Loggers were ready to take on each team with the same intensity and
drive to succeed every time they took the field.
-Lindsay O'Brien-
Lacrosse Ladies
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Right: Sophomore Annika Lider
speeds down the mountain. She
is one of 6 women on the UPS
skiing team.
Far Right: Brian Ames makes a
quick pass to a teammate during
an intense game.
lub Sports here at UPS provided the
I perfect outlet for many athletes.^/Covering a broad range of sportsinterests, clubs offered students a more
competitive and varied alternative to
the intramural programs. For the winter
sports enthusiasts, Puget Sound offered
both a Ski team and Ice Hockey squad,
and for the indoor-lovers there was the
Artistic Gymnastics League, Yoga, and
Pool Kayaking clubs. Students who liked
the rough-and-tumble found outlets in
the Judo Club, as well as the Football
(soccer) Club, Rugby teams, and Men’s
Lacrosse team. In addition, students could
participate in the Cycling Club, or join the
UPS Ultimate Frisbee club. This amazing
range of club sports allowed all UPS
students to indulge in whatever athletic
pursuits they wished.
— Liz McGourty—
Above Right: Chris Andree battles a
Gonzaga player for possession while
David Ball gets into the action from
behind.
Right: Annika Lider, Dylan Gitlin,
Anne Grey, Stu Warren, Kaylie Rozen,
and Jenna Ahrens pose on the mountain
after a race.
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H- Left: Pool Kayaking was one ofthe newest and most unique clubsports on campus.
Below: Brad Karr swiftly turns
in persuit of the ball, cutting in
front of his opponent.
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Left: Senior Scott Brozena,
President of the club ice hockey
team, battles a group of Walla
Walla players to score a goal.
The Loggers went on to win the
match, 6-4.
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HERE PARENTS SEND THEIR
LOVE, BEST WISHES, AND
CONGRATULATIONS TO THEIR
SENIOR STUDENTS
l 4-
(?07U/t<£r 7071S JftrsLi.&7l /
Id)ere so prauaTof sfou/
.Lave.
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Will Elliott
May you always be
£* on top of the world.
We love you!
Mom and Dad
J
r
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<J)(Cy sweetie ^Alexis,
With pen in band
at the age of typo U
foresaw your future.
Daily you amage me
with your creativity.
aCoVe you,
LhComalama
Congratulations Robert!mLLJ
You’ve come a long way since check in.
Good luck with Art & Mathematics as you
start your career. Ma & Dad
JENNIFER DAVIS
Jen,
Congratulations on your graduation. We love you so
much! We are very proud of you and all you have
accomplished in your life. Pursue your dreams and be
happy. Love, Mom, Dad & Justin
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| For Fetter Campbell |
Congratulations,fetor!
With all our love,
your 5an Juan family
Kilty Keaton
^f| M Great Friends,Great Times,
fe Great Memories!
We love you and are so
I proud of all you have
accomplished.
Love-Mom & Dad
Go Loggers!
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Gene!
Congratulations!
Love,
Mom, Dad, Matt
Congratulations
M'JjvuM'phin-
AM SO -proud of u>ou,
and so ar© GrandMa
and kung kung-
C©l©brat© and ©njou>
u>our hard ©arn©d
5ucc©ssl \0© all ujisb
ujou Much lou© and
happiness as u>ou
graduate.
Lou©,
GrandMa
Takabaujasbi
XP>
Cheering Sr ijov t}\ja£t S,T>ij
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Congratulations, Jen!
Love, Mom & Dad
CHRIS TIMMONS
%-> c
\
We have watched you grow from a talented artist into
a talented scientist. We are so proud of you for all you
have accomplished and how hard you have worked to
achieve your goals.
We love you. Mom and Dad
KeUtf Am Markin
feu
V L-f N
mn
1 Oar heart*are filled with
' Imand pjf a* we have
watched pa hfomm infoa
magnificent, well-edacated,
and talented pan# mman.
;J We are foprvud vf pat% Cenpratalatim Kellf
k
K Lwe,
Mm, Dad, Michael&
Grandma%
Congratulations Taylor!
Wc arc proud of you!
You'll always rule
our hearts, queen
Virginia I
You've had great
adventures,
written profound
papers, painted
fascinating works
of art and been
a dear friend to
many.
You've grown up
so much and we re
so proud!
Love.
Mom and Dad
l /
l*
SARA BALL
. *fc
Congratulations to a special lady who makes us very proud!
Cherish and remember your experiences of the last four
years, and build on them as you continue life’s journey.
With all our love-Dad, Mom, Kelsy, and Nicole
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Amanda Ohrn
>
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May 1989 August 2005
Amanda — some things never change
You are an amazing person with so many gifts and a bright
future. We are all very proud of you and hope you will
always find joy in your life. Congratulations!
Love always, Mom, Dad, and Danny
LIZ FLY
May you have warm words
on a cold evening,
A full moon on a dark night,
And the road downhill all the way
to your door.
s
To Mike,
Hurray you did it! We are so
very proud of all you have
accomplished We wish you
the best of luck with your job in San Frandsco-youTl be the best
associate Bain has ever had! Love, Mom and Dad
m• Aa.- t £.1m
w\ , <L
Scott
You’ve come a long way...
We’re so proud of you! Congratulations!
Love, Mom and Dad
-s
c
%CMUK - tAtling Hxfc ntx.f 4ftp \
CongrA.fuU.Kon4 $L love,
D^ad &Jidom
1st day of kindergarten to
your college graduation...
We pray your next
adventures are as full
of promise and wonder.
Congratulations. Mia!
God’s blessings on you!
Love always.
Mom. Dad. Ian. Lindsay &
Gitano
12<?'P-A'RENT -ADS
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|Lauren Hentschell
Froin the tirne you
were little we knew
you would be a
Wonderful success.
We are very proud of
you!
AH the Hentschell
Fanily
< *
Wtehe ltia.HH
we lee a
Hetteh
cHaucftHeh 4
a tincHeh
lilfeh »h a
fhueh $Hien<HP
\Q-ane lulHen Emma
HCsue , JVl & m (S' d> acH
Aloha to our Tiffany Anne Kimiko Len Tai Yamamoto, ani congratulations on such a momentous I
achievement! Princess you Ve come so far... don 't stop dreaming! keep reaching for the stars! and I
most of all. keep believing in yourself! We re so proud of you... we ve always been proud of you! I
We love you very much! Love always.
Dad. Mom. Bryce. Snowy. Grandma Takabayashi. I
Shawn. Valerie. Grandpa Takabayashi and the|
Yamamotos
r
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JuCia JAnn
3- farwtfiome.
CongratuCations
and
(good Luck!
Love,
Mom, 'Ben,
Xati and Mick
C<7NCRATULATI<?M6 &RAND
AU?UA Lliu?, LJAVAII.
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PAO &
UatrenitjrrfPigetSMaiA
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Congratulations Maya!
You have always made us so proud
from kindergarten to now. You
always gave your best in all that
you did and you have worked so
hard.
We will always be
withyou as you pursue
your dreams.
We love you,
Dad, Mom, and Mark
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ALEXANDER R. FACQUE
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Dear Lizabeth,
You have filled our lives with love & happiness. We hope you
recieve in life all that you have given. You possess amazing strength
of character, the courage to achieve your goals, a generous, kind
and loving heart, & a beautiful warm smile. Be happy. Follow your
dreams. We are so proud of you.
"Aim for success, not perfection. Never give up your
right to he wrong because then you will lose the ability to
learn new things and move forward with your life."
David M. BurnsmW
V
Dear Svetlana!
We are very proud of you! Congratulations on your
wonderful achievements. Wishing you success wherever
you go! Your parents and grandmas.
ClfLCLG K_
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ABABRO, HEIDI 132
ABEYTA, MARIA 132
ACEITUNO, DIEGO 43, 132
ACHKIO, KIMBERLY 132
ADACHI-OSAWA, NANCY 132
ADAMACK, JOSEPH 132
ADAMCHAK, JOSEPH 132
ADAMS, JAMES 79, 132
ADAMS, MEGHAN 90, 132
ADDERLEY, BRIANNE 108, 132
ADDIS, MARIN 132
ADELHART, BRADY 132
ADLER, DANIEL 44, 132
ADRIAN, PATRICK 132
AFFLECK, COREENA 132
AGHAI, JALEH 132
AGRAWAL, MARIA ALISE 44, 132
AGRESTI, CLINTON 35, 132
AHIERS, MEGAN 132
AHLVIN, BENJAMIN 132
AHRENS, JENNA 122, 132
AHUERO, HEATHER 37, 132
AKAGI, SHERYL 132
AKAMINE, LENN 132
AKAZAWA, ELLISE 132
AKIMOTO, JOEL 39, 132
AKMAJIAN, ADRIANNE 132
ALANO, CLAIRE 44, 132
ALBERS, ASHLEY 132
ALEXANDER, SHALEA 132
ALLEN, BEVERLY 132
ALLEN, FRANCES 132
ALLEN, GEORGINA 132
ALLEN, MARISA 44, 112, 132
ALLEN, NICHOLAS 132
ALLEN, NICOLE 132
ALLEN-TONAR, NICODEMUS 132
ALLEY, KAITLIN 132
ALLIK, NOELLE 132
ALLURED, ETHAN 132
ALM, EMILY 132
ALT, SARAH 132
ALTORFER, EDWARD 14, 132
AMAN, CHRISTOPHER 35, 132
AMES, BRIAN 122,132
AMES, RACHAEL 132
AMIS, SCOTT MC 137
AMLAND, NICHOLAS 132
AMMONS, JEFFREY 44, 132
AMSTUTZ, CHRISTIAN 38, 132
ANDERSEN, LUCAS 132
ANDERSEN, MAURA 41, 132
ANDERSEN, SHAWNA 132
ANDERSON, BRANDI 132
ANDERSON, CAROLYN 132
ANDERSON, COLLEEN 132
ANDERSON, ERIC 36, 51, 132
ANDERSON, ERIN 38,132
ANDERSON, JASPER 132
ANDERSON, JOSH 132
ANDERSON, JULIA 132
ANDERSON, KRISTA 132
ANDERSON, LINDSAY 132
ANDERSON, ROSEMARY 90, 132
ANDERSON, TARYN 132
ANDERSON, TAYLOR 19, 34, 132
ANDERT, JOSHUA 132
ANDOV, IVO 132
ANDREE, CHRISTOPHER 122, 132
ANDREWS, IAN 132
ANDREWS, KYLE 39, 132
ANDRUS, SCOn 132
ANSARI, LEILA 132
ANTON,BARRY 66,132
APPERSON, ERIN 132
ARAKAKI, JOEL 132
ARCHER, HEIDI 132
ARMOCIDO, SAMUEL 39, 57, 132
ARMSTRONG, SARAH 132
ARNOLD, LISA 132
ARQUETTE, KRISTEN 132
ASAHINA, MARCUS 132
ASAO, ASHLEY 132
ASH, JENNIFER 132
ASH, TAYLOR 132
13,2
ASHER, TIMOTHY 132
ASMANN, AARON 89, 132
ATKINSON, KATHLEEN 39, 132
ATWELL, COURTNEY 132
AUSE, ALLISON 132
AUTRAND, RANDEE 40, 132
AVERILL, JANEL 51, 79, 89, 132
AVIROM, HAVIVA 38, 78, 132
AVRAMENKO, TATYANA 132
AVRIL, AARON 132
AYERS, MICHELLE 132
AZAROW, KATHERINE 132
D
MEN'S SOCCER:
at Chapman W, 3-0
at Cal Lutheran T, 0-0
at Linfield* T,1-1
vs. PLU* W, 2-0
vs. Willamette* W, 3-0
vs. Whitworth* L, 1-2
vs. Whitman* W, 1-0
at Pacific* W, 3-0
at George Fox* W,2-0
vs. Linfield* T, 0-0
at PLU* W, 1-0
at Willamette* W,1-0
at Whitman* W, 2-0
at Whitworth* L,1-2
vs. George Fox* W,1-0
vs. Pacific* W, 6-0
Record: 11-2-3,10-2-2 NWC
CROSS COUNTRY (M/W):
Puget Sound Open Ist/lst
Sundodger Invitational 6th/13th
Willamette Invitational* 7th/14th
PLU Invitational* 5th/5th
Lewis & Clark Invitational lst/2nd
NWC Championships 2nd/6th
NCAA West Regionals 6th/llth
BAARS, DAVID 132
BAARS, TIMOTHY 132
BABER, JACK 35, 132
BACA, ANGELICA 132
BACON, KRISTA 132
BADEWITZ, JENNIFER 132
BADUA, RICKEY 132
BAGBY, LAUREN 37, 132
BAILEY, GREGORY 35, 132
BAILEY, ROBERT 132
BAIZER, SARAH 132
BAKER, CHRISTINA 132
BAKER, JESSICA 132
BAKER, STEVEN 132
BAKER, WINSTON 132
BAKER-WAGNER, TAMARA 83, 85, 132
BAKKEN, ERIN 132
BALAAM, DAVE 67, 132
BALAGOT, CHRISTINA 132
BALDWIN, CLAIRE 132
BALE, JEFFREY 132
BALL, DAVID 122, 132
BALL, JASON 132
BALL, SARA 93, 128, 132
BALLARD, SHERI 132
BALMER, TIMOTHY 132
BANCROFT, STACY 132
BANDUCCI, ANDREA 132
BANDY, LAUREL 132
BANGCAYA, MIKAEL 39, 50, 132
BARASCH, CHAD 132
BARBER, JORDAN 35, 132
BARETICH, BETHANNE 132
BARFIELD, LUNINGNING 132
BARIAL-LUMUMBA, JAWANZA 132
BARKER, SARA 132
BARKER, SHELLEY LIMA 132, 136
BARNETT, SUZANNE 61, 63, 132
BARON, JENNIFER 40, 132
BARONE, VALARIE 40, 132
BARRETT, KATHLEEN 36, 132
BARRETT-FITZSIMMONS, REBECCA 132
BARRICK, LEIGH 132
BARSH, ROY 132
BARTER, MEGAN 132
BARTHOLOMEW, CLARE 35, 132
BARTLE, KIMBERLY 51, 132
BARTON, JOHN DAVID 99, 132
BASS, MELISSA 67,132
BASSETT, MADDY 37, 132
BAUMAN, STEPHANIE 40, 132
BAUML, BARBARA 132
BAUR, WILLIAM 39, 132
BAXTER, JEFFREY 35, 132
BAXTER, SHAWN 132
BAXTER, SUZANNE 132
BAYHA, SEAN 132
BEAN, AARON 97, 132
BEAN, BRIANNA 132
BEARDSLEY-SCHOONMAKER, COURTNEY 40,
132
BEAUCHENE, JENA 132
BECHDEL, LAURA 132
BECHTOL, LYNN 132
BECHTOLD, KALI 34, 132
BECK, GREGORIO 132
BECK, SARAH 132
BECKER, ELIZABETH 132
BECKER, KARA 39, 132
BECKWITH, SHERI 132
BEEDE, JORDAN 132
BEELER, KATHERINE 132
BEEM, JONATHON 132
Sports Scores:
For All Scores:
* Denotes Northwest
Conference Game
A Denotes Out of
Conference Tournament
FOOTBALL: vs. Whitworth College* L, 27-46
at Pomona-Pitzer W, 27-19 at Linfield* L, 7-62
vs. Claremont College W, 31-10 vs. Colorado College W, 38-7
at University of La Verne L, 14-38 at Western Oregon L, 15-32
vs. Willamette* L,17-21 Record: 4-5,1-3 NWC
at PLU* W, 23-13
BEERS, ANNA 36, 132
BEHR, KATIE 132
BEHRINGER, EDWARD 132
BELCHER, LINDSAY 132
BELL, GREGORY 13, 34, 132
BELLAMY, JENNIFER 39, 75, 132
BELLER, ALLISON 132
BELTMAN, ANNE 132
BEMAN, MATTHEW 36, 132
BEN-MEIR, ORI 132
BENISH, CURE 132
BENJAMIN, CHRISTOPHER 43, 45, 132
BENNER, ALYSSA 132
BENNETT, ALENA 79, 92, 103, 132
BENNETT, ALLISON 132
BENNETT, AMANDA 132
BENNETT, BRIAN 132
BENNETT, LORRAINE 132
BENNETT, SUSAN 58, 132
BENSCH, JASON 132
BENSON, HEIDI 91, 132
BERENBEIM, JACOB 132
BERG, EMILY 132
BERGER, NOAH 35, 132
BERGGREN, KYLE 78, 132
BERGLUND, STEFAN 132
BERKOWITZ, ANDREA 132
BERMAN, EMMA 132
BERMAN, JESIMIN 41, 132
BERNARD, KATHRYN 35, 132
BERRY, KATHERINE 35, 132
BERTSCHY, KENDRA 132
BEST, AUTUMN 75, 132
BETCHER, CASEY 132
BETTELMAN, MATT 132
BETTENCOURT, ASHLEY 39, 132
BETTINGER, RYAN 38, 132
BETZ-BROWN, SARAH 132
BEUNING, DEREK 132
BEVIS, CHARLES 132
BEYROUTY, PAUL 132
BHATTACHARYYA, POOJA 132
BIALOS, CHINA 90, 132
BIENIASZ, KIMBERLY 132
BIGELOW, RICHARD 132
BIGGERSTAFF, DEVON 82, 132
BIHL, ALISON 132
BIHL, SKYLAR 40, 132
BILLINGSLEY, JAMES 132
BIRU, ROBEL 39, 132
BITETTO, JOSEPH 41, 132
BJORKLUND, TARA 132
BLACK, CHARLOTTE 132
BLACK, CORY 132
BLAGDEN, KATHERINE 132
BLAINE, ANDREW 132
BLAKE, SAMUEL 132
BLANCHET, SCOTT 132
BUNDING, KIMBERLY 132
BUNKENSHIP, ANNA 132
BUSINGAME, ALICIA 132
BLEES, SHANTI 38, 132
BLINCOW, KAYU 132
BLINDHEIM, MICHAEL 132
BLISS, EMILY 50, 132
BUTCH, JULIA 132
BLOCK, JACQUELINE 132MOVING FO'RW-A'R'D -ATTWESPEED OFLIFE.,
BLOMQUIST, CAITLIN 77, 92, 132
BLOOMQUIST, KATHERINE 132
BLUE, RYAN 132
BLUM, ISAAC 132
BLUM, JONATHAN 132
BOCKMAN, WILLIAM 132
BODENHAMER, MICHELLE 132
BODRIAN, BARTON 132
BOEHM, JO’NELL 132
BOER, ELENA 132
BOERSMA, CAITLIN 35, 132
BOESEL, JOAN 132
BOGART, LYLE 132
BOGDANOVlTCH, PHILIP 132
BOLIN, SUN 132
BOLTE, UUREN 34, 132
BOLTON, STEPHANIE 132
BOND, JONATHAN 132
BONI, MELISSA 36, 132
BONICA, ANDREW 37, 113, 132
BONNIWELL, MATTHEW 132
BONURA, CARLO 67, 132
BOOMER, AMANDA 132
BOOMER, VERONICA 77, 132
BOQUIST, MEGAN 40, 132
BORDUUX, MUGAN 132
BORDELON, KAYU 132
BORGEN, ALEX 132
BORGERS, UCHRISTA 132
BORNSTEIN-GROVE, MATTHEW 132
BORODIC, JAY 132
BORODOVSKY, ALEXANDRA 132
BORSTEN, SARAH 132
BORTHWICK, KATHERINE 132
BORTON, JOHN 132
BORYS, JENNA 132
BOSCHEE, MARLISA 132
BOSSART, CHRISTOPHER 37, 132
BOSWELL, LEIGH 36, 132
BOTTOMS, MICHAEL 63, 132
BOUCHER, SHON 132
BOULUY, DANIELLE 132
BOURDON, ANDREW 39, 132
BOW, JULIA 50, 132
BOWER, CELESTE 132
BOWLBY, JUSTIN 132
BOWLES, MICHAEL 39, 132
BOWSER, WHITNEY 37, 132
BOWSHER, WILU 7, 34, 132
BOX, JESSICA 51, 83, 132
BOYCE, MELINDA 132
BOYD, SHERYL 132
BOYKOFF, JENNA 132
BOYLE, DEREK 132
BOYTER, LESLIE 88, 132
BRADLEY, BELINDA 41, 132
BRADLEY, BENJAMIN 39, 132
BRADLEY, DANIEL 132
BRADLEY, MELINDA 132
BRADSHAW, SARAH 50, 132
BRAKKEN-THAL, SUN 38, 132
BRASSEY, RYAN 38,132
BRASUELL, WILLIAM 132
BRAUN, PETER 132
BREDAHL-REED, DONNA 132
BREDBERG, KAROLYN 132
BREHM, MEGAN 91, 132
BREITENBACH, WILLIAM 63, 133
BRENNER, ALEXANDER 133
BREVIK, KJIRSTEN 126, 133
BRIK, ANDREW 133
BRINK, JESSE 133
BRISTOW, NANCY 63, 133
BRITTAN, MICHELLE 133
BRITTON, EMMA 25, 133
BROCK, AVA 133
BRODSHO, KRISTOPHER 133
BROKMEYER, NICOLE 133
BROMAN, ALIA 133
BROMFIELD, WILLIAM 133
BRONSON, ALEXANDRA 133
BROOKE, JUSTIN 133
BROOKE, SARAH 133
BROOKS, ALEXANDER 133
BROOKS, COOPER 133
BROOKS, LAUREN 133
BROOKS, MICHELLE 36, 133
BROSSMANN, BEVERLY 133
BROWN, ABIGAIL 133
BROWN, ALISON 133
BROWN, ASHLEY 133
BROWN, CYRUS 133
BROWN, ELLA 90, 133
BROWN, JAMIE 89, 133
BROWN, JENALYN 133
BROWN, JONATHON 133
BROWN, JORDAN 133
BROWN, KATHRYN 133
BROWN, LAUREN 35, 133
BROWN, NICHOLAS 133
BROWN, WESLEY 133
BROWN-BEACH, BAYARD 133
BROZENA, SCOTT 120, 123, 133
BRUCE, JESSICA 133
BRUHN, KATELYN 39, 133
BRUNNER, CRAIG 133
BRUSH, TIFFANY 133
BRYANT, ALEXANDRA 133
BRYDUM, SUNNIVIE 133
BUEHLER, VINCENT 88, 133
BULL, ALAINA 133
BULLOCK, NAJJA 77, 133
BURCKHALTER, STEVEN 133
BURGER, TRISTAN 35, 133
BURGESS, ALICIA 133
BURKE, KAITLIN 38, 133
BURKE, MATTHEW 133
BURKE-SCOLL, MAXWELL 133
BURKETT, MELISSA 133
BURKHART, BRENTEN 37, 133
BURKLE, RACHAEL 44,133
BURNAFORD, JENNIFER 58, 133
BURNET, KYLA 133
BURRIS, GREGORY 133
BURRIS, MATTHEW 133
BURTON, CHRISTINE 133
BURTON, TAYLOR 128, 133
BUSCHO, MEGAN 133
BUSH, KATHERINE 133
BUSHYHEAD, WILLIAM 37, 133
BUTCHER, ALVA 71, 133
BUTLER, ALEXI 41, 133
BUTTERFIELD, JANE 42, 133
BUXTON, ADRIANNE 133
BYBEE, LAUDDALE 133
BYE, BRYCEN 133
BYE, CODY 133
CACCAVO, OLIVIA 133
CADIENTE, NICHOLAS 133
CAFIERO, GIORGIO 133
CAIRNS, DANIEL 133
CAIRNS, IAN 133
CAL, ADAM 133
CALHOUN, CLAIRE 35, 133
CALHOUN, ERIN 133
CAMERON, DREW 133
CAMPBELL, CARLY 39, 133
CAMPBELL, PETER 127, 133
CAMPBELL, THOMAS 133
CANFIELD, STEVEN 133
CANNATA-BOWMAN, FRANCESCA 133
CANTRELL, ELIZABETH 133
CANTWELL, KATHRYN 133
CAPELLA, LAUREN 133
CAPPIELLO, NICOLE 133
CAPUTA, NICHOLAS 133
CARIS, SHANNON 133
CARLETON, KIP 133
CARLEY, NATHAN 133
CARLSEN, INGRID 133
CARLSON, ANDY 96, 133
CARLSON, EMILY 133
CARLSON, KATHERINE 133
CARLSON, SAMUEL 133
CARMAN, NICHOLAS 75, 133
CARNAHAN, SARAH 79, 708, 133
CARPENTER, LUCY 133
CARPENTER, PATRICK 133
CARR, CAROLINE 133
CARR, HEATHER 41, 133
CARR, SARAH 133
CARROLL, SHANNON 133
CARSON, MATTHEW 133
CARTER, HALCOTT 133
CARTER, MICHAEL 133
CARTWRIGHT, LINDSAY 133
CARVEY, SEAN 41, 133
CARY, NICOLAS 133
CASADOS, PATRICK 36, 133
CASE-SMITH, ELIZABETH 133
CASTILLO, KRISTEN 133
CASTILLO, SARA 133
CATO, ALYSE 44, 133
CATO, PAISLEY 133
CECIL, WILSON 37, 133
CEDERBERG, ANDREA 50, 133
CETINICH, ROBERT 133
CHA, THERASA 133
CHADD-BAILEY, LINDZEY 133
CHAE-LAWRENCE, ISOLDE 133
CHALFANT, SAMUEL 133
CHALLIER, NATALIE 133
CHALLINOR, KYLE 41, 133
CHAMBERLAIN, ROBERT 133
CHANDLER, LISA 42, 133
CHANG, JOEL 133
CHAPMAN, PATRICIA 133
CHAPUT, JUSTIN 133
CHAR, MELISSA 77, 133
CHARLESTON, CASEY 133
CHARNA, ZAREEN 133
CHASE, KAREN 133
CHEBUSKE, DAVID 133
CHEM, BUNHEY 37, 133
CHEN, YEUAN 133
CHENEY, EMILY 133
CHENOWETH, PAIGE 133
CHESTER, RACHEL 133
CHIANG, LILY 133
CHILDS, DAVID 67,133
CHILES, FRANCES 133
CHIMENTI, CARMALEN 133
CHING, NOA 133
CHOGYAL, TASHI 133
CHOI, YURI 133
CHOU, JOY 133
CHOUDHURY, LIPIKA 133
CHOW, ANDREW 133
CHOW, JANNA 133
CHOY, MATTHEW 133
CHOY, SHIRLA 133
CHRETAIN, DIANDRA 133
CHRISTENSEN, CARA 133
CHRISTIAN, CHERYL 133
CHRISTIAN, MORGAN 133
CHRISTIANSEN, NINA 133
CHRISTIANSON, KARA 133
CHRISTMAN, SAMUEL 133
CHRONERT, AMANDA 38, 133
CHUE, PHOLENG 133
CHUN, EVERETT 133
CHURCHFIELD, BROOKE 51, 85, 133
CIARABELLINI, JEREMY 133
CLAIRE, LYNNETTE 71, 133
CLANCY-TONE, JONATHAN 133
CLARK, ANDREA 91,133
CLARK, CARRIE 50, 133
CLARK, JESSICA 7, 16, 144, 133
CLARK, NAOMI 133
CLARK, SHYLA 133
CLARKE, CAYENNE 133
CLASEN, EMILY 133
CLAUSEN, MIA 129, 133
CLEMENS, SAMUEL 54, 133
CLEMENTS, JAY 133
CLEVENGER, CLAIRE 41, 133
CLEVENGER, DANYA 39, 69, 133
CLEVENGER, MOLLY 105, 133
CLINK, DENA 133
CODDINGTON, SARAH 133
COHEN, BRIAN 133
COHEN, EMILY 133
COHEN, JOANNA 133
COLBY, STEPHEN 35, 133
COLCLOUGH, DIANE 133
COLEMAN, BRIAN 133
COLEMAN, KIMBERLY 133
COLINGHAM, JAY 39, 133
COLISTRO, JOSEPH 133
COLLINS, ANDREW 41, 133
COLUMBO, JESSICA 133
COLVILLE, IAN 133
COLYER, ADAM 133
COMAR, ASHLEY 133
COMBS, CHRISTY 64, 133
COMBS, ELIZABETH 133
CONCORD, ALISABETH 133
CONDIT, KATIE 133
CONFORTI, BYRON 100, 133
CONKLING, DERAN 41, 133
CONLEY, JORDAN 40, 133
CONLEY, THOMAS 133
CONNELL, ERIK 133
CONNELLY, RIORDAN 133
CONOVER, JAMES 133
CONRAD, MARK 133
CONTI, JENNIFER 133
CONWAY, ALISON 133
CONWAY, ANDERS 133
COOKE, REGAN 133
COOLEY, CYNTHIA 133
COOMBS, HOLLY 41, 133
COON, RYAN 133
COONEY, TERRY 63, 133
COOPER, SARAH 133
COOPER, VANESSA 133
COPE, BENJAMIN 133
COPELAND, MIRA 133
CORBIN, DIANA 133
CORBYN, AMANDA 133
CORCORAN, AMY 37, 62, 133
CORDINGLEY, WILLIAM 133
CORDOVA, MONICA 133
COREY, ALYCIA 34, 133
CORMACK, BRYAN 133
CORNELL BROOKE 133
CORZINE, EVAN 133
COSTELLO, CODY 133
COTE, BRENNA 133
COTTON, LEESA 133
COULSON, MAYA 34, 133
COUSSENS, AMY 80, 133
COVINGTON, HEIDI 108, 109, 133
COWGILL, NICHOLAS 133
CRAFT, VIRGINIA 133
CRAIGIE, KATIE 133
CRAMER, ALLISON 133
CRANDALL, PEARL 39, 133
CRANSTON, EMILY 133
CRAVEN, ALLISON 133
CRAWFORD, EMILY 133
CRAWFORD, TERESA 133
CREEKPAUM, THOMAS 133
CREIGHTON, BECKY 133
CREWS, ANDREW 133
CRITTENDEN, WHITNEY 42, 66, 133
CRONENWETT, NICHOLAS 35, 133
CRONIN, COLIN 39, 133
CRONSHAW, ERIN 133
CROSS, RUPERT 133
CROTHERS, RHIANNON 78, 133
CROW, PETER 39, 133
CRUZ, CARLY 133
CUGNO, KATIE 133
CULHANE, EDWARD 133
CULLISON, CATHERINE 133
CULVER, AMANDA 133
CUMMINGS, MELISSA 133
CUNO, KATE 92, 121, 133
CURB, WILLIAM 133
CURIEL, JILLIAN 133
CURRALL, SAMANTHA 40, 133
CURSON, MATTHEW 133
CURTI, ANDREW 133
CURTIN, CAROL 58, 133
CURTISS, CHASE 88, 107, 133
CUSLIDGE, IAN 39, 133
CUSSLER, ANITA 37, 133
CZERNIAK, KAREN 133
D’COSTA, CHANNING 40, 133
DADIAN, JOHANNA KATHERINE 133
DALTON, ANDREW 133
DALY, KATY 42, 133
DANIELS, KALYNN 35, 133
DANIELS, PETER 133
DANNO, AARON 38, 133
DANZIGER, MOLLY 39, 133
DARLINGTON, KATE 133
DARLOW, ELEANOR 133
DARLOW, NORA 34, 133
DARROW, MAURA 34, 133
DATTA, INDERBIR 41, 133
DAVID, KEVIN 66, 133
DAVIES, HOLLY 58, 133
DAVIS, ADAM 133
DAVIS, DEVYN 41, 133
DAVIS, JENNIFER 126, 133
DAVIS, JESSICA 35, 133
DAVIS, JUSTIN 90, 133
DAVIS, LATISHA 133
DAVIS, MEGHAN 41, 133
DAVIS, OLIVIA 133
DAVYDOV, DANIIL 133
DEAN, CODY 133
DEAN, WILLIAM 133
DEBOER, ALICIA 133
DECKER, RACHEL 16, 17, 91, 133
DECKER, STEWART 27, 36, 133
DEEDE, CAITLIN 133
DEHART, KATERINA 133
DEINES, ERIC 133
DEINES, KATHERINE 133
DELACORTE, ERIC 133
DELACRUZ, MALIA 39, 133
DELANEY, KATHERINE 133
DELANEY, KELLI 133
DELANEY, SAMANTHA 133
DELAPP, POLLY 133
DELBRUECK, MARK 41, 133
DELIMONT, SUZANNA 133
DELL, JOSEPH 133
DELLAGUZZO, MATTHEW 43, 133
DELLES, ROSE 133
DELONG, RYAN 133
DEMANDER, ELIZABETH 133
DEMARAIS, ALYCE 58, 133
DEMARAIS, BRUCE 58, 133
DEMAREST, ALLISON 36, 133
DEMERS, KATHERINE 88, 133
DENMAN, JEREMY 133
DENNY, ERIN 133
DENT, ZACHARY 133
DEPETRO, NICHOLAS 133
DETMER, TOMMY 38, 133
DE VILBISS, BREANNA 133
DEVINE, ERIN 133
DEVINE, JOHN 133
DE VOURSNEY, RENEE 80, 133
DEWAR, CHRISTOPHER 133
DEWEY, THOMAS 133
DEWULF, EMILIE 133
DIAL, TIFFANY 133
DIEHL, RAINY 133
DIETSCHE, ALLISON 133
DIGGS, TAYLOR 133
DILL-MCFARLAND, MEGAN 133
DILLON, CASEY 133
DILLON, SARAH 133
DILLS, PETER 133
DIMAGGIO, LAUREN 133
DIMIAN, ADELE 133
INDEX/SWRTS SCOPES 133
DINEEN, ELENA 134
DINH, ERIC 134
DINSTELL, JENNA 36, 134
DIOTTE, ANNA 134
DITULLIO, SARAH 37, 134
DO, MAGAN 134
DOANE, SHANELL 134
DODD, KRISTEN 39, 134
DODMAN, CHLOE 41, 134
DODOS, CHRISTOPHER 134
DOHERTY, SETH 12, 38, 67, 134
DOI, KIKO 134
DOMBROW, ASHLEY 134
DONALDSON, ELIZABETH 134
DONAVAN, JANET 67, 134
DONNELLY, CHRISTINA 41, 134
DONNELLY, CONNOR 134
DONNER, MORGAN 41, 134
DONOHEW, EMMA 50, 79, 134
DONOVAN, ELEANOR 134
DONOVAN, MARY ELIZABETH 134
DOROUGH, MEGAN 134
DOUGHERTY, JUSTIN 39, 134
DOUGLAS, BRYCE 134
DOWDALL, ALEXA 134
DOWOEN, ASHLEY 134
DOWNEY, MARY 92, 121, 134
DOWNS, KYLE 134
DOYLE, LISA 134
ORAGER, ZACHARY 134
DRAGGOO, JENNIFER 134
DRAKE, TYLER 41, 134
DRANGSHOLT, DANIELLE 134
DRAPER, CHRISTINA 134
DRESKA, ALEKS 134
DREW, SHANE 134
DRUCKER, AMY 34, 134
DUADE, SEAN 134
DUCHESNE, LEANDRE 71, 134
DUNBAR, CHRISTOPHER 117, 134
DUNCAN, BRITTANY 134
DUNCAN, KIRSTEN 134
DUNHAM, ARIN 134
DUNHAM, COURTNEY 134
DUNHAM, SCOn 134
DUNN, MICHAEL 134
DUPLANTY, ASHLEY 134
DUPONT, EMILIE 134
DUPUIS, CHRISTINE 51, 82,134
DURGIN, JUSTIN 134
DURHAM, ELIZABETH 134
DURIS, NATHANIAL 134
DUTHIE, DIANA 13, 43, 134
DUVEN, GENE 127, 134
DWIGGINS, JENNA 42, 134
DWORKIN, MAXWELL 34,134
EAKLE, AUBYN 134
EASTMOND, LAURA 134
EBELING, KAREN 34, 134
ECKBERG, KARI 134
EDDY, BENJAMIN 134
EDMARK, MILES 34, 134
EDMONSON, HART 134
EDMUNDSON, ALISHA 34, 134
EDWARDS,CHAD 134
EDWARDS, ELIZABETH 51, 80, 89, 134
EDWARDS, JAMES 134
EDWARDS, JESSICA 50, 134
EDWARDS-MUELLER, NICHOLAS 134
EGGERS, BRIAN 117, 134
EGGERS, JAMIE 102, 134
EHLI, JUSTIN 134
EHRLICH, EMILY 134
EIDSNESS, KYLE 134
EIKENHORST, JILL 35, 134
EIRIKSSON, DAVID 89, 134
EISNER-TERRILL, CULLEN 37, 134
ELFVING, ERIK 37, 134
ELIA, KRISTIN 42, 91, 134
ELLING, ELIZABETH 35, 134
ELLINGSON, LYNDALL 40, 134
ELLINGSON, VIRGINIA 134
ELLIOn, JOEL 58, 134
ELLIOn, WILL 126, 134
ELLSWORTH, BRHTANY 134
ELM, MAnHEW 43, 134
ELSBERRY, LAURA 134
EMIGH, CHARLOnE 39, 134
ENDO, CHIRI 134
ENGDAHL, NATHAN 134
ENGLE, STEPHANIE 13, 41, 134
ENGLER, BENJAMIN 134
ENGLER, JOSEPH 134
ENGLUND, AMBER 79
ENGLUND, ERIC 134
ENGVALL, EMILY 134
EPPLER, DANE 134
ERFELDT, ERIN 134
ERICKSON, TRACY 134
FRREir-COHEN, LINDSAY 134
ERSFELD, THOMAS 36, 134
ESECSON, SAMUEL 134
ESPANOL, HEIDI 134
ESPEY, JOHN 38, 134
ESPOSITO, NIKKI 54, 102, 134
ESTUESTA, MICHELINA 134
ETHEREDGE, LINDSAY 41, 134
EVANS, BRADY 58, 134
EVANS, DAVID 134
EVANS, JEFFREY 134
EVENSEN, KRISTEN 134
EVENSEN, LEI 34
EVERIST, MEGHAN 134
EZRATI, JOSEPH 134
FABICK, KARSTEN 134
FACQUE, ALEXANDER 131, 134
FAEGRE, BRENDAN 74, 134
FAGGELLA, CHRISTOPHER 134
FANDEL-MIELENZ, KATHRYN 134
FARBER, SHOSHANA 134
FARDELL, ALEXANDER 134
FARDELL, JOHN 134
FARR, MAHHEW 41, 134
FARRAR IVEY, LEHUA 34, 134
FARRIS, SAMANTHA 134
FAST, HEATHER 38, 74, 134
FAULKNER, JENNELLE 134
FAUROT, WILLIAM 134
FAY, ROBIN 134
FEAGLES, JENNIFER 134
FEATHERSTON, JEN 35, 134
FEDER, CALVIN 134
FEENEY, BRIAN 134
FEI, ELIZABETH 37, 134
FELDMAN, JEFFREY 134
FELDMAN, KATIE 41, 134
FELLER, ALINA 134
FELLEZ, SARAH 134
FELLOWS, ARIANNE 134
FENN, LAUREN 134
FERA, MICHAEL 134
FERGUS, KATHLEEN 134
FERGUSON, ERIN 134
FERGUSON, KATHARINE 34, 134
FERNEY, DANIELLE 51, 83, 85, 134
FERRARI, LISA 67, 134
FERRY, DYLAN 134
FIELDS, KARL 67, 134
FILBEY, RYANNE 134
FINLEY, NIGEL 27, 43, 45, 68, 134
FINNERTY, MARY 134
FIOREni, JAMES 100, 134
FISCHER, JENNIFER 76, 134
FISH, CATHERINE 134
FISH, NATALIE 134
FISH, ROSEANN 134
FISH, RYAN 34, 134
FISHER, BETHANY 134
FISHER, CHRISTY 79, 89, 134
FISHER, ELLEN 134
FITZMAURICE, KATHARINE 109, 134
FLAHERTY, CHRISTINE 134
FLANDERS, FELICIA 134
FLEMING, MICHAEL 134
FLETCHER, DANIEL 134
FLETCHER, MAX 79, 134
FLORES, QUENTIN 92, 134
FLY, ELIZABETH 80, 129, 134
FOGERTY, LINDSAY 134
FOGLEMAN, SAMUEL 134
FOLSOM, ADRIENNE 101, 134
FONG, ALICE 74, 134
FOOR, MARION 134
FOOT, ELIZABETH 134
FORBES, BRADLEY 134
FORBES, SHANNON 41, 134
FORCE, MAGEN 134
FORD, HAMILTON 134
FOREST, KATHRYN 134
FORESTER, BRANDON 134
FORTNER, EMILY 134
FOSTER, JASON 134
FOSTER, LYNDA 134
FOSTER, ROBIN 66, 134
FOSTER, RONALD 134
FOWLER, CORINNE 134
FRAHER, ALEX 134
FRANCHINI-KATZ, MARLON 134
FRANCIS, DALE 134
FRANCIS, KIRBY 39, 78, 134
FRANK, ANDREW 35, 134
FRANK, DANE 36, 134
FRANK, JESSICA 12, 134
FRANKE, MAnHEW 134
FRANKLIN, ARRAN 134
FRANKLIN, TWINA 77, 134
FRASER, LAURA 134
FRASIER, LLOYD-PAUL 134
FRED, JAMEE 134
FREDERICH, GRETCHEN 42, 134
FREE,JAY 134
FREEMAN, BOONE 134
FREEMAN, LIANA 134
FREIN, AARON 134
FRIDOVICH, SARAH 134
FRIEDLANDER, MINNA 59, 134
FRIEDMAN, AMANDA 134
FRIEDMAN, AMY 34, 134
FRITZSCHE, ALEXANDRA 35, 134
FROESE, ANNA 134
FROMMER, ELIZABETH 134
FRONT, ALEXANDER 41, 134
FROST, PETER 134
FUJINO, AARON 134
FUJITA, LINDSAY 134
FULOP, HANNAH 134
FURQUIM, MARCELO 134
FURUYA, LAUREN 134
FUTORNICK, ALEXANDRA 134
FUTORNICK, ZOE 134
GADDA, MARIE 34, 134
GAITHER, LAUREN 134
GALE, ROBERT 90, 134
GALLAGHER, RACHEL 134
GALLEGOS, ELISA 51, 83, 85, 134
GALLOni, GAIA 50, 134
GALVAN, ALEXANDRIA 134
GALVAN, NICOLE 134
GALVIN, ANDREW 134
GAMACHE, JOANNE 134
GANGNES, MADELINE 134
GARDINER, MARY 134
GARDNER, ALEC 134
GARDNER, DANIEL 34, 134
GARREn, PATRICK 88, 134
GARRISON, DILLON 134
GASSER, MELISSA 134
GATELY, JONATHAN 134
GAUGER, MEGAN 134
GAUSE, GREGORY 38. 112, 134
GEE, HAILEY 134
GEFEN, NOAH 41, 134
GEHRING, LAUREN 134
GELEGOTIS, KRISTIN 134
GEMMER, ANDREW 104, 134
GENTLE, BROOKE 134
GENTLE, SAM 37, 134
GENTLING, GARREn 41, 134
GENTRY, SABRINA 91,134
GENZIANO, JUSTIN 134
GERAGHTY, THOMAS 41, 134
GERETY, NORA 40, 134
GERNON, KATHRYN 134
GEVERTZ, SCOn 85, 93, 129, 134
GHIRARDELLI, WILLIAM 134
GIBB, JEAN 17, 134
GIBBONS, BENJAMIN 134
GIBSON, CAMERON 134
GILGE, HALEY 39, 134
GILLEnE, KATELYN 79, 134
GILLOOLY, HEATHER 134
GILMORE, STACY 134
GITLIN, DYLAN 122, 134
GLANCY, SARAH 44, 134
GLASSMAN, THOMAS 134
GLAUBMAN, CASEY 134
GLENN, SCOnLAND 134
GLIKSOHN, LILAH 134
GLOVINSKY, JOANNA 134
GLUCK, STUART 39, 134
GOCHNOUR, CARLI 39, 134
GOCKMAN, OnO 134
GODFREY, COLLEEN 134
GODLEWSKI, PETER 38, 134
GOE, REBECCA 134
GOETZ, BRENDEN 42, 134
GOFFIN, JOSHUA 134
GOLD, MICHAEL 134
GOLDBERG, REBECCA 134
GOLDMAN, JULIAN 34, 134
GOLDSMITH, ERIN 134
GOLDSMITH, MICHAEL 134
GOLDSTEIN, MARCOS 134
GOLLHOFER, SARAH 134
GOMEZ, BIANCA 134
GONNELLA, LISA 134
GONZALEZ, DANIEL 134
GOODMAN, MARK 134
GOODRICH, CANDACE 134
GOODRICH, DANIEL 134
GORDON, EMILY 34, 134
GORDON, KEITH 134
GORDON, LEVAR 134
GORDON, DEXTER 61, 134
GORNICK, FIONA 41, 134
GORTON, ANDREA 37, 134
GOSLIN, TIMOTHY 134
GOWDEY, JAMES 134
GOWELL, CONRAD 36, 134
GRAEBER, AMY 134
GRAFF, NICHOLE 134
GRAHAM, LISA 134
GRAHAM, TREANA 134
GRAMATOVICI, ALEXANDRA 134
GRANDE, DIANA 42, 91, 134
GRANDSTAFF, MITCHELL 79, 134
GRANGE, JOSEPH 134
GRANILLO, LIONEL 134
GRANT, JENNIFER 51, 134
GRAVES, BETH 134
GRAVES, SPENCER 41, 134
GRAY, ABI 134
GRAY, ASHLEY 134
GRAY, CAITLIN 134
GRAY, CHRISTINE 58, 134
GRAY, KARI 134
GRAY, TREVOR 134
GRAYBILL, JESSICA 134
GREEN, EMILY 35, 134
GREEN, TYESHA 77, 134
GREENE, ANNE 134
GREENE, BONNELL 82, 134
GREENE, BURCHARD 50, 82, 134
GREENE, GENEVIEVE 50, 82, 134
GREENE, KIMBERLY 41,134
GREGORY, AMANDA 134
GREISER, INGRID 134
GREY, ANNE 38, 122, 134
GREY, MAnHEW 98, 134
GRIDLEY, LINDSAY 35, 75, 134
GRIEBELER, ANDREW 38, 134
GRIEK, FORREST 134
GRIFFITH, MARK 134
GRIFFITH, MICHAEL 134
GRIGG, SHANNON 134
GRIGGS, GALEN 134
GRINAGE, PAVIAN 134
Grizz 14, 134, 144
GROCHOWSKI, DAVID 134
GROGGEL, GREGORY 17, 50, 134
GROSS, RACHEL 134
GROSSMANN, CLAIRE 37, 134134 MOVING FO'RW-A'RD A77U£ STEED OFLIFE..
GROVES, MONICA 102, 135 HART, AUSTIN 135 HIGGINS, SARA 135
GUASCO, TIMOTHY 42, 135 HART, BRUCE 35, 135 HILDEBRAND, ROBERT 36, 135
GUERRIERO, ASHLEY 135 HARTER, MORGAN 135 HILL, ASHLEIGH 135
GUILLAND, MATTHEW 135 HARUYAMA, JUSTIN 38, 135 HILL-PARKS, STEPHANIE 135
GULLICKSON, HANNAH 39, 135 HARVEY, ADAM 6, 34, 135 HILTBRUNNER, ANDRES 135
GUNDERSEN, KRISTINA 135 HARVEY, JUSTIN 37, 135 HILTON, TABITHA 40, 135
GUNDERSON, RACHAL 40, 135 HASHIMOTO, MERILEA 135 HINES, JOHN 135
GUNKEL, CORI 34, 135 HASWELL, KIRSTEN 135 HINZ, KATHERINE 135
GUSTAFSON, MICHELLE 135 HATCH, ANDREA 135 HIPONA, ELIZABETH 131,135
GUSTAFSON, RYAN 135 HATSCHEK, MEGAN 135 HIRSCHMANN, ANNE 34, 135
GUSTAFSON, SHELLY 91, 135 HAUG, CASSI 135 HIRSH, LAURA 135
GUZMAN, MIGUEL 135 HAUPT, DANNY 39, 135 HIRSHBERG, CHRISTINA 135
HAUTALA, ERIC 135 HISE, KERALA 11, 135
HAWK, DIANA 74, 135 HITCH, BENJAMIN 50, 87, 135
HAAKENSON, DAVID 135 HAWKS, EMILY 135 HO, JAMES 135
HABIBI, LAHLAE 51, 79, 83, 135 HAWTHORNE, JULIA 74, 130, 135 HOAGLAND, ERIKA 38, 76, 135
HACKETT, WALTER 135 HAYASHI, KARI-LYN 135 HOANG, LINH 135
HAOJIVASSILIOU, MILLICENT 75, 135 HAYDEN, CHELSEA 135 HODAPP, BARBARA 135
HAFT, ANNELISE 12, 50, 135 HAYDEN, KATHRYN 40, 135 HODGES, DANIEL 135
HAHN, AMBER 135 HAYES, EVAN 35, 135 HODGSON, BRITTANY 67, 83, 135
HAHN, JAIME 135 HAYES, JESSICA 103 HODUM, PETER 58, 135
HAHNLEN, JESSICA 135 HAYS, LILY 7, 40, 135 HOENEMEYER, LAURA 51, 135
HAIGH, BRENDAN 135 HEALEY, HOPE 135 HOFFMAN, ELIZABETH 38, 135
HAKANSON, ABBY 135 HEARST, EMILY 135 HOFFMAN, KATHLEEN 135
HALE, CATHY 66, 135 HEBERT, DANIELLE 135 HOFFMAN, MATTHEW 35, 79, 135
HALES, KATELYN 34, 135 HECKMAN, ELIZABETH 135 HOGAN, EMILY 135
HALLADIN, CASSIE 135 HEDMAN, NICKOLAS 135 HOGUE, KAITLYN 135
HALLER, CHRISTOPHER 39, 135 HEDRICK, JOSHUA 85, 135 HOKE, EMILY 135
HALTERMAN, TRAVIS 135 HEDRICK, KARLY 135 HOKE, HANNAH 35, 135
HALTOM, BILL 67, 135 HEIDEL, MADELINE 36, 135 HOLBROOK, KATE 39, 135
HAM, CAROLYN 43, 135 HEIKKINEN, ELISE 135 HOLCOMB, MEGAN 10, 135
HAMAR, KENT 35, 135 HEILMAN, GARRETT 135 HOLDEN, NELL 35, 135
HAMAR, RANDAL 135 HEINEMAN, KURT 79, 135 HOLDEN, WILLIAM 135
HAMILTON, ASHLEY 135 HEINEMAN, ERIC 135 HOLDENER, JEFFERY 78, 135
HAMILTON, JESSICA 135 HEINO, JASON 135 HOLDERITH, TOREY 135
HAMILTON, MARY 135 HEIST, KRISTIN 135 HOLE, REBECCA 135
HAMM, AMANDA 135 HEISTAD, MYLES 41, 135 HOLGADO, ANTHONY 135
HAMMER, MICHAELA 135 HELLER, BLAKE 135 HOLLAND, CAITLIN 135
HAMPTON, JENNIFER 36, 135 HENDERSON, JASON 135 HOLMES-HARLAN, GERI 135
HAMSTRA, RACHEL 39, 76, 135 HENERLAU, STEPHANIE 135 HOLT, WHITNEY 135
HANDSAKER, WADE 135 HENKHAUS, NATALIE 58, 135 HOLUBAR, HANA 135
HANLEY, MICHAEL 135 HENNEBERG, CORINNE 37, 135 HOMMEL, ANNA 135
HANLIN, TREVOR 112,113, 135 HENRY, BRANDON 34, 135 HONGO, HUDSON 135
HANLON, WHITNEY 135 HENRY, KIRSTEN 34, 135 HOOD, RACHEL 40, 135
HAN MEN, AMBER 135 HENSEL, RIANA 135 HOOPER, RACHEL 135
HANNAFORD, SUE 58 HENTSCHELL, UUJREN 130, 135 HORLICK, TANYA 135
HANNES, MEGHAN 14, 88, 135 HER, ANGELA 135 HORN, JULIANNE 37, 135
HANSEL, DEREK 135 HERBST, ERIKA 135 HORN, TARA 135
HANSEN, BETH 135 HERLACHE, ADRIAN 135 HOROWITZ, PENELOPE 135
HANSEN, JOHN 39, 79, 135 HERLEY, PETER 135 HORTON, KATHERINE 135
HANSEN, VICTORIA 135 HERMAN, REBECCA 50, 85, 135 HORTON, TRAVIS 59, 135
HANSING, TEBRA 135 HEROD, JENNIFER 128, 135 HOSMER, JAMES 34, 135
HANSON, ANNE 130, 135 HERRERA, AARON 135 HOSTBJOR, BREANNA 135
HANSON, GIB 37, 135 HERRES, AARON 135 HOUGLUM, HEATHER 135
HARDWICK, BRITTANA 77, 135 HERZOG, ELIZABETH 89, 135 HOUSH, JULIE 135
HARDY, MELISSA 135 HETLAND, KATHERINE 36, 135 HOWARD, JANA 75, 135
HARDY, SAMUEL 135 HEWITT, ANDREW 135 HOWARD, KELLY 36, 135
HARGETT, ANGELA 135 HEYMAN, ROSS 135 HOWE, BRITTANY 50, 135
HARKER, MCKENZIE 135 HIEFIELD, KRISTIN 93, 135 HOWE, RUSSELL 135
HARMON, CLAYTON 135 HIEMSTRA, COLIN 135 HOWELL, CLARGE 135
HARMON-WALKER, TARAN 41, 135 HIGA, JOEL 135 HOWES, CHELSEA 135
HARRIS, MAX 41, 135 HIGA, KELLY 135 HREN, CHRISTY 135
HARRIS, RAND 135 HIGGINS, KAINOA 135 HUDSON, HEATHER 135
HARRISON, ARIEL 35, 135 HIGGINS, KENNETH 135 HUFF, ANJA 135
HARRISON, JOHN 135 HIGGINS, RICHARD 135 HUFFMAN, DEMETRI 135
WOMEN'S SOCCER: NWC CHAMPIONS!
vs. Trinity Western (Exhibition! W, 2-0 vs. Whitman* T, 0-0 at Whitworth* W, 2-0
at University of Redlands L,1-2 at Pacific* W, 3-0 vs. George Fox* W, 2-0
at UC-Santa Cruz W, 2-0 at George Fox* W, 5-0 vs. Pacific* W, 4-0
at Linfield* W, 5-0 vs. Lewis & Clark* W, 3-0 vs. Maryville, Tenn. (NCAA Nat'l Tourney) W, 3-0
at Lewis & Clark* W, 2-0 vs. Linfield* W, 4-0 vs. Emory (NCAA Nat'l Tourney) W, 2-0
vs. PLU* W, 3-0 at PLU* W, 4-0 vs. Macalester (NCAA Nat'l Tourney) T, 0-0;W, 8-7(SO)
vs. Willamette* W, 2-0 at Willamette* W, 3-0 vs. Chicago (NCAA Nat'l Sectionals) L, 0-1 (OT)
vs. Whitworth* W, 3-0 at Whitman* W,1-0 Record: 18-2-2, 15-0-1 NWC
VOLLEYBALL: at PLU* L, 0-3 vs. PLU* L, 2-3
vs. Trinity Western (Exhibition) L, 0-3 vs. George Fox* W, 3-2 at George Fox* W, 3-1
Whitman CollegeA W, 3-1 vs. Whitworth College* L, 1-3 at Whitworth* L,0-3
LorasA W, 3-1 vs. Whitman College* W, 3-0 at Whitman* W, 3-1
PLUA L, 0-3 at Lewis & Clark* W, 3-1 vs. Lewis & Clark* W, 3-1
vs. Whitworth College W, 3-0 at Linfield* W, 3-2 vs. Linfield* W, 3-2
at Willamette* W, 3-1 vs. Willamette* W, 3-0 vs. Cal State East Bay (NCAA Nat'l Tourney) L, 1-3
at Pacific* W, 3-0 vs. Pacific* W, 3-1 Record: 15-6, 12-4 NWC
HUGHES, HALEY 135
HUGHES, PAUL LOREN 135
HULSCHER, RYAN 135
HUMPHRIES, DEVAN 135
HUNGERFORD, JARED 135
HUNSINGER, MOLLY 135
HUNT, VALERIE 135
HUPY, KEVIN 135
HUTCHINSON, DR. ROB 68, 135
HUTCHINSON, KATHLEEN 135
HUTCHINSON, TRINITY 135
HUTT, MARCIE 135
HVIDSTEN, DAVID 135
HWANG, JENNIFER 91, 135
HYDE, TAYLOR 35, 100, 135
IBRAHIM, ADRIANNA 135
ICE, BENJAMIN 135
IERIEN, CODIE 135
ILIC, HANA 135
ILLE, AMY 39, 135
INGLIS, DAVID 135
IRSFELD, MATTHEW 35, 135
ISHII, KELLI 35, 135
ISRAEL, ALEXANDER 14, 15, 135
IVANCIC, SONIA 40, 135
IVERSEN, LAUREN 135
JACHIMOWICZ, STEVE 135
JACKSON, SARAH 36, 135
JACOBS, WILLIAM 135
JACOBSON, BEAU 135
JACOBSON, HEATHER 135
JACOBSON, LISA 38, 135
JACROUX, TAD 135
JADE, HILLARY 38, 135
JAGOLINO, LEIANA 135
JAIHOUNI, NACEBEH 135
JAMES, BRITTANNIA 135
JANE, MATTHEW 135
JANES, LINDSEY 40, 135
JANSONS, LAUREN 135
JARAY, IAN 35, 135
JASKAR, RAVI 135
JASON, CHRISTOPHER 135
JAVEL, AVRIL 135
JAYICH, MARGARET 135
JEFFERS, JAMIE 135
JEFFRIES, KENDALL 135
JENKINS, STEWART 135
JEPSEN, JANICE 135
JOHANNS, DAN 79, 135
JOHANSEN, LINNEA 135
JOHANSON, DREW 135
JOHN, ANGELEA 135
JOHNS, CLAUDIA 135
JOHNSEN, RACHEL 135
JOHNSON, ANDREA 92, 135
JOHNSON, ANDREW 135
JOHNSON, ANTHONY 135
JOHNSON, BENJAMIN 135
JOHNSON, CALLIE 135
JOHNSON, DAVID 135
JOHNSON, HEATHER 135
JOHNSON, IAN 36, 135
JOHNSON, JESSICA 51, 79, 135
JOHNSON, KAROLYN 88, 135
JOHNSON, KYLE 35, 135
JOHNSON, KYRA 39, 135
JOHNSON, LISA 71, 135
JOHNSON, MACKENZIE 85, 135
JOHNSON, MIRANDA 88, 135
JOHNSON, NATASHA 135
JOHNSON, SARAH 41, 135
JOHNSON, THOMAS 41, 135
JOHNSTON, MACKENZIE 40, 135
JOHNSTON, MASON 135
JOLLY, ALISSA 41, 135
JONES, BRYAN 135
JONES, ELIZABETH 135
JONES, GILLIAM 135
JONES, HALI 37, 135
JONES, KALA 135
JONES, KATARINA 44, 135
JONES, LEILA 38, 135
[NTO/SWRTS SCOPES 135
JONES, MARISSA 136
JONES, MICHAEL 97, 136
JONES, MICHELLE 136
JONES, VALINDA 136
JORDAN, EMILY 136
JORDAN, KATHERINE 136
JORG, ANOREW 136
JOSEPH, KALI 136
JOYCE, JANINE 136
JUDKINS, STEPHEN 136
JUHOLA, KRISTINE 136
JULIANO, NICOLE 136
JUMP, JULIA 136
JUNE, ROBERT 136
JURA, JENNIFER 39, 136
JUREVIC, LEIGH 136
JURIST, KRISTIN 74, 136
JUSTHAM, DREW 136
JUSTICE, LAUREN 136
K’BURG, SPENCER 136
KABRICH, MAX 35, 136
KADARKAY, ARPAD 67, 136
KAESTNER, BRYCE 136
KAGAN, IRINA 41, 136
KAHL, STEPHANIE 136
KAHLER, EMILY 36, 136
KAIRIS, KAYLA 40, 136
KALANZ, KURT 136
KANESHIRO, LIANNE 136
KANODE, KARLA 136
KANTNER, KEVIN 136
KAPAUN, AMY 136
KARLER, MAX 34, 136
KARLSTROM, AMY 136
KARN, ERIN 136
KARN, RICHARD 38, 136
KARR, BRADLEY 123, 136
KASHIWA, CHARLES 11, 50, 136
KASMAN,ALEX 136
KASTER, ELIZABETH 36, 136
KATZ, JEFFREY 91, 136
KAWABATA, CORY 39, 136
KAWAMOTO, IRENE 136
KAY, MICHELLE 136
KEATON, KILTY 108, 127, 136
KEELER, LARISSA 36, 136
KEELY, ROBERT 136
KEERS, DAVID 38, 136
KEHN, ADRIENNE 37, 136
KEITH, RENEE 136
KELEMAN, PHOEBE 136
KELL, TRAVIS 14, 93, 136
KELLER, CYDNEY 40, 136
KELLEY, DIANE 56, 57, 136
KELLOW, LARS 136
KELSEY, KATHY 136
KENDRICK, VICTORIA 35, 136
KENNEDY, EILEEN 136
KERCHER, ERIKA 39, 136
KERNS, ADAM 136
KERNS, ALEXIS 136
KERSCH, CYMON 136
KESTNER, JANE 34, 110, 136
KETTWICH, SELMA 136
KIESER, EVAN 136
KIESLER, ELANA 41, 136
KIEST, NICHOLAS 136
KIKUCHI, LESLI ANN 136
KILIAN, NICOLE 136
KIM, ALYSHA 136
KIM, COURTNEY 136
KIM, JEAN 14, 19, 77, 136
KIM, DEBORAH 136
KIM, WON 136
KIMMEL, MICHAEL 62, 136
KIMURA, LAUREN 136
KING, ISAAC 136
KING, JOANNE 136
KING, KATHERINE 13, 136
KING, NICOLE 136
KING, RANDIN 30, 136
KING-MADLEM, NINA 136
KINGSTON, SARAH 35, 136
KINNEY, LAURA 136
KIRCHOFF, MATTHEW 136
136
KIRIU, SHAUN 136
KIRKPATRICK, BETSY 58, 136
KITTS, IAN 136
KIYENOK, ANASTASIA 136
KJAR, CORTNEY 101, 136
KLAG, GRAHAM 136
KLAPPROTH, MELISSA 136
KLIEWER, JONAH 136
KLIMENT, HEATHER 50, 136
KLINE, BREANNA 136
KLOPFER, EDWARD 136
KLUTHE, CHRISTOPHER 136
KNACKSTEDT, CAMILLA 136
KNACKSTEDT, CHRISTINE 42, 136
KNIGHT, ADAM 136
KNIGHT, JESSICA 136
KNIGHTON, ERIK 136
KNIPPEL, COURTNEY 136
KNOECKEL, CHRISTOPHER 136
KNOTTINGHAM, MEGAN 136
KNOWLES, JESSICA 40, 136
KNOWLES, KRISTOFER 136
KNUDSEN, DUNCAN 136
KNUDSEN, EMILY 136
KNUDSON, PEDER 136
KNUTSON, RACHEL 92, 136
KO, SUNG 34, 136
KOBBE, ERICA 136
KOCH, VALERIE 136
KOHANYI, DAVID 136
KOIK, SARAH 136
KOLLER, CARSON 136
KONTOGEORGOPOULOS, NICK 62, 136
KORFANTA, STEPHANIE 136
KOROSEC, SARAH 136
KOTCH, VALARIE 43, 136
KOWALSKY, ALEXANDER 136
KOWEN, PETER 39, 136
KOZIARSKI, JOHN 39, 136
KRAMARCZUK, KATHRYN 136
KRAMER, BRIAN 11, 112, 136
KRAMER-FELDMAN, NINA 40, 136
KRAUEL, ROBERT 136
KRAUSE, CHARMAINE 136
KRAWCZYK, DAVID 136
KRECEK, AIKA 98, 136
KREIDER, ANNE 136
KREIDER, SAMANTHA 136
KREMM, MITCHEL 41, 136
KROEGER, DENEE 136
KRONES, JEANANNE 136
KRUEGER, CHRISTOPHER 136
KRUEGER, MCKENNA 136
KRUIDENIER, ELISE 93, 136
KRZYMINSKI, MARGARET 136
KUBOKAWA, KAITLYN 136
KUEHN, AUSTIN 42, 136
KUHNAU, LISA 136
KUHNE, ELLISON 136
KULIS, NATASHA 136
KUNIMURA, LESLIE 136
KURRIGER, ANN 136
KUSSIN-SHOPTAW, SAMUEL 41, 136
KUTASZ, THERESA 42, 89, 136
KUTASZ, VICTORIA 41, 136
KWOCK, MATTHEW 41, 136
LABELLE, DEVON 136
LACHICA, MONINA 136
LAFEMINA, NIKKI 136
LAFEVER, MORGAN 136
LA GRAVE, MARAN 136
LAM, HONG 136
LAMA, REENA 40, 136
LAMADRID-ENGEL, CHASE 136
LAMAR, KELLY 136
LAMB, AMELIA 44, 136
LAMP, LAUREN 136
LANE, ALISON 136
LANE, CHRISTOPHER 136
LANGGUTH, KRISTIN 136
LARGENT, ELLIOTT 136
LARSEN, ADAM 136
LARSEN, NATALIE 136
LARSON, ALEXANDER 136
LARSON, CARL 36, 136
LARSON, TAYLOR 136
LARUE, ELDRED 136
LA SAC, JOSEPH 136
LATTA, MORGAN 136
LAU, EMILY 136
LAU, KELSEY 136
LAUER, JENNIFER 136
LAURENZANA, JOANNA 91, 136
LAUTH, ASHLEY 136
LAWSON, BRIAN 136
LAY, KELSEY 90, 136
LAYON, ERIN 136
LE, DIEM-PHUC 136
LE, KIM HOANG 136
LEA, GRAHAM 136
LEA, JOHN 42, 136
LEANDERSON, CRYSTAL 136
LEAR, JOHN 63, 136
LEAVITT, ALEXANDER 34, 136
LECHEVALLIER, GRACE 136
LEDBETTER, JONATHAN 136
LEDBETTER, JULIA 41, 136
LEE, ADRIENNE 136
LEE, BENJAMIN 136
LEE, CARLING 35, 136
LEE, JAMES 35, 136
LEE, RORY 18, 96, 136
LEE-HODSON, ELIZABETH 136
LEET, JAMES 136
LEGG, KERI 136
LEHECKA, WILLIAM 41. 136
LEICHER, ANNE 51, 136
LEIGHTY, ERIN 51, 136
LEIS, JOSE 136
LEIS, MIKE 129, 136
LEISER, EVAN 38, 136
LEITNER, NATHAN 136
LELLI, SCOn 136
LENCI, MARISSA 136
LENZINI, ANNE 136
LEO, DIANN 136
LEONARD, NADINE 40, 136
LEONARD, NICOLE 136
LEONG, ANNIE 136
LEONHARD, LINDSAY 136
LEPKOWSKI, ELIZABETH 136
LERMAN, SAMUEL 136
LERNER, SARAH 136
LESEFKO, ALEXANDER 35, 136
LESSER, SARA 35, 136
LEUNG, CHARLES 136
LEUZZI, DEREK 136
LEVESQUE, MICHELLE 35, 136
LEVIEN, JANECE 136
LEVIN, REBEKAH 136
LEVY, MADELINE 136
LEWIN, S. WYATT 127, 136
LEWIN, STEPHENS 136
LEWIS, ADAM 136
LEWIS, BROOKLYN 136
LEWIS, MELANIE 136
LEWIS, MELISSA 136
LEWIS, ROBERT 136
LEY, DAVID 43, 136
LIBECAP, CHRIS 113, 136
LIBONATI, ALYSSA 136
LICHTY, ALEXANDRA 136
LIDER, ANNIKA 79, 122, 136
LIESER, DANIEL 136
LIUA,WESLAND 35, 136
LIM, IRENE 67, 136
LIM, KEVAN 136
LIN, ROY 136
LIND, ERIK 35, 136
LIND,KATHERINE 41,136
LIND, STEPHANIE 136
LINDBERG, GINA 136
LINDBORG, JANE 39, 136
LINDEN, ERIC 136
LINDLEY, WALKER 76, 136
LINDSTROM, KARL 136
LINENTHAL, JACOB 136
LING, STEPHANIE 136
LINNELL, TAYLOR 35, 136
LINNEMANN, TIMOTHY 17, 26, 136
LIPMAN-HOPKINS, MIRIAM 34, 136
LITTLE, AIDAN 35, 136
LITTRELL, CHAD 136
LIU, JING 136
LIU, JONATHAN 136
LIU, MARISA 136
LIUZZI, NICOLE 39, 136
LIVINGSTON, LYNDA 71, 136
LIZOTTE, TRAVIS 136
LODINE, RACHEL 136
LOEBS, KENDRA 136
LOEWEN, MATTHEW 136
LOGAN, ROSS 136
LOHRASBI, SAFA 136
LONE, ERICA 41, 136
LONG, EMMA 36, 136
LONG, VICTORIA 40, 136
LONGWELL, KRISTIN 136
LONGWORTH, ANIKA 136
LONSDALE, MATTHEW 136
LORGE, JOHN 136
LOUIE, JOSH 136
LOVELACE, KATHI 71, 136
LOWENSTEIN, SOPHIA 136
LUBETKIN, KAITLIN 76, 136
LUCARELLI, CASSIE 92, 136
LUCAS, LEILANI 136
LUCE, A’LAN 136
LUCIA, MICHAEL 43, 45, 136
SWIMMING, MEN'S/WOMEN'S(NWC CHAMPIONS!):
NWC Relays 2nd Place/lst Place
at Albertson College W,140-53/W,149-43
at PLU W,108-80/W, 136-54
vs. Linfield W, 110-90/W,134-63
Husky Invitational 25th Place/25th Place
Northwest Invitational 3rd Place/7th Place (tied]
Willamette 8< Pacific (at Will.) W,130-43; W,132-21/W, 110-83; W, 132-52
Seattle U 8< UC-Santa Cruz (at SU) L,15-80; L, 40-55/L,17-78; L, 30-65
vs. Lewis 8c Clark W, 137-50/W,138-67
at Whitman W,125-67/W, 115-90
at Whitworth L, 64-138/W,103-102
NWC Championships 2nd Place/lst Place
MEN'S GOLF:
PLU L, 315-306
NWC North WA Tournament
NWC Fall Classic 6th Place
Logger Invitational
Willamette Invitational
Pacific Invitational
NWC Spring Classic
PLU Dual
NWC Championships
2nd Place (Tie)
WOMEN'S GOLF:
PLU L, 315-306
NWC North WA Tournament 2nd Place (Tie)
NWC Fall Classic 6th Place
Logger Invitational
Willamette Invitational
Pacific Invitational
NWC Spring Classic
PLU Dual
NWC Championships
MOVING FO'RW-A'R'D -ATTHE S.VEET? OFLIFE..
LUDWIG BUTTERFIELD, ALEXANDRA 137
LUEKEN, BRANDON 137
LUETHE, MERIDITH 137
LULOFS, WILLIAM 137
LUM, ANDREW 137
LUNDEQUAM, ANDREW 35, 137
LUNDGREN, KATHRYN 137
LUYET, LAUREE 137
LYLE, LISA 137
LYNCH, AARON 35, 137
LYNCH, DANIEL 137
LYNCH, ERICKA 137
LYNCH, JENNIFER 137
LYNCH, REBECCA 137
LYNES, MICHAEL 137
LYON, JILL 137
MACARIUS, MARY LOU 137
MACDONALD, HELEN 137
MACDUFF, CURTIS 137
MACKELVIE, ARETA 137
MACKINNON, LOGAN 79, 137
MACKMAN, WHITNEY 74, 137
MACPHERSON, EMILY 38, 137
MADDEN, CARA 137
MADHAVAN, RAHUL 137
MADLUNG, ANDREAS 58, 137
MAGEE, CLARE 89, 137
MAHOE, CHAD 137
MAIURI, NICHOLAS 137
MAKI, ELIN 137
MALAHY, JO AN 137
MALEKPOUR, MARYAM 137
MALIKIE, DEANNA 7, 137
MALYKHINA, IRINA 137
MANDEVILLE,NICOLE 137
MANFREDI, ZO 137
MANGAN, DORE 137
MANLOVE, KARI 127, 137
MANNING, NATHANIAEL 137
MANTHEI, CHRISTIAN 75, 137
MANZ,JONATHAN 137
MARQUETTE, JENNIFER 137
MARCEK, PETER 137
MARCOTTE, CATHERINE 137
MARIA, DENISE 137
MARIE, JULIA 137
MARINELLA, ANTHONY 137
MARITVOLD, NICHOLE 137
MARKIN, KELLY 51, 83, 128, 137
MARKMAN, MARGOT 12, 137
MARKS, DENISE 79, 88, 137
MARRS, BRIAN 137
MARS, SARAH 137
MARSH, JEAN 137
MARSH, NOAH 137
MARSH, TAYLOR 137
MARSHALL, AMANDA 137
MARSHALL, NICOLE 131, 137
MARSTON, RUTH 76, 78, 137
MARTELL, ARIANNA 39, 137
MARTENS, NICHOLAS 137
MARTIN, DANIEL 137
MARTIN, JAMIE 137
MARTIN, JENNIFER 39, 137
MARTIN, JESSICA 137
MARTIN, MARK 58, 137
MARTIN, MICHAEL 137
MARTIN, NANCY 38, 137
MARTIN, RICHARD 137,
MARTIN, SCOn 137
MARTIN, STEPHEN 137
MARTINEK, JENNIFER 38, 137
MARTINEZ, CARLA 137
MARTINIS, ELENA 137
MASLIKOWSKI, MONIKA 137
MASON, BRENDAN 120, 137
MASON, JESSICA 137
MASON, LAURA 137
MASON, SKYLER 39, 137
MASSEY, ELIJAH 137
MASSEY, JANET 137
MATSON, LISA 137
MATSUMOTO, JESSICA 137
MATSUMOTO, MIEKO 77, 137
MATSUNAGA, LAUREN 137
MATT, SVETLANA 131, 137
MATTHEWS, JEFFREY 71, 137
MATTINSON, ANNA 137
MAUGHN, ANNA 137
MAURER, VINCENT 137
MAXWELL, KEITH 71, 137
MAYER, LESLIE 137
MAYERS, NICK 45, 137
MAYNARD, STACY 36, 137
MAYTUBBY, NICHOL 137
MAZAUD, WENDY 137
MAZE, MATTHEW 41, 137
MAZUR-HART, DAVID 137
MCAFEE, PETER 43, 45, 137
MCAMIS, scon 8, 137
MCANINCH, RYAN 14, 15, 137
MCAULEY, LINDSAY 75, 137
MCCABE, MARSHALL 137
MCCALL, ZEBEDEE 137
MCCANN, CHAD 137
MCCARTHY, BRIAN 39, 79, 137
MCCARTHY, ERINNA 137
MCCARTHY, MEGAN 137
MCCARTNEY, HOLBROOK 137
MCCONKEY, ALICIA 137
MCCOY, ERIN 137
MCCULLOUGH, ANNE 137
MCCULLOUGH, ERIN 137
MCCULLOUGH, JIM 71, 137
MCCULLY, SCOUT 137
MCDANIEL, DEVON 137
MCDONAGH, VIRGINIA 137
MCDONALD, AARON 92, 137
MCDONALD, JULIE 39, 137
MCDONALD, MAUREEN 88, 137
MCDONNELL, LAURA 78, 137
MCDONOUGH, PETER 43,137
MCFADDEN, JENNIFER 39, 177, 137
MCFALL, BRADLEY 137
MCGILLIVRAY, ERICA 137
MCGOURn, ELIZABETH 16, 42, 144, 137
MCGOVERN, JAMIE 40, 137
MCILWAIN, KEELY 89, 137
MCINTURFF, DAVID 137
MCINTYRE, MICHELLE 137
MCKEE, GAELEN 137
MCKEE, KELSEY 34, 137
MCKEE, RACHEL 39, 137
MCKENZIE, HALEY 137
MCKENZIE, WILLIAM 137
MCKENZIE-CARTER, ERIN 137
MCKIBBEN, ERIN 44, 137
MCLAIN, WILLIAM 137
MCLAREN, AMANDA 40, 137
MCLEOD, AVERY 137
MCLUEN, JENNIFER 137
MCMANUS, BRinANY 36, 137
MCMILLAN, EMILY 137
MCMILLAN, KATHRYN 38, 137
MCNAMARA, TRAVIS 137
MCNEIL, LAUREN 137
MCNEIL-DOTY, ELLA 137
MCPHEE-HAYES, JESSICA 137
MCQUATE, SARAH 137
MCSHARRY, JENEFER 137
MCSWEENY, MARGARET 137
MCTIGUE, ALYSSA 137
MCVEY, JILL 137
MCVEY, ZACKERY 107, 137
MEADE, MICHAEL 137
MEADER, CARLIE 137
MELHORN, STEVEN 35, 137
MELIN, MICHAEL 137
MELTON, BRYANT 137
MELTON, JAMES 137
MENDELSON, CHARLES 42, 137
MENSONIDES, DANIEL 137
MENSONIDES, DAVID 137
MENSONIDES, TIMOTHY 137
MERCADO, BRENDA 137
MERRELL, GREGORY 137
MERRin-SMITH, ALEX 76, 137
MERTENS, MELODY JOY 137
MERZEL, NICOLE 38, 137
MESSERLI, SHAUN 137
MESSINA, KATHARINE 137
METCALF, JENNIFER 137
MEnLER, MICHAEL 137
MEYER, ANDREW 137
MEYER, RACHEL 35, 137
MEYERS, NICK 43, 137
MICHAEL, PAMELA 137
MICKELSON, AMANDA 137
MIDDLETON, ALVERNO 137
MIKITY, JESSICA 137
MILLER, BELINDA 137
MILLER, BRADLEY 137
MILLER, DAVID 41, 137
MILLER, JACOB 137
MILLER, JASON 26, 137
MILLER, JOANNA 137
MILLER, ROBERT 111, 137
MILLESON, CAROLINE 137
MILLET, MAnHEW 137
MILLIGAN, MARGARET 37, 137
MILLION, ELIZABETH 137
MILNER, ARI 137
MILTENBERGER, CARRIE 35, 137
MILTON, ANDREW 67, 137
MINDICH, MAnHEW 137
MINNE, JACOB 39, 137
MIRICK, SARAH 137
MITCHELL, CHRISTOPHER 42, 78, 88, 137
MITCHELL, SPENCER 35, 137
MITSUDA, LARS 137
MIYAKAWA, DUSTIN 137
MOERS, EMILY 137
MOHAGEN, KYLE 137
MOISO, ANNA 137
MOLL, ANDREW 137
MOLUF, STEFAN 36, 137
MONAHAN, JENNIFER 137
MONGE, EDWARD 42, 88, 137
MONGE, LISA 137
MONROE, CODY 38, 137
MONROE, MICHAEL 137
MONTEZ, HEIDI 137
MONTGOMERY, CHADD 137
MONTGOMERY, EMMA 41, 137
MONTGOMERY, MORGAN 137
MOODY, EMILY 137
MOODY, KELLY 137
MOODY, SARAH 38, 137
MOORE, BRIAN 35, 137
MOORE, CHRISTOPHER 137
MOORE, DAVID 66, 137
MOORE, GABRIELLE 137
MOORE, GREGORY 44, 137
MOORE, LAURA 137
MOORE, SARAH 66, 137
MOORE, STUART 137
MOORHEAD, ELIZABETH 137
MORCK, LINDSEY 137
MORGAN, JOHN 137
MORGAN, KELLI 41, 137
MORGAN-ELLIS, ESTHER 137
MORGES, TIFFANY 137
MORINO, ALISSA 137
MORITA, BRANDON 130, 137
MORITA, STEPHEN 38, 137
MOROZOV, STEPHEN ELINA 137
MORRAY, ALEXANDER 137
MORRILL, KYLE 137
MORRIS, NICOLE 42, 137
MORRISON, MEGAN 137
MORRISON, MICHAL 58, 137
MORTENSEN, MCKENZIE 137
MORTON, MEGAN 137
MORZUCH, EMMA 137
MOSHER, CHRISTIANNE 137
MOSHIER, RACHEL 137
MOSIER, ELYSSA 137
MOSKOWITZ, SUSAN 39, 137
MOSS, JADE 35, 137
MOTIS, ROGAN 40, 137
MOULTON, ADAM 36, 137
MOYER, ALASTAIR 137
MOYER, DERRICK 41, 137
MOYLE, PATRICK 137
MOYLEn, TANNER 137
MUEHLENBRUCH, BENJAMIN 137
MUELLER, BRENNAN 137
MUELLER, ERIKA 137
MULLER, AYNSLEY 35, 98, 137
MULLER, GREGORY 137
MULLIGAN, EMILY 40, 137
MUNSON, CARA 16, 17, 42, 137, 144
MURDOCK, ELIZABETH 40, 137
MURPHY, CHRISTOPHER 137
MURPHY, JESSICA 77, 137
MURPHY, MAnHEW 137
MURRAY, CAROLINE 137
MURTY, DANIEL 137
MYERS, ADAM 137
MYERS, DAVID 137
MYERS, JONATHAN 137
MYERS, JORDAN 40, 137
MYSLEWSKI, ROXANNE 137
NAAR, SPENCER 137
NAFTALIN, EMILY 50, 137
NAKANO, CAMERON 34,137
NAKASONE, CAIRA 88, 137
NAKASONE, MARISSA 40, 137
NAKASUJI, JOY 137
NAMBA, TARYN 137
NANSON, MAXXWELL 137
NASH, ANDREA 93,137
NEAGLE, COLIN 137
NEAL, ANDREW 137
NEALEY-MOORE, JILL 66, 137
NEET, ANN 137
NEET, MOIRA 50, 137
NEHLS, JEFFREY 137
NEIDECKER, FREDRIC 137
NELDAM, JOHN 137
NELSON, ALEC 35, 137
NELSON, CAROLINE 137
NELSON, CHRISTOPHER 137
NELSON, GRETCHEN 37, 137
NELSON, MEGAN 137
NEUMEIER, CLAYTON 137
NEVILLE, OLIVIA 34, 137
NEW, PETER 137
NEWLAND, JOSEPH 117, 137
NEWMAN, LUCAS 137
NEWTON, ALYSSA 90, 105, 137
NG, BRinANY 137
NG, MELISSA 137
NGUYEN, KEVIN 37, 137
NGUYEN, LAN 137
NGUYEN, MICHELLE 137
NGUYEN, QUOC 137
NGUYEN, SAN 76, 92, 137
NGUYEN, UYEN 137
NICHOLS, ELIZABETH 137
NICHOLS, LYNDSEY 36, 137
NICKEL, SARAH 137
NICOLAI, NATASHA 137
NIELSEN, ALEXANDRA 137
NIELSEN, CAITLIN 137
NIESEN, SETH 137
NIEZEN, ERIK 137
NIMMO, IAN 137
NISHIMURA, ADAM 137
NOBLE, KATHRYN 137
NOEL, EMILY 35, 137
NOLLAN, JEFFREY 137
NORDMANN, CHRISTOPHER 137
NORMAN, ANDREA 35, 79, 137
NORRIS, MEAGAN 35, 137
NORTHRUP, STEVEN 137
NOYES, CODY 137
NUGENT, ERIN 137
NUniNG-HEATH, WILDER 137
NYE, JULIE 137
NYQUIST, BRIAN 137
O'BRIEN, LINDSAY 16, 34, 144, 137
O’CONNOR, KARINA 137
O’CONNOR, MICAELA 50, 137
O’DELL, KELLEY 34, 137
O’DONNELL, FRANKIE 35, 137
O’LEARY, MICAELA 137
O’MALLEY, MICHAEL 137
O’NEAL, MORGAN 137
O'NEAL, SHANNON 137
O’NEIL, ANA 137
O’NEIL, PATRICK 67, 137
INDEX/SWRTS SCOPES 137
OATES, ANDREW 138
OBUHOFF, MARIE 35, 138
ODDEN, DANIEL 138
ODLAND, JENNIFER 138
OFFIELD, KELSEY 138
OGAARD, ABBIE 42, 138
OGDON, ANNIE 35, 87, 138
OGLE, WHITNEY 77, 138
OH, DONNA 138
OHRN, AMANDA 129, 138
OJO, STEVEN 138
OKAMURA, AKEMI 138
OKASAKO-SCHMLCKER, IAN 138
OKLHARA, MYCHAL 39, 138
OKUMURA, MARCIE 138
OLCOTT, JAMES 138
OLDENBURG, LAUREL 138
OLIVER, MATTHEW 138
OLSEN, EMILY 138
OLSEN, MICHAEL 138
OLSEN, REBECCA 138
OLSON, ADRIENNE 41, 138
OLSON, ERIK 35, 138
OLSON, KRISTIN 138
ONNIS, NICOLA 138
ONO, AIMEE 34, 138
ORAZEM, CLAIRE 138
ORDWAY, SCOn 50, 74, 138
ORFORD, TRISTAN 39, 138
ORLANDO, JUDY 138
ORLIN, ERIC 63, 138
OROZCO, JONATHAN 138
ORSER, CELESTE 138
ORTH, JOHN 50, 82, 83, 138
ORTIZ-GROB, WILLIAM 35, 138
ORZELL, SARAH 93, 138
OSBORNE, MARIAH 138
OSBORNE, TRAVIS 138
OSHEI, MARY ELIZARETH 138
OTT, MEREDITH 138
OTT, PETER 138
OTTE, MAYA 130, 138
OTTO, KELSEY 138
OVER, ERIC 138
OWEN, SUE 54, 138
OWENS, CHRISTOPHER 138
OWENS, JASON 138
OWENS, PATRICK 138
OXFORD, LAUREN 138
PAAUWE, ALEXANDER 39, 138
PAINE, EMILY 138
PALAGI, MICHAEL 138
PALENCHAR, NORA 138
PALMER, STEVEN 138
PALOMO, MARIA 36, 138
PANDREA, BREANNE 138
PANG, KYNAN 138
PANKO, AMY 138
PARADEE, STEPHANIE 138
PARDEN, KRISTIN 138
PARK, HEE SUN 138
PARKER, ANDREW 35, 138
PARKER, BRITTANY 138
PARKER, CHANEL 138
PARKS, JAKE 138
PARRISH, ADRIENNE 138
PASCUCCI, JENS 41, 138
PASQUARIELLO, SARA 138
PATENT, ALEXANDER 138
PATNEAUDE, JAIME 138
PATROLIA, LEE 138
PATTEN, PATRICK 138
PATTEN, PAULA 138
PATTERSON,JAMES 138
PAUL, SILAS 138
PAULSON, KAITLIN 138
PAUP, LINDSEY 51, 79, 83, 138
PEACOCK, JANINE 138
PEACOCK, STEPHEN 113, 138
PEARCE, LINDSAY 34, 138
PEARSON, JEFFREY 34, 138
PEARSON, WILLIAM 24, 138
PEASE, SETH 43, 45, 138
PEASE, TREVOR 138
PEELER, JOHN 138
PEIRSON, BRUCE 138
PELINKA, KATHARINE 138
PELTIER, LETANI 43, 138
PEN, KRISCHEL 138
PENNER, PATRICIA 138
PENNINGTON, CAMRYN 91, 138
PEREZ, KATHLEEN 138
PERKINS, ANDREW 138
PERKINS, JARED 138
PERLMUTTER, HANNAH 35, 138
PERREAU, ELISSA 138
PERRY, MARGARET 40, 138
PERRY, MATTHEW 138
PERRY, LO SUN 57, 138
PERSCHBACHER, ERIN 138
PETERS, RACHEL 43, 138
PETERSEN, MAUREEN 138
PETERSON, AMELIA 44, 138
PETERSON, AMY 138
PETERSON, RICHARD 75, 138
PETROFSKY, ERICA 36, 138
PETTEY, STEPHEN 138
PETTIE, KATHERYN 92, 138
PEW, ANNE 37,138
PHAM, KY 138
PHAM, VAN LANG 138
PHAN, THUAN 138
PHELPS, DOUGLAS 75, 138
PHELPS, SHANNA 138
PHEND, PARKER 34, 138
PHILBROOK, COLLEEN 138
PHILBROOK, MATTHEW 36, 138
PHILLIPS, ALECIA 39, 77, 138
PHIPPS, LAURA 138
PIAZZA, KATHRYN 138
PICKARD, AUSTIN 138
PIETSCH, AARON 138
PIFER, LEE 43, 138
PIMENTEL, KASSIE 138
PINKNEY JAMES 106, 138
PIPER, MICHAEL 34, 138
PITMAN, ELIZABETH 101, 138
PITTENGER, JACLYN 41, 138
PLATTS, JUSTIN 138
PLUM, KYLENE 44, 138
POBANZ, KELSEY 138
PODLUSKY, CRISTINA 138
POHLAD, CHRISTOPHER 138
POHLMAN, DANIELLE 144, 138
POLANSKY, AMY 110, 138
POLLACK, ANDREW 34, 138
POLLACK, HILARY 138
POLLACK, WILLIAM 138
POLLARD, DANIEL 45, 112, 138
POLLOCK, LYNDSAY 138
PORTILLO, ALICIA 35, 138
POSTELL, APRIL 138
POSTEN, BRADLEY 138
POWELL, ANDREA 138
POWER, MEGAN 88, 138
PRADO, NATHAN 138
PRATT, IAN 138
PRATT, SUZANNE 138
PRETESKA, KATHERINE 138
PREUSCH, KAREN 138
PRICE, KRISTEN 138
PRICE, LESLIE 71, 138
PRIEST, MADELINE 39, 138
PRIESTER, KATIE 138
PRIMROSE, HEATHER 138
PRINCE, ANDREW 138
PRINCE, FRANCIS 45, 113, 138
PRITCHARD, JENA 138
PROCHASKA, AARON 138
PROUDMAN, JESSE 138
PROVINSAL, MELISSA 39, 138
PSARIS, DANIEL 138
PUGH, SUSANNA 39, 76, 138
PURNELL, DODGE 138
PUSHKO, KRISTEN 138
PUTTERMAN, JESSICA 138
QUACH, HAN 138
QUAM, KELSEY 36, 138
QUENGA, SHAWN 138
QUINLAN, HEATHER 44, 138
QUTUB, NIHAL 138
RABAGO, MARK 138
RADUE, REBECCA 44, 138
RADZIO, ELIZABETH 138
RAEBURN, VICTORIA 138
RAGOSTA, GIOACHINO 138
RAGSDALE, CORYN 138
RAHM, JENNA 138
RAKITAN, TIMOTHY 138
RALSTON, LISA 138
RALSTON, MATTHEW 38, 138
RAMIREZ, ETHAN 138
RAMIREZ, SHELBY 108, 138
RANDALL, MARILEE 138
RANTEN, MATTHEW 138
RAPOSO, ALEXANDRA 50, 138
RASHID-DIVANFARD, ALI 138
RASMUSON, LEIF 138
RATHANADUONG 134
RATHVON, ACHSA 138
RAUCKHORST, DANA 138
RAUDENBUSH, ELIZABETH 138
RAUH, VINCENT 138
RAY, PEGGY 138
READ, ALISON 138
READ, LAURA 138
REARDON, JULIE 138
RECK, ALISON 138
RECKIN, RACHEL 35, 138
RECKWERDT, ERIC 138
REDDY, BHAVANA 138
REED, DAVID 138
REED, NICHOLAS 34, 138
REEP, JOEL 34, 138
REESE, MATTHEW 138
REHAGE, PETER 138
REICHERT, KOTA 113, 138
REILLY, PETER 34, 138
REINECKE, MEREDITH 138
REINITZ, MARK 66, 138
REISER, MAUREEN 138
REMPEL, COLLEEN 138
RENN, BRENNA 138
RENNIE, MICHELE 138
RENSE, RANDALL 36, 138
RESTAD, ADAM 44, 113, 138
REW, KEELY 75, 138
REYNOLDS, BRYCE 138
REYNOLDS, MATTHEW 138
REYNOLDS, TAYLOR 138
RHODES, TRACY 138
RICE, ANDREW 131,138
RICE, ELIZABETH 138
RICE, PETER 138
RICHARDS, DANIELLE 39, 138
RICHARDSON, BRIANNA 38, 70, 138
RICHARDSON, SAMUEL 138
RICKEN, JOANNA 138
RICKER, KELSEA 138
RICKOLL, WAYNE 58, 138
RIDINGS, KATHERINE 138
RIDINGS, RACHEL 138
RIDLEY, TARYN 138
RIEDEL, KAGAN 39, 138
RIESBECK, JONATHAN 138
RIGGS, SAM 75, 138
RIGHERO, TIFFANI 88, 138
RILEY, PATRICK 138
RINEHART, DANIELLE 138
RIOTTO, JADE 138
RISENMAY, MARIE 138
RITTENHOUSE, SARAH 40, 138
RIVENESS, ALISON 138
RIVES, MICHAEL 138
ROBBINS, DEREK 34, 138
ROBERTS, AUSTIN 74, 138
ROBERTS, ERIN 138
ROBERTS, JESSE 138
ROBERTS, JESSICA 138
ROBERTS, JONATHAN 79, 138
ROBERTS, LIANA 138
ROBERTSON, ASHLEY 138
ROBERTSON, BRIAN 138
ROBINS, HILLARY 138
ROBINSON, JENA 112, 138138- MOVING -ATTHE STEED OFLIFE.
ROBINSON, KYLE 138
ROBINSON, LINDSAY 138
ROBLES, JENNIFER 138
ROBUCK, AMBER 91, 138
RODDEY, JANINE 138
RODMAN, NICK 77, 138
RODRIGUEZ, JESSE 138
RODRIQUES, CARLOS 138
ROGERS, JULIA 138
ROLLE, SARA 138
ROMAN.JOOS 136
ROMMEREIM, LEAH 138
RON, DANA 138
RONAY, THOMAS 138
ROOF, KAYLA 103, 138
ROOT, JOHANNA 138
ROSASCO, MARK 138
ROSCOE, LEAH 138
ROSE, SARAH 138
ROSEN, LIAM 37, 138
ROSENBAUM, BEKKA 129, 138
ROSENBERG, JEANE 138
ROSENBLUM, TALIA 138
ROSENDAHL, KATRINA 138
ROSENFELD, ERIN 138
ROSENZWEIG, GUION 138
ROSS, ELIZABETH 138
ROSS, JENIFER 138
ROSS, JERRY 138
ROSS, KOURTNEY 138
ROSS, PAUL 138
ROSS, STEPHEN 138
ROTH-MARK, DAVID 138
ROTHFUS, JESSICA 41, 138
ROULSTONE, WHITNEY 138
ROUNTREE, VALERIE 138
ROUSH, KYLE 138
ROWBERRY, ANA 138
ROWE, JAKE 138
ROWE, JESSICA 138
ROWE, NICOLETTE 138
ROWLAND, SARAH 138
ROWLEY, ANNA 37, 138
ROY, MICHAEL 138
ROYAL, JENNIFER 138
ROZEN, KAYLIE 122, 138
RUBEL, STEPHANIE 74, 138
RUBIN, MICHAEL 138
RUBINSTEIN, VANESSA 138
RUDDER, JESSICA 138
RUDE, JOHN 138
RUEHL, JESSICA 88, 138
RUFF, TIMOTHY 138
RUGANI, ANA 138
RULE, CAMERON 138
RUMI, FAYEZ 35, 138
RUNFOLA, DANIELLE 138
RUSCA, KYLE 138
RUSLER, JENNIFER 138
RUSSELL, JENNIFER 34, 138
RUSSELL, KATHERINE 138
RUSSELL, KELSEY 138
RUZICH, KYLE 138
RYAN, PETER 51, 138
RYEN, MADELINE 37, 138
RYNESS, RACHELLE 138
SAALFELD, STEVE 138
SAARMAN, ISAAC 36, 138
SABELHAUS, EMILY 138
SABOCHIK, CAROLINE 121, 138
SABOL, KAITLYN 138
SACASAS, JEMRI MAE 138
SACKMAN, DOUGLAS 63, 138
SADOVIKOV, YELENA 138
SAFFER, AARON 36, 138
SAFRAN, RACHEL 85, 138
SAGE, GEOFFREY 138
SAGE, JARED 138
SAGOLINE, LEIANA 39, 138
SAHAGUN, TATIANA 138
SAHNOW, MADISON 138
SAKAI, MARIE 138
SALADEN, ASHLEY 138
SALARZON, EURIE 138
SALMON, MATTHEW 138
SALTER, MICHELLE 139
SALZBERG, JENNIFER 38, 139
SAMMONS, PARKER 139
SAMMS, BRITTANY 139
SAMPLE, COREY 36, 139
SAMPSON, GLEN 139
SAMUELSEN, REBECCA 139
SANDAU, ANNA 139
SANDER, COLBY 26, 139
SANDERS, KATHARINE 139
SANT, NICHOLAS VAN 140
SANTOS, MELISSA 39, 139
SARIBAY, SAL 139
SASSER, JORDAN 139
SATO, KYLE 139
SATTELL, JESSICA 139
SAUCEDO, LESLIE 58, 139
SAUNDERS, SARA 139
SAUVAGE-MAR, MATTHIEU 139
SAVAGE, ALICIA 139
SAVAGE, DIANE 139
SAYAVONG, KIMBERLY 139
SAYRE, MARK 139
SCAMMELL, WILLIAM 139
SCANDLING, EVAN 116, 139
SCHABACKER, DEANNA 39, 139
SCHARRER, ERIC 58, 139
SCHAU, BENJAMIN 139
SCHAUER, THOMAS 139
SCHELL, KATHRYN 139
SCHENCK, BRADLEY 139
SCHERER, ASA 139
SCHERF, WYNNE 39, 139
SCHEURER, DEREK 139
SCHEURER, ERIN 35, 139
SCHILMOELLER, DAVID 139
SCHIMANSKI, MEGHAN 37, 139
SCHINDLER, WILLIAM 38, 74, 139
SCHLEICHER, NICHOLAS 35, 139
SCHLESINGER, CALEB 139
SCHLESINGER, KATIE 35, 139
SCHLUEDERBERG, BRET 41,139
SCHMICK, EMILY 139
SCHMIDT, JENNIFER 139
SCHMIDT, VALERIE 139
SCHMITZ, JEFFREY 139
SCHNEIDER, ERIC 139
SCHNEIDER, ERIN 92, 139
SCHOLLEE, USETTE 67, 139
SCHOTT, MARISSA 139
SCHREINER, MOLLY 139
SCHREINER, STEPHANIE 139
SCHROEDER, STEVEN 38, 139
SCHUERHOFF, SARAH 139
SCHULTE, AIMEE 139
SCHULTENS, MICHELLE 139
SCHULTZ, COURTNEY 139
SCHULTZ, KATIE 139
SCHULTZ, MEGHAN 139
SCHUMAKER, JAIME 8, 139
SCHUSTER, STEPHANIE 139
SCHWARTZ, EMILY 139
SCHWARTZ, LAURIE 139
SCHWARTZ, TONY 139
SCHWENOHA, KATHERINE 139
SCIALABBA, MELISSA 139
SCINTA, BETHANY 40, 139
SCOn, CRISTINE 89, 111, 139
SCOTT-THORSON, VANESSA 139
SCULLY, MARGARET 139
SEABERG, ROBIN 40, 139
SEAVEY, ANDREW 139
SEELY, MARCIE 34, 139
SEGARINI, LINDSEY 139
SEIDEL, KELLY 12, 30, 34, 139
SEISLER, KALI 83, 139
SEIWERATH, ROBIN 139
SELBERG, MICHAEL 139
SELICK, WOODY 71, 139
SELIGMAN, SAMUEL 35, 139
SELLMAN, MIRANDA 139
SENESCALL, STEPHANIE 139
SENG, PAULINE 77, 139
SENK, NADINE 139
SENKYRIK, ADAM 92, 139
SERATT, JAMES 35, 139
SERENBETZ, WARREN 139
SEVEREID, KATHLEEN 139
SHACKELFORD, GRAHAM 26, 139
SHAFA, VANESSA 139
SHAMRELL, NELLIE 139
SHANAHAN, NICOLE 139
SHANKEL, ALLISON 139
SHANTZ, IAN 139
SHAPIRO, BENJAMIN 139
SHAPIRO, JULIET 139
SHARE, DON 67, 139
SHARMAN, ANYA 139
SHARP, WILEY 139
SHARPE, NATHAN 36, 139
SHATZ, LAUREN 139
SHAW, KATELINN 36, 139
SHAW, MICHELLE 139
SHEA, CAITLIN 139
SHEARN, SAMANTHA 139
SHELTON, AUBREY 139
SHEMORRY, KENDRA 139
SHEPARD, ANNA 139
SHEPARD, SHARI 35, 139
SHEPPARD, CHRISTOPHER 139
SHERBURNE, NINA 35, 139
SHERLS, MATTHEW 139
SHERMAN, DAN 59, 67,139
SHERMAN, JACOB 35, 139
SHERWOOD, NICOLE 39, 139
SHIFTON, DEANNA 139
SHIMAMOTO, ALLISON 139
SHINGU, SHAHEEN 139
SHINN, PETER 39, 139
SHINNO, SHANDRA 139
SHINOHARA, SACHIKO 139
SHIOYA, MEIKO 139
SHIPLEY, DAVID 139
SHIVELY, JACQUELINE 139
SHIVERS, MEGAN 139
SHOEMAKER, MARK 139
SHOOK, JEFFREY 37, 139
SHORT, AMBER 139
SHOWALTER, ANN 89,139
SHRIGLEY, HANNAH 139
SHRIVER, ELISABETH 139
SHUFFIELD, TAMMY 139
SHUGART, GARY 58, 139
SHUM, ALEX 139
SIBBFT, LOGAN 35, 139
SIDOFF, ALYSSA 139
SIEGEL, JESSICA 139
SIEGEL, PAUL 36, 139
SIEVERS, STEPHANIE 36, 139
SIEWERT, NICHOLAS 139
SILVERSON, MAXFIELD 37, 139
SIMMONS, JULIA 34, 139
SIMMONS, LINDSEY 139
SIMON, DANIELLE 139
SIMON,GREGORY 139
SISNEROS, JASON 139
Sin, HEATHER 139
SIU, BRANDEELIN 41, 139
SIWEK, MARISSA 139
SKEELS, ANGELA 139
SKELLY, KATHERINE 139
SKILLMAN, JOCELYN 139
SKIRM, BRIANA 40, 139
SLANE, KEVIN 139
SLEEGER, JAMES 39, 139
SMALL, DIANA 139
SMALL, HEATHER 139
SMELKO, HELEN 139
SMILEY, MARY 139
SMITH, ALEXIS 36, 139
SMITH, ARLENE 139
SMITH, BRADFORD 139
SMITH, CRYSTAL 139
SMITH, DAVID 63, 139
SMITH, ELIZABETH 40, 139
SMITH, EMILY 36, 139
SMITH, HARRY 139
SMITH, JONATHAN 139
SMITH, JUSTINE 139
SMITH, KATHERINE 63, 139
SMITH, KRISTINA 139
SMITH, LAUREN 139
SMITH, LEAH 38, 139
SMITH, LEILA 139
SMITH, MARGARITA 139
SMITH, NORA 139
SMITH, RAYL 139
SMITH, SARAH 139
SMITH, TYLER 139
SMITH, WHITNEY 139
SMITH-BLOCKLEY, JESSICA 139
SMYTHE, JOSHUA 139
SNYDER, CALLIE 139
SNYDER, CLIFFORD 35,139
SNYDER, MELISSA 105, 139
SODEN, LANE 139
SOFFER, AARON 139
SOHL, MARCEL 139
SOLANO, JESSICA 41, 139
SOMBRERO, KYLE 39, 139
SOMERVILLE, STEPHEN 43, 139
SORENSEN, KATHERINE 139
SORRENTINO, TALIA 40, 139
SOUCEK, NADIA 139
SOUSA, DAVID 67, 139
SOUVALL, STEPHEN 37, 139
SPADONI, LINDSEY 139
SPARKS, STEVEN 139
SPARN, ANDREW 139
SPAULDING, STACEY 36,89,139
SPECHT, ANNA-LENA 39, 139
SPENCER, ASHLEY 139
SPENCER, JENNIFER 139
SPENCER, SARA 139
SPERRY, TODD 58, 139
SPIESS, SAMANTHA 39, 139
SPURLOCK, SARAH 35, 139
STACKHOUSE,BETHANY 139
STAFFORD, LAURA 92, 139
STAHL, ELIZABETH 139
STANBERY, RUSSEL 139
STANLEY, PETER 36, 139
STARCEVIC, RASTKO 139
STARR, BRIAN 139
STARR, KRYSTA 35, 139
STEELE-MALEY, THOMAS 139
STEIN, KEVIN 45, 139
STEINBACH, VIRGINIA 139
STEINER, EMILY 79, 139
STERLING, EMILY 75, 139
STERMOLE, LINDSEY 139
STEVENS, BARTON 35, 139
STEVENS, HARRY 139
STEVENS,MAnHEW 139
STEVENSON, HALEY 139
STEWART, BRIAN 139
STEWART, COURTNEY 139
STEWART, DARRELL 139
STEWART, SUSAN 71, 139
STEWART, WHITNEY 36, 139
STIELSTRA, ALYSSA 139
STILLMAN, BRYCE 79, 139
STIMSON, ADRIENNE 40, 139
STINCHFIELD, FREDERICK 139
STin, JENNIFER 139
STOCKWELL, AUSTIN 139
STOCKWELL, SOPHIE 139
STODDARD, ZACHARY 38, 139
STOLER, MICHELLE 35, 139
STONE, BRIAN 79, 139
STONE-KRONBERG, JULIAN 139
STOREY, HEATHER 139
STOUT, KATHERINE 139
STOYLES, SYDNEE 139
STRAIGHT, TRACEY 139
STRAIT, EMILY 36, 139
STRANDJORD, SARAH 139
STRAnON, BREn 139
STRAUHAL, TIMOTHY 139
STRAW, ANGELA 139
STRICKLAND, VALERIE 139
STROH, KYLE 35, 139
STROUD, LUCINDA 37, 139
STRUCKMAN, ANTHONY 139
STRUVE, MARLO 139
STUCKRATH, JOSEPH 139
STUEF, ELSBETH 37, 139
STYNER, ERIC 139
SU, BAO 139
SULLIVAN, CATHERINE 139
SULLIVAN, JOHN 139
SUMIDA, BRYCE 139
SUMITOMO, TAKEO 139
SUNNER, LISA 39, 139
SUTHERS, NELLIE 39, 139
SUnON, AILEEN 139
SWAN, LAURIE 139
SWANNACK, WILLIAM 36, 139
SWANSON, GREGORY 139
SWARTHOUT, CONNER 139
SWIESS, STACY 35, 139
SWIETER, ERIN 92, 139
SWIFT, JENNIFER 139
SWINK, JESSICA 39, 139
SYLVAIN, TESSA 139
SYREn, STEPHANIE 40, 139
WOMEN'S LACROSSE: WOMEN'S TENNIS: MEN'S TENNIS:
at Univ. of Washington(Scrimmage) vs. Willamette* W, 8-1 at Willamette* W, 6-1
vs. PLU (Scrimmage) vs. Linfield* L, 1-8 at Pacific* W,7-0
at Linfield vs. Pacific* W, 9-0 vs. George Fox* W, 5-2
Springfield CollegeA vs. George Fox* W, 9-0 vs. Whitworth* W,7-0
Wheaton (Mass.) A vs. PLU* W, 5-4 vs. Whitman* L,0-7
Washington CollegeA at Whitworth* W, 5-4 at Lewis & Clark*
Mt. Saint VincentA at Whitman* W, 7-2 at Linfield*
SUNY-BrockportA vs. Lewis & Clark* vs. Pacific*
vs. Oberlin College at Pacific* vs. PLU*
at Redlands at Willamette* vs. Willamette*
at Whittier at George Fox* at PLU*
at Claremont at PLU* at George Fox*
vs. Linfield vs. Whitworth* at Whitworth*
Independent Tournament vs. Whitman* at Whitman*
at Lewis & Clark* vs. Lewis & Clark*
at Linfield* vs. Linfield*
NWC Tournament NWC Tournament
Record: Record:
TRACK AND FIELD: NWC Multi-Events*
UW Open Meet III Indiv. Results Only Spike Arlt Invitational
McDonald's Open Indiv. Results Only NWC Championships*
vs. Lewis & Clark, SPU lst/2nd WWU Twilight Meet
Joe Peyton Invitational Ken Shannon Invitational
UPS Open Dr. Keeler Invitational
Stanford Invitational Ken Foreman Invitational
Whitworth Invitational Last Chance Meet
Shotwell Invitational NCAA National Championships
I3<?BTDEX/STOUTS SCCTRES
TAETZ, CORINNE 140
TALAJOOR, MINA 36,140
TALASCO, DONNA 79, 89, 140
TALBOT, IAN 140
TALBOTT, ELIZABETH 140
TALLMADGE, JULIA 140
TAM, EVA 76, 92, 140
TAMASHIRO, JOYCE 58, 140
TAMURA, JASON 140
TANAKA, DAVID 140
TANI, EMILIE 140
TANNER, JAMES 140
TANNER, JARED 140
TANNER, MILES 140
TANSEY, RYAN 140
TAPAY, ANDREW 140
TARANOVSKI, THEODORE 63, 140
TASAKI, LAUREN 140
TAUFA, RUSSELL 140
TAYLOR, ALEXANDER 140
TAYLOR, CAITLIN 34, 140
TAYLOR, CHELSEA 35, 140
TAYLOR, ETHAN 35, 140
TAYLOR, GILLIAN 140
TAYLOR, GRAHAM 140
TAYLOR, KATHERINE 34, 140
TAYLOR, LINDSEY 140
TAYLOR, MATTHEW 37, 140
TAYLOR, NICOLE 140
TECCA, CARA 140
TEMPLETON, BENJAMIN 35, 140
TEMPLETON, BETH 140
TENORIO, MICHAEL 140
TENSMEYER, ANNA 140
TERRY, VIRGINIA 93, 128, 140
TERWILLIGER, CHRISTINA 38, 140
TETZLAFF, SUSAN 140
THANHOUSER, SPENCER 140
THARP, JENNIFER 140
THELEN, ALANNA 43, 140
THIESSE, ELISABETH 140
THODE, SUSAN 140
THOMAS, ADRIENNE 140
THOMAS, ALEXANDER 35, 140
THOMAS, ALEXANDRA 40, 140
THOMAS, COLLEEN 140
THOMAS, KATIE 39, 140
THOMAS, KIMRON 8, 50, 140
THOMAS, RON 14, 18, 19, 92, 140
THOMPSON, AMY 140
THOMPSON, BENJAMIN 140
THOMPSON, CAROL 39, 140
THOMPSON, CLAY 37, 140
THOMPSON, DAVID 140
THOMPSON, JAMES 140
THOMPSON, JEREMY 38, 140
THOMPSON, JESSICA 140
THOMPSON, LYDIA 40, 140
THOMPSON, REBECCA 37, 140
THOMPSON, SARAH 140
THOMPSON, TAYLOR 92, 140
THOMSON, HEATHER 140
THONSTAD, TRAVIS 35, 140
THORNE, KRISTINA 93, 140
THORSTENSON, KARLI 90, 140
THRASHER, ASHLEY 140
THURSTON, JORDAN 140
TIENNE, KRISTINA DE 133
TIEU, LY 140
TIMMER, EMILY 140
TIMMONS, CHRIS 128
TIMMONS, CHRISTOPHER 140
TITMUS, ANDREW 140
TITUS, TRAVIS 140
TODD, JANET 140
TOGLIA, VANESSA 140
TOKUDA, KATHLEEN 140
TOLBERT, SETH 140
TOLLERUD, ERIK 140
TOLLERUD, JONATHAN 140
TOM, JUSTIN 140
TOMBERLIN, MAGGIE 140
TOMLINSON, APRIL 42, 140
TOMPKINS, CRYSTAL 140
TOPOLSKI, MEGHANN 140
140
TORGERSEN-BELL, CHELSEA 140
TORSETH, KRISTA 140
TOWNSEND-CHILDERS, CAITLIN 140
TRACY, MELISSA 140
TRAN, CINDY 140
TRAN, VU 140
TRAUTMAN, AMY 36, 140
TRESEDER, GLORIA 140
TRIBELHORN, ELIZABETH 37, 140
TRIBIANO, RACHEL 140
TRIMBLE, SARAH 140
TROMBETTA, NICOLE 140
TRONTEL, HALEY 140
TROTTER, ELLIOT 39, 140
TRUCKER, ELAYNA 40, 140
TRUE, WILLIAM 36, 140
TRYGG, BREANNA 140
TSUKAMAKI, JAMIE 10, 140
TUCK, ZACHARY 140
TUCKER, EVAN 16, 17, 83, 85, 140
TUCKER, SETH 41, 140
TUFTE, JESSE 140
TULLIS, ALEXA 58, 140
TUMALE, AARON 77, 140
TURK, KATHARINE 140
TURNBULL, EMILY 43, 140
TURNBULL, JULIA 140
TURNER, DEVIN 59, 89, 140
TURNER, GENEVIEVE 40, 140
TUTHILL, ERIN 140
TUTHILL, HOWARD 79, 140
TWIST, ALEX 140
TYNDALL, TINA 140
U’REN, BENJAMIN 140
UDWIN, BLAIR 140
UHLMANN, ZACHARY 140
UKI, HISAE 77, 140
ULVESTAD, WHITNEY 37, 140
UMBER, AUDREY 140
UNDERHILL, TASHA 140
URIO, TATENI 140
USAGAWA, TRICIA 140
BASEBALL:
atPLU L,1-3
vs. Albertson College (DH)
vs. Albertson College L, 0-10
at Saint Martin's (DH) L, 1-9; L, 1-2
vs. Saint Martin's (DH) W, 7-6; L,0-2
vs. Willamette* (DH) L, 7-8;L, 2-4
vs. Willamette* W, 6-3
at Lewis 8< Clark* (DH) L, 0-3
at Lewis & Clark* W, 3-2; W, 11-7
Saint Martin's 6-2 (rain out)
Montclair StateA W,10-0
Pomona-PitzerA L, 6-7
L, 6-7; L,3-11 Cal LutheranA W, 6-2
vs. Albertson College
at Linfield* (DH)
at Linfield*
vs. Corban CollegeUniv. of RedlandsA L, 2-4
at Univ. of Washington L, 4-5 vs. Whitworth* (DH)
vs. PLU* (DH) W, 3-2; W, 9-2 vs. Whitworth*
vs. PLU* W,12-7 at Univ. of Wash,
at Pacific* (DH) at Whitman* (DH)
at Pacific* at Whitman*
vs. George Fox* (DH) Record:
vs. George Fox* (DH)=Double Header
SOFTBALL:
vs. Saint Martin's (DH) W, 16-11; W, 8-3
at George Fox* (DH) W, 2-0; W, 8-6
at Lewis & Clark* (DH) W, 13-4; W, 8-4
vs. Concordia (DH) L, 0-11; W, 3-2
vs. Linfield* (DH) L, 5-17; L, 0-2
vs. Linfield* (DH) W, 8-0; L, 6-11
Illinois College* W,14-5
Fontbonne* W, 8-0
Kenyon* W, 8-0
Mount St. Joseph* W, 3-0
Knox* W,10-0
Chapman* L, 3-5
St. Mary's* W, 4-2
Elmhurst* W, 8-0
at Pacific* (DH)
at Willamette* (DH)
at Whitworth* (DH)
at Whitworth* (DH)
vs. Pacific* (DH)
vs. Willamette* (DH)
vs. George Fox* (DH)
vs. Lewis & Clark* (DH)
vs. PLU* (DH)
at PLU* (DH)
Record:
MEN'S TENNIS: vs. Willamette*
at Willamette* W, 6-1 W, 4-3
at Pacific* W, 7-0 at PLU*
vs. George Fox* W, 5-2 at George Fox*
vs. Whitworth* W, 7-0 at Whitworth*
vs. Whitman* L, 0-7 at Whitman*
at Lewis 8< Clark* W, 6-1 vs. Lewis & Clark*
at Linfield* L, 1-6 vs. Linfield*
vs. Pacific* W, 7-0 NWC Tournament
vs. PLU* L, 0-7 Record:
WOMEN'S TENNIS:
vs. Willamette* W, 8-1
vs. Linfield* L, 1-8
vs. Pacific* W, 9-0
vs. George Fox* W, 9-0
vs. PLU* W, 5-4
at Whitworth* W, 5-4
at Whitman* W, 7-2
at Willamette*
W, 8-1
at George Fox*
at PLU*
vs. Whitworth*
vs. Whitman*
at Lewis 8< Clark*
at Linfield*
vs. Lewis & Clark*
at Pacific* W, 7-0
W, 7-2 NWC Tournament
Record:
vVALADE, KYLE 35, 140
VALENTINE, MARY ANN 39, 140
VALLECORSA, NOELLE 140
VALLIMONT, CANDICE 74,140
VAN, HARRY 140
VANBENTHUYSEN, MOLLY 51, 83, 140
VANCE, ALLISON 140
VANCE, NICKI 75, 140
VANDECAR, JENNIFER 140
VANEK, MATTHEW 140
VAN HEUVELEN, THOMAS 140
VAN HORNE, MATTHEW 140
VANNI, MATTHEW 45,140
VANOS, CHRISTINE 58, 140
VANOVER, BRIANA 140
VAN PUTTEN, NICHOLAS 41, 140
VANSClVER, KATHERINE 92, 140
VAN VECHTEN, CHRISTOPHER 140
VANWYHE, IAN 44, 140
VARTANIAN, ERROL 76, 140
VASILIUS, NICHOLAS 79, 140
VASKAS, DOUGLAS 140
VAUX, JARED 140
VAYNBERG, ALINA 77, 140
VEERHUSEN, BRETT 140
VERHULST, KEN 43, 140
VILLANUEBA, PERRY 120, 140
VINSON, NICOLE 140
VIRGINIA, JAMIE 140
VISCIANO, DEVIN 140
VISHWANATH, NANDITA 40, 140
VITZ, BRENDON 140
VOLBERDING, PETER 35, 140
VONGDARA, TONY 140
VON MORITZ, DAVID 140
VOORHEES, ERIK 140
VUONG, LINH 140
fw
WAADE, ,. ANDREA 140
WACKER, RUSSELL 140
MOVINGFO'RW-A'R'D -ATTHE STEED OFLIFE..,
WADE, ROBIN 140
WADLEIGH, TREVOR 140
WAGGENER, ALEXANDER 140
WAHNLEN, JESSICA 91, 140
WALDRON, EMILY 37, 140
WALDRON, JAKE 140
WALKER, ELIZABETH 140
WALKER, JEFFEREY 140
WALKER, JOSH 88, 140
WALKEY, WILLIAM 140
WALKLEY, JONATHAN 39, 140
WALLACE, ERIN 140
WALLACE, LINDSEY 140
WALLER, LAURA 140
WALLER, MICHELLE 140
WALSH, BRYAN 140
WALSH, NICHOLAS 140
WAMRE, MARCIE 140
WANG, YU-YA 140
WARD, ARIANA 140
WARING, ROBERT 140
WARREN, LINSEY 36, 140
WARREN, STUART 122, 140
WARRICK-STONE, TAREVA 36, 140
WASHINGTON, CECELIA 140
WASIK, EVAN 140
WASSON, RAY 120, 140
WATANABE, JULIE 140
WATANABE, LANCE 140
WATERS, JILLIAN 140
WATERS-VOGEL, KEHAULANI 140
WATKINS, ANDREW 140
WATKINS, KEVIN 140
WATSON, MEGHAN 41, 140
WATSON, SARAH 140
WATT, ERIN 140
WATTS, JENNA 89, 140
WEARLY, ASHLEY 140
WEAVER, DARIN 41, 140
WEAVER, TYLER 35, 140
WEBBER, TANNER 140
WEBER, CAROLINE 140
WEBER, ELIZABETH 140
WEBER, LAUREN 140
WEBKING, MEGHAN 34, 140
WEBSTER, MICHELLE 140
WEDVIK, AMANDA 38, 140
WEED, MAGGIE 140
WEHAGE, JEFFREY 35,140
WEIDENBACH, BRENT 140
WEILAND, ALEXIS 126, 131, 140
WEINBERGER, SETH 67, 140
WEINSTEIN, KELSEY 140
WEIS, JULIE 140
WEISBERG, RACHEL 140
WEISS, STACEY 58, 140
WEISSEL, VICTORIA 34, 140
WEISZ, CAROLYN 66, 140
WELCH, JULIA 37, 140
WELLER, CLAYTON 140
WELLS, KELSEY 39, 140
WENDEL, JANE 140
WENDT, ROBERT 25, 42, 126, 140
WENTLING, STEPHEN 140
WESCHE, KATHERINE 50, 140
WEST, AMANDA 140
WEST, JONATHAN 140
WEST, PAYSON 140
WESTCOAT, ALEX 27, 140
WESTGATE, IAN 140
WESTON, BRYAN 140
WESTON, RANDY 68, 140
WETZLER, KEVIN 140
WHALEN, SEAN 140
WHALEY, LAUREN 140
WHEELER, JARED 43, 140
WHITCOMB, MASON 120, 140
WHITE, ALEXANDER 140
WHITE, ELLA 35, 140
WHITE, NICHOLAS 140
WHITLATCH, CASEY 40, 140
WHITLOCK, NATALIE 40, 140
WHITTLE, MARTIN 140
WHYBURN, IAN 140
WICKARD, ERIC 79, 140
WICKS, PAUL 41, 140
WIDENER, SARA 140
WIESE, NILA 71, 140
IKSTROM, DANA 6, 141
ILBUR, BRIAN 35, 141
ILCOX, LAEL 141
ILDING, MARK 141
ILE, JULIE 38, 141
ILKERSON, JESSICA 141
ILLCOCKSON,KATHRYN 40, 141
ILLIAMS, ALYSIA 141
ILLIAMS, ANTWAN 106, 141
ILLIAMS, COURTNEY 111, 141
ILLIAMS, ERIN 90, 141
ILLIAMS, KAVIN 141
ILLIAMS, KRISTIN 141
ILLIAMS, KRYSH 74, 141
ILLIAMS, LAUREN 141
ILLIAMS, NICHOLAS 141
ILLIAMS, THOMAS 141
ILLIAMSON, ANGELA 141
ILLOUGHBY, JEFF 141
ILLSON, SKYLAR 40, 141
ILPONE-JORDAN, CAITLIN 141
ILSON, CHAD 141
ILSON, ERIN 51, 82, 85, 141
ILSON, JAMES 141
ILSON, JEROME 141
ILSON, KATHLEEN 38, 141
ILSON, PAULA 71, 141
ILSON, STEPHEN 141
IMBERGER, PETER 58, 141
INDSOR, CHRISTOPHER 141
INGO, PATRICK 43, 89, 141
INKLEY, NICOLE 141
INNICK, JONEE 141
IRECKI, SIMON 141
ISE, JAMIE 141
ISNEWSKI, JAMES 141
IX, TESSA 40, 141
TYRICK, DUSTIN 141
OBBEKIND, KATE 141
OERNER, MEAGAN 141
OLF, ALEX 141
'OLF, ALISSA 41, 141
OLE, ANDREW 141
'OLE, DAVID 35, 141
'OLF, ELISE 141
OLF, SASHA 51, 141
OLFE, GREGORY 141
OLFE, RACHEL 141
OLTHAUSEN, ROBIN 141
OMACK, ALEXANDRA 141
OMMACK, BENJAMIN 42, 91, 141
ONG, ALANA 141
ONG, IAN 90, 141
ONG, STEPHANIE 141
OOD, LISA 66, 141
OOD, WESTON 106, 107, 141
OODAHL, ANDREA 141
OODROW, ATHENA 141
OODROW, COLLEEN 141
OODS, BRETT 35, 141
OODS, SHANNON 141
/OODWARD, GEORGE 141
OOLF, KATHRYN 141
ORD, YUSUF ALI 44, 141
/RENCHER, CHARMALAN 77, 91, 141
/RIGHT, CHRISTOPHER 141
/RIGHT, ELIZABETH 141
/RIGHT, KIRSTEN 39, 141
/RIGHT, NICOLE 40, 74, 141
/U, DANA 40, 141
/ULLBRANDT, KATIE 101, 141
/YATT, JAY 141
/YBOURN, AMANDA 141
VYLIE, SARAH 141
WNHOF, WHITNEY 141
WNN, TIFFANY 37, 141
ATHE, DARYL 141
AGUCHI, HIROKO 141
AMADA, GARRETT 141
AMAMOTO, TIFFANY 88, 127, 130, 141
ANDO, ZACHARY 141
AO, JANET 141
ASUO, MIKA 76, 141
EH, ANDREW 141
ETTKE, JENNIFER 35, 141
Yl, PETER 141
Yl, TONY 35, 141
YORIOKA, POLLY 141
YORK, DAVID 141
YOSHIDA, KAINOA 141
YOUNG, AMY 39, 141
YOUNG, BRIAN 141
YOUNG, ZAHRA 141
YOUNGBLOOD, SHELLEY 141
YOUNGMAN, KIMBERLY 141
YOUNKIN, MARY 141
YOUNKIN, SARAH 141
YU,JU HYUN 141
YU, KEVIN 141
ZAEAR, FERESHTA 141
ZAFAR, WALID 141
ZAGER, JOHN 141
ZAHRADNIK, IAURA 141
ZANE, STEVEN 39, 141
ZARNOWSKI, CHELSEA 38, 141
ZASLOW, RACHEL 141
ZEILER, KELLY 39, 141
ZEKIRI, AMMAR 141
ZELLER, DEVON 141
ZENCZAK, MARIA 36, 141
ZHAO, YAO 141
ZIENTEK, LAURA 141
ZIMMER, ANDREW 39, 141
ZIMMER, JEFFREY 141
ZIMMERMAN, ERIC 141
ZIMMERMAN, TRISHA 141
ZITZER, TIMOTHY 38, 141
ZOLNOWSKY, CAROL 79, 141
ZUMBRO, JESSE 141
MEN'S BASKETBALL: NWC CHAMPIONS!
at San Jose State (Exhibition] L, 90-107 at Willamette* L, 68-77
vs. Evergreen StateA W, 78-68 at Linfield* W,79-75
vs. Warner Pacific L, 93-100 vs. Lewis & Clark* W, 94-64
vs. Northwest Christian College W,106-77 vs. Pacific* W, 82-64
at Lewis 8< Clark* W,102-81 at PLU* W, 96-76
at Pacific* W,76-54 at George Fox* W, 97-76
Penn State-BehrendA W, 98-83 at Whitworth* L, 74-98
Cal TechA W,123-74 at Whitman* W, 89-81
at UC Riverside W, 115-111 vs. Willamette* W, 93-68
Illinois WesleyanA L, 87-104 vs. Linfield* W, 105-67
Berry (Georgia]* W,117-108 vs.Whitworth (NWC Tourney) W, 94-86
vs. PLU* W,102-76 vs. Occidental (NCAA Natl Tourney) W, 89-81
vs. George Fox* W,106-95 Augustana (NCAA Nat'l Tourney] W, 92-86
vs. Whitworth* W, 106-105 Illinois Wesleyan (NCAA Natl Tourney) L, 99-113
vs. Whitman* W, 112-103 Record: 23-5, 14-2 NWC
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL: vs. Whitman* W, 74-59 Record: 23-6, 13-3 NWC
CalTech* W, 97-26 at Willamette* W, 91-40
Occidental* W, 90-64 at Linfield* W, 76-60
vs. Regis L, 72-78 vs. Lewis 8c Clark* W, 66-58
at Northwest University W,100-81 vs. Pacific* W, 76-46
at Lewis 8< Clark* L,53-75 at PLU* W, 61-49
at Pacific* W,75-70 at George Fox* W, 59-44
vs. Evergreen State W, 68-59 atWhilworth* W, 83-69
Claremont-Mudd-Scripps* W, 74-46 at Whitman* L, 53-63
CalTech* W, 95-20 vs. Willamette* W, 74-58
Carthage College* W, 79-49 vs. Linfield* W, 81-47
Cal Lutheran* W,74-60 vs. Whitman (NWC Tourney] W, 63-61
vs. PLU* L, 65-73 at PLU (NWC Tourney) L, 55-69
vs. George Fox* W, 85-61 Cal Lutheran (NCAA Nat'l Tourney] W, 74-59
vs Whitworth* W 68-53 PLU (NCAA Nat'l Tourney) L, 50-62
Thank YouFor Your Service Over the Years!
A Goodbye to Staff and Faculty Retiring this Year
Angie Clark, Bookstore Supplies Manager, 06/01/1974-06/30/2006
*
Jim Davis, Chaplain/Director of Spirituality and Justice, 08/01/1977-06/30/2006
*
Sandi Hansen, Payroll Supervisor, 01/03/1985-07/31/2006
*
Mike Kinney, Facilities Services, 10/01/1963-02/03/2006
*
Ily Nagy, Art Professor, 09/01/1987-12/31/2005
*
John Riegsecker, Math & Computer Science Professor, 09/01/1980-06/30/2006
*
Will Rodriguez, Telephone Services Coordinator, 06/20/1988-06/02/2006
*
Merrilee Watson, Mail Services Coordinator, 10/11/1988-03/31/2006
*
Roberta Wilson, Exercise Science Professor, 09/01/1976-12/31/2005
Thank you all for everything you have done for this university
and community! You will be missed!
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145 MOVING FOTWATiV ATTHE STEED OFLIFE
Although
he year has
aeenagoodonewith
many exciting moments
and new adventures,
marches steadily on. After today, this
month, this year, this college experience,
vhenyou look backontheUniversity of Puget Sound,
vhat will you find that maroon has done for you?
few
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